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Kurzzusammenfassung

Inhalt dieser Dissertation ist die Untersuchung analytischer Aspekte des thermo-
dynamischen Limes des Kitaev Quantum Double Modells für endliche abelsche
Gruppen. Es wird gezeigt, dass in der GNS Darstellung des eindeutig bestim-
mten translationsinvarianten Grundzustands die von Neumann Algebren der in
Kegeln lokalisierten Operatoren die Eigenschaft der Haag-Dualität erfüllen. Unter
Zuhilfenahme der im Verlauf des Beweises für die Haag Dualität entwickelten
Technikenwird der Jones-Kosaki-Longo Index für bestimmte Inklusionen von von
Neumann Algebren in der Grundzustandsdarstellung berechnet. Dies erlaubt
die vollständige Charakterisierung der Superauswahlsektoren gemäß einer kürz-
lich entwickelten Klassifizierung solcher fundamentalen Ladungen in zweidimen-
sionalen Quantengittersystemen. Letztere sind Äquivalenzklassen von Darstel-
lungen der quasilokalen Algebra, welche einer DHR-artigen Auswahlregel genü-
gen. Im Zuge dessen lässt sich eine Version der Split-Eigenschaft für von Neu-
mannAlgebren von in Paaren disjunkter Kegel lokalisierter Operatoren zeigen.Der
für die Klassifizierung der Sektoren berechnete Jones-Kosaki-Longo Index ist
im Quantum Double Modell für endliche abelsche Gruppen durch die totale
Quantendimension der modularen Tensorkategorie gegeben, welche die lokale
Anregungsstruktur charakterisiert. Darüber hinaus kann der Index als Dimen-
sion des Kodierungsraumes eines Verfahrens für Geheimnisteilung interpretiert
werden. Das steht im Zusammenhang mit der operationellen Interpretation einer
relativen Entropie der Inklusion, welche gleich dem Logarithmus des Index ist,
als die zusätzliche Information, welche mithilfe den zusätzlichen Operationen der
größeren von Neumann Algebra der Inklusion in die Kodierungszustände chif-
friert werden kann. Als Resultat erhält man eine Struktur, welche auch in der
Analyse der Quantum Double Modelle für endliche Systemgrößen zu finden ist.

Schlagworte: Quantum Double Modell, Superauswahlsektoren, Index Theorie v





Abstract

Content of this thesis is the study of analytic aspects of the thermodynamic limit
of Kitaev’s quantum double models for finite abelian groups. We prove that in
the GNS representation of the unique translationally invariant ground state the
von Neumann algebras of observables localised in cones satisfy Haag duality. The
techniques developed in the proof of Haag duality are then used to derive the
Jones-Kosaki-Longo index of certain inclusions of von Neumann algebras in the
representation of the translationally invariant ground state. By a recent result on
the classification of charges in two-dimensional quantummany body systems, this
allows to fully characterise the superselection sectors obtained from a DHR like
selection criterion. In the course of this we give an explicit proof of a version of
the split property, called approximate split property, for von Neumann algebras
associated with pairs of disjoint cones. The Jones-Kosaki-Longo index derived for
the classification of the superselection sectors is equal to the total quantum dimen-
sion of modular tensor category characterising the local excitations. Moreover, it
can be interpreted as dimension of the code space of a secret sharing scheme and
its logarithm is equal to a relative entropy of the inclusion giving it an operational
interpretation. This resembles a structure which is also found in the analysis of
the quantum double models in finite system sizes.

Keywords: Quantum Double Model, Superselection Sectors, Index Theory
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Introduction

In the past 40 years, systems that exhibit phase transitions not covered by Landau’s
theory of symmetry breaking have gained broad interest in the fields of condensed
matter physics, quantum information and mathematical physics. In the theory of
symmetry breaking, phase transitions in a quantum spin system are explained by
the transition from a disordered, symmetric phase to an ordered phase in which
the the state under consideration no longer obeys the symmetry of the system’s
dynamics [Lan08]. The phase transition can be characterised by a local order
parameter, such as the magnetisation or the temperature, and a phase transition
occurs if the order parameter becomes non-analyitc at some value of the system
parameters [Rue69].

In contrast, exotic systems falling outside the paradigm of symmetry breaking
are characterised by stability of the ground state against local perturbations of the
Hamiltonian and phase transitions of such systems are characterised by non-local
order parameters. Another remarkable property of these systems outside frame-
work of symmetry breaking is that the degeneracy of the ground state depends on
the topology of the manifold in which the system is embedded. Typical examples
for such systems are the fractional quantum hall liquids [KL87; Hal88] and spin
liquids [KT73; WWZ89; Kit03; LW05], which can break time and parity symmetry,
and can be gapped or gapless.

Topological Order

Several definitions of topological order were introduced which are supposed to
capture essential features of such systems. For example, the topological quantum
order conditions [BHV06; NO09; BHM10; BH11] and variants thereof [RS15; JP13]
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address the stability against local perturbations. These conditions are influenced
by intuition from quantum error correction (c.f. [KL95; BNS98]) and in fact a
large class of models for topologically ordered systems, or rather states, in this
sense are provided by surface codes and other topological quantum codes [Kit97;
Den+02; BM06; CN08; KL09; Bom13]. In addition to the stability against local
perturbations these states exhibit a degeneracy depending only on the topology
in which the system is embedded. They are degenerate in the sense that for a
fixed system there are multiple, distinct states which are not distinguishable by
local operations but only by operations that affect large parts of the system. In fact,
these states are the code states of a stabiliser code and the latter operations are given
by the logical operators of this code [Kit97; Got97]. This allows for fault tolerant
encoding of quantum information, hence makes them promising candidates for
quantum memories. Moreover, by using the stability of these non-local operators
against perturbations, these models allow for quantum computation [Den+02;
KL09; Bom13] or even universal quantum computation, if the models underlying
the constructions are complex enough [Moc03; Moc04]. These states also occur
as ground states of local, gapped Hamiltonians, where the local terms of the
Hamiltonians correspond to the stabilisers of the error correcting code [Kit03;
BM08; Bre14].

Other closely related approaches follow an intuition that is derived from the
theory of phase transitions by defining quantum phases as equivalence classes of
ground states of homotopy equivalent Hamiltonians [CGW10]. More precisely,
a quantum phase is given by those ground states whose Hamiltonians can be
connected by a smooth path of Hamiltonians such that no phase transition occurs
along the path. A quantum phase transition occurs, if at some point along a
smooth path of Hamiltonians, the expectation values of local observables in the
Hamiltonian’s ground state exhibit a singularity in the thermodynamic limit of
the system. As product states do not contain any quantum correlations between
different particles, they are canonical representations of the class of topologically
trivial states. Topologically ordered states are then those states, which cannot be
connected to topological trivial states with a smooth path of Hamiltonians without
undergoing a phase transition. If the Hamiltonian of one ground state is gapped,
then this means that the ground state of another gapped Hamiltonian is in the
same phase if they are connected by a smooth path of gapped Hamiltonians. In
this case the ground state degeneracy is preserved when moving the system along
this path. In a sense this approach extends Landau’s theory of phase transition
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by symmetry breaking: The topological trivial phase can be divided further into
smaller equivalence classes if one requires that symmetries are preserved when
changing the system. This results in the so-called symmetry protected topological
orders [CGW10; Che+13; EN14; LL13].

Yet another approach to define topological phases, and hence topological order,
is by equivalence under finite depth local unitary circuits [CGW10]. This has the
advantage of being more accessible for numerical investigations [Osb06; Osb07].
This approach is motivated by the observation that for a given smooth path of
gapped local Hamiltonians one can construct a one-parameter family of unitary
operators that connects the ground space of the Hamiltonians along the path
and which preserves locality of operators up to an arbitrarily small error [HW05;
Bac+11]. This shows that, as long the gap stays open, small enough local perturb-
ations of the local Hamiltonian does not change the physics of the ground space.
This is complemented by the observation that small enough local perturbations of
gapped, local commuting Hamiltonians [BHM10; BH11] do not close the gap. The
quasi-adiabatic continuation and the finite depth local unitary quantum circuits
share the property that they spread correlations through the system only linearly
w.r.t. the parameter of the continuation and the depth of the circuit, respect-
ively [BHV06; HW05; Bac+11; BB15]. This supplies the intuition that topologically
ordered states are long-range entangled in contrast to topologically trivial states
which are short-ranged entangled but can contain long-range classical correlations.
Several further approaches to topological order suitable for purposes of numerical
investigations use, among others, projected entangled pair states [Sch+12], matrix
product operators [Şah+14] and more general, tensor networks [CV13].

Classifying Topological Order

There are several immediate questions that arise. First, to which extent are the
above approaches equivalent? Clearly they are related and intuitively capture
much of the same physics. Up to now this seems not to be entirely answered,
though some partial results are available [BHM10; Osb07]. Another and related
question is, how can one classify topologically ordered phases? Does a complete
classification scheme even exist? The nature of topological order indicates that
phase is a property of the states alone. If the state under consideration is the
ground state of a local, gapped Hamiltonian then its topological order should
not depend on the details of the high energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian by
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the quasi-adiabatic continuation [HW05]. Moreover, since we are interested in
topological order only for pure states, we can always interpolate between different
Hamiltonians with the same ground states and without changing the ground
space. Thus, it is not important which Hamiltonian we are considering, as long as
its ground state space describe the sameground states. This suggests that quantum
phases can be understood as equivalence classes of only states under a suitable
equivalence relation. The underlying equivalence relations then determine how
well we can distinguish different quantum phases. A classification scheme then
consists in finding invariants associated to these classes which can be calculated
from any representative from the class of states. Such a scheme is complete if there
exists a one-to-one mapping between invariants and phases.

For one-dimensionquantumspin systems itwas shown that gappedHamiltoni-
ans of finite interaction range only give rise to topological trivial phases [CGW11].
Thus the only interesting phases of one-dimensional gapped are the symmetry
protected phases. Related to this, there are are classification schemes in one-
dimensional systems on the level of local unitary dynamics [Gro+09; Ced+15] and
for fermionic systems [Kit09].

In two-dimensional quantum spin systems, topological order is generally as-
sociated with the occurrence of anyons, i.e. particles with statistics different form
the usual fermi or bose statistics. This is illustrated by Kiteav’s quantum double
models[Kit03] and by the string-net models [LW05]. It is an open question what
the correspondence between gappedHamiltonians in two spatial dimensions, and
modular tensor categories is [Haa16], but it is expected that topological order in
two dimensions is fully characterised by modular tensor categories [BN13].

One candidate for and invariant in two-dimensional systems is the topological
entanglement entropy [KP06; LW06]. It is derived only from the state under con-
sideration, but suffers certain shortcomings due Bravyi’s counter example (c.f. the
introduction of [Haa16]). However, it is stable under the quasi-adiabatic con-
tinuation [Mar+14]. Unfortunately, it does not provide a complete classification:
For systems satisfying an area law it corresponds to a constant correction to the
entanglement entropy, which, for the quantum double models and the string-
net models (and other anyon models), coincides with the logarithm of the total
quantum dimension of the model’s underlying modular tensor category. How-
ever, the total quantum dimension does not uniquely identify a modular tensor
category. Nevertheless, non-zero topological entanglement entropy is considered
as a good indicator for the presence of topological order in a state. Some of its
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important properties are that it is considered to be stable under local perturbations
that are smaller than the region it is derived from [KP06; LW05] (c.f. [Kim12]), it
can be extended to systems with defects [Bro+13] and it is equivalent to an optimal
sharing rate in a secret sharing scheme [KFM16].

Another approach to find invariants for 2-dimensional systems aims at comput-
ing the topological S-matrix from the ground state [ZGV14; Haa16]. This matrix
is stable against local unitary transformations [Haa16], and coincides with the S-
matrix of the underlyingmodular tensor category in the case of the toric code. This
suggests that it allows to recover at least parts of the anyonic structure encoded in
the state. This invariant is not complete as well, since the S-matrix itself does not
uniquely determine a modular tensor category. In fact even the classification of
the latter is far from being solved [RSW09].

Beyond Finite Systems Sizes

Most of the approaches mentioned in the previous sections have in common that
they are taken in systems of finite size, i.e. finite volume andfinite particle numbers.
The account for the thermodynamic limit is then given by analysing the scaling of
the quantities of interest in the limit of large volumes and particle numbers. This
raises the issue of intricate and often not very precise notations to keep track of the
system size. Furthermore, some assumptions on the systems, such as the the gap
between the ground state energy and the higher excitations, or the observation
whether a phase transition occurs, make only sense in the thermodynamic limit.
An indicator that this could be problematic is given by the undecidability whether
a given Hamiltonian has a gap on the basis of its local data [CPW15a; CPW15b]. In
addition, there existmodels forwhich deciding the topological order of the ground
state depends on the size of the system [Bau+15]. Another example is the definition
of the topological entanglement entropy, or, more precisely, the assumption of an
area law. It asserts that the von Neumann entropy of the ground state when
reduced to a finite region, scales with the size of the boundary of that region plus a
correction that, asymptotically, i.e. in the limit of large particle numbers and large
volumes, depends linearly on the system size (c.f. [KP06; LW06]).

For purposes of numerical computations, however, the thermodynamic limit is
impractical and for this reason it is necessary to have analytic results in systems of
finite size. Nevertheless, topological order is a global feature that does not depend
on the small scale details of the states. This raises the question whether working
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directly in the thermodynamic limit allows one to gain a deeper understanding of
this phenomena. In other words, is it possible to understand general features of
topological order by abstracting possibly unnecessary details way? Can this help
us to understand possible classifications of quantum phases? An advantage of
transitioning to the limit of infinite volumes and particle numbers is that the math-
ematical theory describing this setting is already developed [BR96]. Furthermore,
some difficulties arising in the discussion of finite system sizes become much sim-
pler. For instance, relative notions to the system size become unnecessary when
trying to define local operations: an observable acts locally, if it acts only on a finite
number of particles.

Several methods of analysing quantum many body systems have been de-
veloped and generalised to this setting that are useful to investigate topological
order, such as Lieb-Robinson bounds [NS10] and Hasting’s quasi-adiabatic con-
tinuation [Bac+11]. Systems that have been analysed in this mathematical frame-
work include the toric code [Naa11; Naa12b; Naa13a], product vacua with bound-
ary states [BN12; Bac+15] and Kitaev’s quantum double models for finite abelian
groups [FN15; CNN16]. An important aspect of opening up to a differentmathem-
atical field is that it allows us to import newmathematical tools that are potentially
helpful in the understanding of topological order. For instance, implementations
of the program by Doplicher, Haag and Roberts (DHR) for determining the su-
perselection sectors, or elementary charges, of a theory were used for certain two-
dimensional systems with quantum symmetries [SV93], for the toric code [Naa11;
Naa13a] and Kitaev’s quantum double models for finite abelian groups [FN15].
Reference [Naa13a] also provides a general scheme for the classification of superse-
lection sectors in two-dimensional lattice systems via the Jones-Kosaki-Longo in-
dex. In the case of the toric code this index is equal to the square of the total
quantum dimension of the model. This suggests that it should be related to the to-
pological entanglement entropy. Indeed, the Jones-Kosaki-Longo index is related
to a secret sharing scheme, and is connected to a relative entropy [FNO17]. Hence,
the index has a structure that is comparable with the topological entanglement
entropy [KFM16].
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Structure of the Thesis

Central to this thesis is the development of certain technical tools to analyse the
structure of elementary charges in the thermodynamic limit of Kitaev’s quantum
double model for finite abelian groups. The quantum double models are a class
of toy models introduced by Kitaev [Kit97; Kit03] and they are stabiliser error
correction codes implemented on two-dimensional surfaces. The class of models
is parametrised by finite groups, and the dynamics of this model is given by a
four body Hamiltonian whose ground state space dimension depends only on the
topology of embedding surface. They were introduced as examples for systems
that can implement fault tolerant quantum computation. However, this is possible
only if the groups are complex enough [Moc03; Moc04], and if the systems are
kept at zero temperature. At finite temperatures the thermal states are no longer
topologically ordered [Has11], for the reason that moving excitations does not cost
energy. The latter makes error correction potentially difficult, however, there are
methods using classical post-processing which can compensate for this [Den+02].
Nevertheless, Kitaev’s quantum double models are considered very useful as toy
models for topologically ordered systems; they are analytically solvable, the excit-
ation structure is well understood [Kit03; BM08] and they exhibit many properties
which are considered typical for topologically ordered systems [CC07; Bro+11].

In Chapter 1 we introduce the mathematical tools used to treat the thermody-
namic limit of quantum spin systems. More precisely, we give a brief introduction
in fundamental notions of the theory of C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras.
This is followed by a discussion of the index theory of inclusions of von Neumann
algebras by Jones and Kosaki. As an example which we also will use in the dis-
cussion of the superselection sectors of the quantum double model, we discuss
crossed products of vonNeumann algebras with finite groups and review how the
index theory applies there. This is followed by a discussion on how quantum spin
systems are treated in the thermodynamic limit using the theory ofC∗-algebras. In
detail, this includes the thermodynamic limit as an inductive limit of C∗-algebras,
existence of dynamics generated by local Hamiltonians and an algebraic character-
isation of ground states. The last part is devoted to Drinfel’d’s quantum double of
finite groups. We give a review of the construction of Drinfel’d’s quantum double
and its representation structure.

Chapter 2 starts with a review of Kitaev’s quantum double models for finite
groups on the two-dimensional square lattice. The purpose of this chapter is to
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give a largely self-contained, technical introduction to themodel with emphasis on
the structure of the ribbon operators. We start with an introduction of the funda-
mental geometric notions such as triangles and ribbons, where we largely follow
the notation in reference [BM08]. This is followed by the definition of ribbon oper-
ators which are then used to set up theHamiltonian of the quantumdoublemodel,
and the local charge projections. The properties of the local excitations above the
ground state of the Kitaev Hamiltonian are determined by the commutation rela-
tions of the ribbon operators. For this reason we elaborate on the the commutation
relations of ribbon operators for different configurations of ribbons. The last two
sections of this chapter contains a short review of this discussion in the case that
the model’s underlying finite group is abelian, and a remark on the existence and
uniqueness of the translationally invariant ground state of the Hamiltonian in the
thermodynamic limit.

Having established the basic basic notions of the theory of operator algebras
and of the quantum double model we proceed in Chapter 3 to the proof of Haag
duality for cone algebras in the GNS representation of the translationally invariant
ground state. These results are also published in [FN15]. Haag duality for cone
algebras is a technical property which says that observables which commute with
the observables localised in a cone are exactly given by the observables located in
the complement of the cone. While this is a trivial statement in for finite regions,
it is not obvious that it also holds for any infinite regions. In fact, it is not true for
the observable algebras associated to unions of disjoint cones. Haag duality is an
important tool in the analysis of the superselection sectors of the theory. While it is
possible to construct representatives of some sectors explicitly without usingHaag
duality, it is necessary to show that the properties of the explicit representatives
carry over to the whole sectors. In addition of its usefulness in the analysis of
the properties of the superselection sectors, Haag duality is needed to show the
completeness of the sectors.

In the first part of Chapter 4 we review a DHR-like selection criterion for
superselection sectors and the construction of representatives of these sectors as
presented in [FN15]. Sectors containing the representatives are shown to form a
modular tensor category which is isomorphic to the modular tensor category of
finite dimensional representations ofDrinfel’d’s quantumdouble of the underlying
group. Adapting the construction from [Naa13a], we show in the second part that,
in the ground state representation, a certain inclusion of von Neumann algebras
associated to the union of disjoint cones is irreducible and related to a crossed
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product construction with a finite abelian group. The index of this inclusion
is equal to the total quantum dimension of the modular tensor category which
describes the excitation structure obtained from the ribbon operators, and can
be used to show that the representatives constructed explicitly already describe
all superselection sectors. Using the same techniques, we point out a version of
the split property for von Neumann algebras associated to unions of disjoint and
sufficiently separated cones. In the last part, we analyse the irreducible inclusions
obtained in the previous sections, and point out a downward basic construction.
We show that in our case the minimal Stinespring dilation of the conditional
expectation associated with the original inclusion takes a very simple form, and
we relate the inclusion to an error correction condition on the level of vonNeumann
algebras. After this we discuss how the index relates to the code space of a secret
sharing scheme, and review an operational interpretation in terms of relative
entropies. This structure turns out to be parallel to what is found in the finite
dimensional analysis of the quantum double models. There the total quantum
dimension can be obtained from the topological entanglement entropy and it can
be interpreted as the maximal size of the code of a secret sharing scheme as well.
However, the details of the secret sharing scheme used in this interpretation are
different from ours. Nevertheless, this suggests that the underlying concept of
the total quantum dimension for the thermodynamic limit is the same as for finite
system sizes.
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1 Preliminaries

In the following we give an introduction to most of the terminologies and tools
used in this thesis. Emphasis is put on a brief and comprehensible introduction
of the material. For details and further discussion relevant literature is pointed
out. Very often we use notations and results from this chapter in the subsequent
chapters without referring to them explicitly. To support readability there is an
index and a notational index in the backmatter pointing tomost of the terminology
used.

We give a brief overview of basic facts of the theory of C∗-algebras, including
the GNS construction and the representation theory. This is complemented with a
discussion on vonNeumann algebras and theMurray-von Neumann classification
of factors. We also give a short introduction into Jone’s index classification of
type II1 subfactors [Jon83] and its generalisation to arbitrary factors by Kosaki and
Longo [Kos86; Lon89; Lon91]. As an example we consider the index of a factor
embedded in its crossed product with a finite group [KR97]. Following this, we
review some notations and results about quantum spin systems. In particular we
discuss how the thermodynamic limit is described using the language of operator
algebras, how local Hamiltonians of such systems give rise to dynamics for the case
of finite ranged interactions, and how ground states are described in this abstract
setting [BR96]. As this thesis is mainly concerned with Kitaev’s quantum double
model for finite groups [Kit03] we start by introducingDrinfel’d’s quantumdouble
of a finite group [Dri88; Gou93]. Finally we discuss its representation structure,
which plays a major role in the classification of excitations of the quantum double
model.
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1.1 C∗-Algebras

This section is devoted to a very brief overview on abstract C∗-algebras. Detailed
account of the theory of operator algebras can be found, for instance, in the books
of Takesaki [Tak79; Tak03a; Tak03b], the book of Sakai [Sak71], and, of course,
Bratteli and Robinson [BR96]. We start with the very definition of a C∗-algebra.

Definition 1.1.1:
A Banach space A over C is called a Banach algebra if there exists a map A × A 3
(a, b) 7→ ab ∈ A (multiplication) which is associative, bilinear, distributive, and satisfies

∀a, b ∈ A : ‖ab‖ 6 ‖a‖‖b‖.

A Banach algebra A is called a Banach ∗-algebra1 if there exists an anti-linear map
A 3 a 7→ a∗ ∈ A (involution) that satisfies

∀a ∈ A : (a∗)∗ = a

∀a, b ∈ A : (ab)∗ = b∗a∗.

A C∗-algebra is a Banach-∗-algebra where the involution satisfies the additional property

∀a ∈ A : ‖a∗a‖ = ‖a‖2.

The topology on a C∗-algebra given by its norm is usually referred to as the
uniform topology. A C∗-algebra does not necessarily have a unit, but it always
possesses an approximate unit. In addition, it is always possible to extend the
algebra to a C∗-algebra that has a unit. A C∗-algebra with unit is often called
unital, and from now on we always assume that a C∗-algebra is unital.

First we discuss some special cases of C∗-algebras. The most important class of
examples is given by the bounded operators B(H), and the closed ∗-subalgebras
thereof, over someHilbert spaceH. Wewill see shortly that those already exhausts
all C∗-algebras. Another important class of examples is given by C∞(M), the
continuous functions vanishing at infinity over some locally compact space M.
Topologised by the uniform norm ‖ · ‖∞, equipped with a multiplication given
the point-wise multiplication and an involution given by the point-wise complex
conjugation, this space becomes a commutative C∗-algebra. In fact, one can show
that every commutativeC∗-algebra is of this form (see e.g. [Tak79, Theorem I.4.4]).

1For brevity we sometimes call A just ∗-algebra and assume that it is appropriately topologised by
a norm.
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In quantum mechanics the description of a system requires the specification
states describing the preparation of the system and observables modelling the
measurements2. The observables are given by bounded operators on someHilbert
spaceH and the physical states of the system usually by normal states, i.e. density
matrices3 in B(H). Pure states are given by the 1-dimensional projections and
mixed states by positive, affine combinations thereof. The expectation value of an
operator A ∈ B(H) w.r.t. the state σ ∈ B(H) is given by the trace tr(σA). Writing
with slight abuse of notation σ(A) ..= tr(σA), this defines a continuous, linear,
positive and normalised functional on B(H). As B(H) is a C∗-algebra these are
taken as the defining properties for states on C∗-algebras.

Definition 1.1.2:
Let A be a C∗-algebra. A linear functionω : A→ C is called a state, if

• ω(1) = 1

• ∀A ∈ A: ω(A∗A) > 0.

Some of the important properties of states are summarised in the following.

Proposition 1.1.3:
A stateω on a C∗-algebras satisfies a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, that is, for allA,B ∈ A

we have

|ω(A∗B)|2 6 ω(A∗A)ω(B∗B).

In addition, we have that ω(B∗A) = ω(A∗B) and |ω(A)|2 6 ω(A∗A)‖ω‖ for all
A,B ∈ A. The norm of the stateω is given by ‖ω‖ = ω(1).

The last statement implies that a stateω on aC∗-algebraA is continuous, hence
states are elements of the positive cone of the dual A∗ of A. For the proof of the
above statements, see for instance [Tak79]. A state φ on a C∗-algebra A is called
tracial, if for allA ∈ Awe have φ(AA∗) = φ(A∗A). A state φ onA is called faithful,
if φ(A∗A) = 0 implies A = 0 for all A ∈ A.

2This is roughly the perspective taken by quantum information theory. For introductions, see e.g.
[NC09; Hol13; Key02]

3This is of course not true for so-called singular states such as the “eigenstates” of the position
operator on L2(R). However, one can discuss to which degree one can actually prepare such a state
in the lab.
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1.1.1 GNS Theorem

An important part of the theory of operator algebras is the representation theory of
C∗-algebras. As mentioned earlier, C∗-algebras are, in a sense made precise below,
algebras of bounded operators on a Hilbert space. The fundamental ingredient
for the representation theory is the so-called GNS-construction. A sketch of this
construction and a precise formulation of the above statements are the content of
this section. We start with defining representations of C∗-algebras.

Definition 1.1.4:
Let A be a C∗-algebra and H a Hilbert space. A representation of A on H is a ∗-
homomorphism π : A→ B(H).

A ∗-homomorphism π between two ∗-algebrasA andB is a homomorphism that
preserves the involution, i.e. π(ab∗ + λc) = π(a)π(b)∗ + λπ(c) for all a, b, c ∈ A

and λ ∈ C. It is not difficult to show that a ∗-homomorphism π between two C∗-
algebrasA andB is always continuous in the uniform topology, since one can show
that ‖π(A)‖ 6 ‖A‖ for all A ∈ A (c.f. [Tak79, Chapter I]). If π is a ∗-isomorphism,
then in fact ‖π(A)‖ = ‖A‖ for all A ∈ A. We call a representation of a C∗-algebra
A faithful if, for all A ∈ A, π(A) = 0 implies A = 0. If A is a C∗-algebra acting on a
Hilbert spaceH, we call a vector ψ ∈ H cyclic forA, if the linear spaceAψ is dense
in H.

Let A be a C∗-algebra and ω ∈ A∗ be a state. The GNS construction, named
after Gelfand, Naimark and Segal, shows how to construct a representation of a
C∗-algebra A fromω. We just give a sketch of the construction. The details can be
found in any textbook about operator algebras (e.g. [Tak79]). Denote by

Jω
..= {A ∈ A |ω(A∗A) = 0}

the left kernel ofω. With the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it is easy to see that Jω is
a left ideal inA. Now themapA×A 3 (A,B) 7→ ω(B∗A) ∈ C defines a degenerate
inner product onA. One can check, that on the quotient spaceA/JΩ this gives rise
to a non-degenerate inner product

〈[A], [B]〉ω ..= ω(B∗A),

where [A], [B] ∈ A/Jω are equivalence classes with representatives A,B ∈ A.
Hence, A/Jω endowed with this, now non-degenerate, inner product becomes a
pre-Hilbert space, and we denote its completion byHω. The inner product onHω
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will now be denoted by (·, ·). On this space we can now define a representation
πω of A by

πω(A)[B] ..= [AB]

for all A,B ∈ A. One can show that for each A ∈ A the linear operator πω(A) is
bounded and can be extended to a bounded linear operator onHω. Furthermore,
πω is a ∗-homomorphism from A into B(Hω). Next one shows that ω extends
to a bounded linear functional on Hω, and hence there is a vector Ω ∈ H such
that for all A ∈ A we have that ω(A) = (Ω, [A]). This vector has the property
[A] = πω(A)Ωω for all A ∈ A, and hence Ω is cyclic for πω(A). In addition the
vectorΩ implementsω in the following sense:

ω(A) = (Ω,πω(A)Ω).

This shows that a every state on a C∗-algebras gives rise to a representation of this
C∗-algebra as bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space.

Theorem 1.1.5:
Letω be a state on a C∗-algebraA. Then there exists a Hilbert spaceHω, a representation
πω of A onHω, and a stateΩ ∈ Hω such that the following hold:

• Ω is cyclic for πω(A).

• ∀A ∈ A: ω(A) = 〈Ω,πω(A)Ω〉.

Furthermore, if H is another Hilbert space and π a representation of A on H, and ψ ∈ H

a vector fulfilling the above properties, then there exists a unitary operator U : H → Hω

such that Uψ = Ω and Uπ(A) = πω(A)U for all A ∈ A.

For the uniqueness, consider another representation (π ′ω,H
′
ω,Ω

′) with the
same properties as (πω,Hω,Ω). Setting

Uπ ′ω(A)Ω
′ ..= πω(A)Ω

for A ∈ A, defines an isometry from π ′ω(A)Ω
′ to πω(A), that can be extended to a

unitary from H ′ω toHω.

Definition 1.1.6:
The triple (πω,Hω,Ω) obtained from the GNS-construction is referred to as the GNS-
representation, or the cyclic representation of A induced byω.
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TheGNS theorem can then be used to show that everyC∗-algebra is isomorphic
to a ∗-subalgebra of the bounded operators of some Hilbert space ([Tak79]).

Theorem 1.1.7:
Let A be a C∗-algebra. Then there exists a Hilbert space H and a faithful representation π
of A onH.

The proof essentially consists in first showing that every representation of A
can be written as a direct sum of cyclic representations. Then one uses the fact
that for any non-zero positive operator A ∈ A there exists a state ω ∈ A∗ such
that ω(A) 6= 0 to construct a faithful representation by summing up over cyclic
representations induced by all states on A.

1.1.2 Von Neumann Algebras

In quantum physics, many problems can be formulated by the problem of determ-
ining the spectrum, and with it the spectral projections, of a self-adjoint, possibly
unbounded operator H on some Hilbert space H. The spectrum spec(H) can be
interpreted as the possible outcome of ameasurement the observableH in the state
given by a unit vectorψ ∈ H in which the system under consideration is prepared.
In general, an observable can be described by a positive operator valued measure
(POVM) E, which is a map from the sigma algebraΩ(X) of somemeasurable space
X to bounded positive operators onH such certain conditions are fulfilled4. Given
that the system under consideration is prepared in the (pure) state described by
a unit vector ψ ∈ H, the probability of measuring an outcome contained in the
set M ∈ Ω(X) with the observable E is given by pψ(M) = 〈ψ,E(M)ψ〉. A spe-
cial case of this are projection valued measures (PVM), where the image of E are
projections. The spectral projections (PM)M⊂spec(H) precisely forms such a PVM,
and the probability of measuring an outcome contained in M ⊂ specc(H) if the
system is prepared in the state φ is then pψ(M) = 〈ψ, PMψ〉. Hence, the operator
H defines an observable in this sense and its spectral projections provide us with
the probabilities of measurement outcomes.

If we assume for a moment that H is bounded and an element of a C∗-algebra
A ⊂ B(H)meant to contain all available observables of the physical system under
consideration, then it is in general not true that the spectral projections of H are

4For an introduction of POVMs and a more detailed discussion see e.g. [Key02].
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contained in A, i.e. they are not physical available observables. This problem can
be solved by considering von Neumann algebras5.

In order to define von Neumann algebras, we first define commutants. Given
a C∗-algebraA acting on a Hilbert spaceH (i.e. it is a ∗subalgebra ofB(H)), define
the commutant of A in B(H) as

A ′ ..= {B ∈ B(H) |∀A ∈ A : [A,B] = 0}.

We write A ′′ = (A ′) ′, A ′′′ = (A ′′) ′ and so on. Note that A ⊂ A ′′, A ′ = A ′′′, and
A ′′ = A ′′′′, etc. A von Neumann algebra is then defined in the following way.

Definition 1.1.8:
Let M be a ∗-subalgebra of B(H) and H some Hilbert space. Then M is called a von
Neumann algebra if

M ′′ = M.

A von Neumann algebra always has a unit [Tak79]. We say that a ∗-subalgebra
A of B(H) is non-degenerate, if the closure of the space AH is H. It turns out that
von Neumann algebras are closed in a series of topologies [Tak79; BR96]. Two of
them are relevant for our discussion. LetH be a Hilbert space with inner product
〈·, ·〉. The weak operator topology on B(H) is the locally convex topology induced by
the family of seminorms

pφ,ψ( · ) ..= |〈φ, · ψ〉|, φ,ψ ∈ H.

The strong operator topology on B(H) is the locally convex topology induced by the
family of seminorms

pψ( · ) ..= ‖ · ψ‖, ψ ∈ H.

The weak operator topology is coarser than the strong operator topology, and the
strong operator topology is coarser than the uniform topology. The following
theorem, von Neumann’s double commutant theorem, states that von Neumann
algebras are characterised as non-degenerate ∗-subalgebras which are closed in the
above topologies [BR96].

5If H is unbounded, then the spectral projections of H are contained in a von Neumann algebra
M, ifH is affiliated to M [KR97]. This requires a von Neumann algebra as well.
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Theorem 1.1.9:
Let M ⊂ B(H) be a non-degenerate ∗-subalgebra. Then the following statements are
equivalent:

• M is a von Neumann algebra.

• M is closed in the weak operator topology.

• M is closed in the strong operator topology.

Let M be a von Neumann algebra on some Hilbert space H, A ∈ M is a self-
adjoint operator, and B ∈M ′. Then B commutes also with the spectral projections
ofA, and hence these are also contained inM. As every elementA in a C∗-algebra
can be written as A = AR + iAI with self-adjoint operators AR and AI in that
algebra, this implies that the projections in M span a norm-dense subspace ofM.

A von Neumann algebraMwith trivial centre is called a factor, i.e.M is a factor
if

M ∩M ′ = C1.

A subfactorof a factorM is a subalgebraN ⊂M such thatN is a factor containing the
identity ofM. A subfactorN ⊂M of a factorM is called irreducible ifM∩N ′ = C1.
In this case we call the inclusion N ⊂ M an irreducible inclusion of factors (see also
[JS97]).

1.1.3 Type Classification of Factors

Factors of von Neumann algebras can be classified into certain types. The un-
derlying crucial observation is that the projections of a von Neumann algebra M

form a complete lattice [Tak79]. This suggests that a classification of vonNeumann
algebras is tight to the properties of their projections, which is the starting point
of the Murray-von Neumann classification of factors [MN36] (see also [Tak79]). In
fact, this classification can be extended to general von Neumann algebras, but here
we are only interested in factors.

We start with an equivalence relation between projections. Two projections
e, f in a von Neumann algebra M, acting on a Hilbert space H, are said to be
equivalent, written e ∼ f, if there is a partial isometry E ∈M such that E∗E = e and
EE∗ = f. Furthermore, we there is a partial ordering on the set of projections of a
von Neumann algebra. If e, f are projections in M we write e 6 f if eH ⊆ fH.
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A projection e ∈M said to be

• finite, if e ∼ f and e 6 f implies e = f,

• infinite, if it is not finite,

• purely infinite, if all non-zero projections f 6 e are infinite.

• abelian, if eMe is abelian.

A factor M is said to be

• of type I, if 1majorises a non-zero abelian projection.

• of type II, if M has no non-zero abelian projections, and if 1 majorises a
non-zero finite projection.

• of type III, if every non-zero projection in M is infinite.

This results in the following classification of factors [Tak79].

Theorem 1.1.10:
Let M be a factor. Then M is either of type I, II or III.

It is worth noting, that this classification is not complete in the sense that there
are von Neumann algebras of the same type that are not isomorphic to each other.
The case of a type II factor can be split into two further classes. A type II factorM
is of type II1, if 1 is finite, otherwise it is called type II∞.

Factors of type I can be further classified into type In factors, wheren a cardinal.
Each type In factor is isomorphic to B(H) for some Hilbert space H with Hilbert
space dimension n. Using the modular theory by Tomita and Takesaki, factors
of type III can be classified further into factors of type IIIλ with λ ∈ [0, 1] (for
details, see [Tak79; Tak03a]). Note, however, that factors of the same type need not
necessarily be isomorphic either. For example, there exist uncountable families of
non-isomorphic type II1, II∞ and III factors (see [Sak71] together with [Tak03a]).
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For later use, we need the definition of a conditional expectation.

Definition 1.1.11:
LetM be a von Neumann algebra andN ⊂M a sub-algebra. A conditional expectation
from M onto N is a linear map E : M→ N satisfying for all A ∈M:

• E(1) = 1,

• A > 0 =⇒ E(A) > 0,

• ∀BC ∈ N: E(BAC) = BE(A)C,

Note that this implies that a conditional expectation E : M→ N is a projection,
i.e. for all A ∈ M and a ∈ N we have ‖E(A)‖ 6 ‖A‖ and E(a) = a. Furthermore,
the above conditions imply that for all A ∈M we have that E(A)∗E(A) 6 E(A∗A).
In [Tak79, Theorem III.3.4] it is shown that in fact every projection of norm one
from a C∗-algebra A to a ∗-subalgebra B ⊂ A is a conditional expectation. As an
example consider the von Neumann algebras M = B(H1 ⊗H2) and N = B(H1)

with H1,H2 both finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Then the partial trace trH2 is
a conditional expectation from M to N. Another class of examples are states.

1.2 Crossed Products and Index Theory

This section is devoted to recall the index classification of certain inclusions of
factors. In particular, we briefly review the index introduced by Jones which
he used to classify inclusions of type II1 factors [Jon83; JS97]. We then sketch
a generalisation of this index which was introduced by Kosaki for inclusions of
arbitrary factors [Kos86]. Both of these approaches, and a compatible one by
Longo [Lon89; Lon91], are reviewed in [Kos98]. As an example we discuss crossed
products of factors with finite groups.

1.2.1 Jones’ Index

In [Jon83] Jones introduced an index for inclusions of type II1 factors, and determ-
ined its possible values. We briefly sketch the definition of his index and state the
results that are important for us. A detailed discussion about the Jones index can
be found in the textbook by Jones and Sunders [JS97].

Let M be a type II1 factor with separable predual. Since M is a finite factor
there exists a unique faithful normal tracial state on M [JS97, Proposition 1.2.2]
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(see also [Tak79]). Let trM be this state on M and write H1
..= L2(M, trM) for the

Hilbert space obtained by the GNS construction, and we assume thatM ⊂ B(H1)

(for the existence and uniquencess of trM, see [Tak79, Theorem V.2.6]). The vector
Ω ∈ H1 implementing trM is cyclic and, due to the faithfulness of trM, separating
for M. Set H∞ ..= H1 ⊗ `2(N), and M∞(M) ..= M ⊗ B(l2(N)). Then H∞ is a
left M-module and a right M∞(M)-module, and M∞(M) is a type II∞ factor.
Furthermore there exists a unique faithful normal semifinite trace Tr onM∞(M),
i.e. a unique faithful normal functional Tr from the positive elements ofM∞(M)

to R+ with Tr(A∗A) = Tr(AA∗) for all A ∈ M∞(M), and such that for all A > 0
there exists a 0 6 B 6 A with Tr(B) < ∞ (see [Tak79, Theorem V.2.34]). If H
is a separable M-module there always exists a projection p ∈ M∞(M) such that
H∞p ∼= H, and one defines theM-dimension ofH as follows [JS97].

Definition 1.2.1:
Let M be a II1 factor with separable predual, and let H be any separable left M-module.
Let p ∈M∞(M) be a projection such that H∞p ∼= H as aM-module. We define

dimM H ..= Tr(p).

LetN ⊂M be a subfactor of a type II1 factorM. The index ofN inM is then defined as
the N-dimension of H1 = L2(M, trM), i.e.

[M : N] ..= dimN(H1). (1.1)

The index can be directly calculated from the dimension of an M-module.

Proposition 1.2.2:
LetN ⊂M be an inclusion of type II1 factors. LetH be anM-module with dimM H <∞.
Then

[M : N] =
dimN H

dimM H
.

Furthermore, we have

[N ′ : M ′] = [M : N].

In addition, the index is consistent with increasing the inclusion N ⊂ M by
another type II1 factor [Jon83].
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Proposition 1.2.3:
Let P ⊂ N ⊂M be a tower of II1 factors, then

[M : M] = 1,

[M : P] > [M : N],

[M : P] = [M : N][N : P],

[M : N] = [M : P] =⇒ P = N.

It is also possible to determine all possible values of the index [Jon83].

Theorem 1.2.4:
If N ⊂M is any inclusion of type II1 factors, then

[M : N] ∈ {4 cos2
π

n
|n = 3, 4, . . . } ∪ [4,∞].

Furthermore, for any λ ∈ {4 cos2 π
n
|n = 3, 4, . . . } ∪ [4,∞] there exists a type II1 factor

M and a subfactor N ⊂M with [M : N] = λ.

The index [M : N] for an inclusion N ⊂ M of type II1 factors can be related
to a certain conditional expectation from M to N. More precisely, consider the
orthogonal projection eN : L2(M, tr) → L2(N, tr), where L2(N, tr) is identified
with the subspace obtained from the closure ofNΩ. Recall thatΩ is the cyclic and
separating vector implementing tr. It is then true that eN(MΩ) ⊂ NΩ, thus eN
gives rise to a trace-preserving conditional expectation E : M→ N satisfying

∀A ∈M : eNAeN = E(A)eN,

and, in addition, JeN = eNJ, where J is the modular conjugation in L2(M, tr). We
denote the von Neumann algebra generated by M and eN by 〈M, eN〉, and the
corresponding conditional expectation onto M by EM : 〈M, eN〉 →M. The tower
N ⊂M ⊂ 〈M, eN〉 is usually referred to as basic construction (see [JS97]).

Proposition 1.2.5 [JS97]:
Let N ⊂M be an inclusion of type II1 factors. Then the following hold true.

• eN ∈ N ′.

• N = M ∩ {eN} ′.

• 〈M, eN〉 = JN ′J.

• 〈M, eN〉 is a factor if and only if [M : N] <∞.
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• If [M : N] <∞ then [〈M, eN〉 : M] = [M : N].

• tr〈M,eN〉(eN) = [M : N]−11.

• E〈M,eN〉(eN) = [M : N]−11.

Iterating the basic construction results in an infinite tower

M−1 ⊂M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ . . .

with M−1 = N, M0 = M and M1 = 〈M, eN〉. This can be used to construct the
hyperfinite type II1 factor and to find inclusions of type II1 factors for each allowed
value of the index [Jon83; JS97].

1.2.2 General Factors

With somemore effort the theory of the index for type II1 factors can be generalised
for arbitrary factors [Kos86; Kos98] (for type III factors there exists an equivalent
approach by Longo [Lon89; Lon91]). Let M be a factor on some Hilbert space H

and letN ⊂M be a subfactor. Let P(M,N) be the set of normal faithful semi-finite
operator-valued weights E : M → N. Using the Haagerup theory of weights (c.f.
[Haa79a; Haa79b]) one can show thatP(M,N) is non-empty if andonly ifP(N ′,M ′)

is non-empty (for details, see [Tak03a], especially Theorem IX.4.24). Furthermore,
there exists an order-reversing bĳection between P(M,N) and P(N ′,M ′)whichwe
write as E 7→ E−1.

Definition 1.2.6:
Let M be a factor on a Hilbert space H and N a subfactor of M. Let E : M → N be a
normal conditional expectation. The index Ind(E) of E is defined as the scalar

Ind(E) ..= E−1(1).

The definition is independent of the choice of the Hilbert space, and satisfies
properties similar to the Jones index for type II1 factors [Kos98; Kos86].
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Theorem 1.2.7:
Let M be a factor with subfactor N, both acting on a Hilbert space M. Let E : M→ N be
a normal conditional expectation. Then

• If M̃ is a von Neumann algebra isomorphic toM and Ẽ : M̃→ Ñ the corresponding
normal conditional expectation then Ind(E) = IndẼ,

• if L ⊂ N is another subfactor and E0 : N→ L is a normal conditional expectation,
then Ind(E0 ◦ E) = Ind(E0)Ind(E),

• Ind(E) > 1,

• Ind(E) = 1 if and only ifM = N,

• Ind(E) ∈ {4 cos2 π
n
|n = 3, 4, . . . } ∪ [4,∞].

In the case that N ⊂M are both type II1 factors, and E : M→ N is the unique
normalised trace preserving conditional expectation, then Ind(E) is exactly Jones’
index, i.e. Ind(E) = [M : N]. Note, however, that in general the index depends on
the choice of the conditional expectation E. If the inclusion N ⊂M is irreducible,
and there exists a conditional expectation, then it is unique. If the inclusion is not
irreducible, then one can minimise the index by optimising over all conditional
expectations, and, if Ind(E) is finite for some E, then there exists a unique E0
minimising the index [Hia88; Kos98].

Similar to the case of type II1 factors one can obtain a basic construction in the
general case as well [Kos98]. For this, consider a factor M on a Hilbert space H

and a subfactor N of M. Let E : M→ N be a normal conditional expectation with
Ind(E) <∞. Assume that there exists a faithful normal state φ onN and thatH is
given by L2(M) w.r.t. the state φ ◦ E. Let ξ0 ∈ H be a cyclic and separating vector
implementing φ ◦ E on H. Denote the corresponding modular conjugation by J.
Setting

eNxξ0 ..= E(x)ξ0

for all x ∈M defines a projection eN ∈ B(H) that is independent of the choice of
the state φ [Kos98]. The basic construction is then given by the Neumann algebra
〈M, eN〉 and a conditional expectation E1 : 〈M, eN〉 →Mwhich can be constructed
from the modular conjugation J and the conditional expectation E. These objects
satisfy essentially the same properties as in the case of type II1 factors (compare
to Proposition 1.2.5).
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Proposition 1.2.8:
Let M ⊂ N, eN, and 〈M, eN〉 be as above. Then we have

• eN does not depend on the choice of φ.

• eN ∈ N ′.

• For all x ∈M: eNxeN = E(x)eN.

• N = M ∩ {eN} ′.

• 〈M, eN〉 = JN ′J.

• Ind(E1) = Ind(E).

• E1(eN) = (Ind(E))−11.

• Elements of the form a0 +
∑n
i=1 aieNbi with ai, bi ∈M densely span 〈M, eN〉.

Proof. The proofs of these statements can be found in [Kos86] and [Kos98].

1.2.3 Pimsner Popa Basis

Pimsner and Popa showed that for type II1 factors the index can be characterised
by a parameter optimising a certain inequality [PP86]. This is also true for arbitrary
factors (see [Kos98, Theorem 3.8]). In the following we write M+ for the positive
elements of M.

Theorem 1.2.9 Pimsner-Popa inequality:
Let N ⊂M be an inclusion of factors. Let E : M → N be a conditional expectation with
Ind(E) <∞. Then we have for all x ∈M+:

E(x) > (Ind(E))−1x,

and equality is attained for x = eN. If M and N are not of type I, then

sup{ε > 0 |∀x ∈M+ : E(x) > εx} = (Ind(E))−1.

In fact, the normality of E is linked to such an inequality (see [Cam+11, Ap-
pendix C]). Pimsner and Popa also showed that the index for an inclusionN ⊂M

of type II1 factors implies that M can be interpreted as a module over N. More
precisely, there exists a set of operators inM such that elements ofM can bewritten
as linear combinations of these operators with coefficients in N. This is also true
for arbitrary factors as shown in [Kos98].
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Theorem 1.2.10 Pimsner-Popa basis:
Let N ⊂ M be an inclusion of factors, and let E : M → N be a conditional expectation
with finite index Ind(E). Then there exists a sequence {ai}ni=1 of elements of M such that

n∑
i=1

aieNa
∗
i = 1.

Proof. This is an adaption of the proof of [Kos86, Corollary 3.4] (see also the remark
after [Kos98, Theorem 3.9]).

Let (pi)∞i=1 be a family of pairwise orthogonal projections in 〈M, eN〉 such that
p1 . eN or p1 = 00, pi ∼ eN or pi = 0 for i > 2, and

∑
i pi = 1. For any i ∈ N, let

ui be partial isometries in 〈M, eN〉with u1u∗1 = p1, u∗1u1 = f 6 en, and uiu∗i = pi,
u∗iui = eN if i > 0. Setting v1 ..= u1f and vi ..= ui for i > 1 we get

1 =
∑
i

vieNv
∗
i .

By [Kos98, Lemma 3.10] there exist elements ai ∈ M, i ∈ N with vieN = aieN,
thus proving the claim.

The Pimsner-Popa basis is a basis in the following sense [Kos98].

Proposition 1.2.11:
Let N ⊂ M, E : M → N a conditional expectation with Ind(E) < ∞. Let {ai}ni=1 be a
sequence of operators in M with

n∑
i=1

aieNa
∗
i = 1,

for all x ∈M. Then

• for all x ∈M we have that x =
∑n
i=1 aiE(aix), and

• Ind(E) =
∑n
i=1 aia

∗
i .

Proof. Let x ∈ M, then by Proposition 1.2.8 we have xeN =
∑
i aieNaixeN =∑

i aiE(aix)eN. This implies

x =

n∑
i=1

aiE(aix),

since, by assumption, there is a cyclic and separatingvectorξ0 ∈ Hwith eNξ0 = ξ0.
(see also the definition of eN in the previous section).
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Let E1 : 〈M, eN〉 → M be the conditional expectation obtained from the basic
construction. Then

1 =

n∑
i=1

E1(aieNa
∗
i ) =

n∑
i=1

aiE1(eN)a∗i = (IndE)−1
n∑
i=1

aia
∗
i .

The Pimsner-Popa basis are also the starting point for Watatani’s index for
C∗-subalgebras [Wat90].

1.2.4 Crossed Products

As an example for an inclusion of factorswe consider the crossed product construc-
tion of a factorMwith a finite groupG acting onM as a group of automorphisms.
This illustrates how the index can be understood as an analogue of the index for
subgroups of groups, and it provides an explicit way to obtain the index as well
as the Pimsner-Popa basis. We will encounter crossed products again when we
analyse certain inclusions of von Neumann algebras in the thermodynamic limit
of Kitaev’S quantum double models for finite abelian groups.

One can define the crossed products of a von Neumann algebra with a loc-
ally compact group [Tak03a; BR96; KR97], however, we will define it here only for
discrete groups (e.g. [JS97; KR97; Sun87]). Crossedproducts play a role in the char-
acterisation of certain representations of dynamical systems. More precisely, the
covariant representations of a dynamical system are in one-to one correspondence
with non-degenerate representations of the crossed product of the corresponding
von Neumann algebra with the group from the dynamical system [BR96; Tak79].
Furthermore, crossedproducts play an important role in the classification of factors
[BR96; KR97; MN36].

Definition 1.2.12:
LetM be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert spaceH, let G be a finite group, and
let α be a continuous homomorphism of G into the group Aut(M) of ∗-automorphisms of
M. We call the triple (M, G, α) a vonNeumann dynamical system, or just dynamical
system.

A covariant representation of a dynamical system (M, G, α) is a normal represent-
ation ρ ofM on some Hilbert spaceH together with a unitary representation U of G onH

such that π ◦ αg(A) = U(g)π(A)U(g)∗ for all g ∈ G and A ∈M.
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Analogously, one can also define a C∗-dynamical system, but in the remainder
of the thesis we will mostly work with von Neumann algebras anyway. For a
similar reason, we always assume thatG is a finite group, although one can define
them formore general groups aswell. Dynamical systems arise for example as time
evolution of physical systems. If H is a Hilbert space, and H a Hamiltonian with
corresponding strongly continuous one-parameter group (Ut)t∈R of unitaries,
then αt(A) ..= UtAU

∗
t , with t ∈ R and A ∈ B(H), defines a strongly continuous

on-parameter group α of automorphisms on B(H), and the triple (B(H), α,R) is
then a dynamical system. Dynamical systems where the group is given by R also
play a role in the further classification of type III factors [Tak03a].

Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system with M acting on a Hilbert space H. Let
`2(G) be the Hilbert space of square summable, complex valued functions on G,
and let λ : G → `2(G) be the left regular representation of G on this space, i.e.
(λgξ)(h) = ξ(g−1h) with h, g ∈ G and ξ ∈ `2(G). The canonical basis (δg)g∈G

in `2(G) is given by δg(h) = δg,h with g, h ∈ G. The crossed product of M with
G w.r.t. α will be defined by operators acting on the Hilbert space H̃ = `2(G,H)

of square summable H-valued functions on G. The Hilbert space H̃ is unitarily
equivalent to the Hilbert space H ⊗ `2(G) and

⊕
g∈GH. The first equivalence is

can be seen by checking that the map H̃ 3 ξ 7→
∑
g∈G ξ(g) ⊗ δg ∈ H ⊗ `2(G)

is unitary. The second equivalence is given by identifying ξ ∈ H̃ with square
summable column vectors (ξ(g))g∈G.

One can now define a normal faithful representation π of M on H̃ by

(π(A)ξ)(g) ..= α−1
g (A)ξ(g), (1.2)

with A ∈M, ξ ∈ H̃ and g ∈ G, and a faithful unitary representation Λ of G on H̃

by

(Λ(g)ξ)(h) ..= ξ(g−1h), (1.3)

with g, h ∈ G and ξ ∈ H̃. The faithfulness of π follows from the injectivity of αg
for each g ∈ G, and π is normal, since for any g ∈ G αg is an isomorphism of
von Neumann algebras (see e.g. [Tak79, Corollary III.3.10]). Also, Λ is a faithful
unitary representation, since the left regular representation of G is unitary and
faithful.
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Definition 1.2.13:
Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system, and let H̃, π and Λ be the Hilbert space and the
representations ofM and G on H̃ as above. The crossed product ofM with G w.r.t. α is
given by

Moα G ..= (π(M) ∪Λ(G)) ′′ .

A priori, this definition depends on the Hilbert space on whichM is represen-
ted. However, this is not the case, as shown in [KR97, Proposition 13.1.2] (see also
[Tak03a]).

Theorem 1.2.14:
Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system and let ρ be any normal faithful representation ofM
on some Hilbert space K. Define a covariant representation `2(G,K) by

(ρα(A)ξ)(g) ..= ρ(α−1
g (A))ξ(g) (ΛK(h)ξ)(g) ..= ξ(h−1g),

with g, h ∈ G, A ∈ M and ξ ∈ `2(G,K). Then there exists a ∗-isomorphism Φ :

Moα G→ {ρα(M) ∪ΛK(G)} ′′ such that

Φ ◦ π(A) = ρα(A), Φ(Λ(g)) = ΛK(g),

for all g ∈ G and A ∈M. In addition, there exists a ∗-isomorphism θ from M onto a von
Neumann algebra N such that for all g ∈ G the automorphisms g 7→ θ ◦ αg ◦ θ−1 on N

are unitarily implemented.

This shows that the crossed product M oα G is unique up to isomorphism
of von Neumann algebras. One can also show that the crossed product is stable
under perturbations by cocycles [Tak03a].

Later, it will be of some use to have the descriptions of the crossed product ofM
with G w.r.t. α at hand for the different representations of `2(G,H). We will give
a brief description here. Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system, Moα G its crossed
product, and π and Λ as above. Let W : l2(G,H) → H ⊗ `2(G) be the unitary
given byWξ =

∑
g∈G ξ(g)⊗ δg with ξ ∈ `2(G,H) and {δg}g∈G the canonical basis

in `2(G). Denote by Eg, g ∈ G, the projections onto the basis vectors {δg}g∈G, and
by λ the left regular representation (or left shift) of G on `2(G). Then it is easy to
check that

Wπ(A)W∗ =
∑
g∈G

α−1
g (A)⊗ Eg, WΛ(g)W∗ = 1⊗ λg (1.4)
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for all A ∈M and g ∈ G. The crossed product M oα G is then isomorphic to the
von Neumann algebra generated by the linear span of products of such operators.

For the representation of `2(G,H) as
⊕
g∈GH, let V : l2(G,H) →

⊕
g∈GH

be the unitary given by Vξ = (ξ(g))g∈G with ξ ∈ `2(G,H). The right hand side
of the last equation can be interpreted as a column vector. This implies that any
operatorB ∈ B(

⊕
g∈GH) has, with respect to the canonical basis (δg)g∈G of `2(G),

a representation as a matrix (Bk,l)k,l∈G with coefficients in B(H). We then have
for all A ∈M and g, k, l ∈ G

(Vπ(a)V∗)k,l = α
−1
l (A)δk,l, (VΛ(g)V∗)k,l = δk,gl1, (1.5)

and again, the von Neumann algebra generated by these operators is isomorphic
to M oα G. One should mention that crossed products can also be characterised
by a space of M-valued functions on G (for details, see [JS97, Lemma 1.3.1] and
discussion thereafter, and [Tak03a]).

If we consider a dynamical system (M, G, α) where the automorphisms given
by the representation α are spatial, i.e. implemented by unitaries on B(H) then
there exists a more direct description6 of M oα G. So, assume that there exists
a unitary representation U of G on H such that for all g ∈ G we have αg(A) =

UgAU
∗
g. Let π and Λ be the representations ofM and G on `2(G,H) as defined in

equations (1.2) and (1.3). The representation π then takes the form

(π(A)ξ)(g) = U∗gAUgξ(g)

for all A ∈M, ξ ∈ `2(G,H), and g ∈ G. On `2(H, G) we define a unitary T by

(Tξ)(g) ..= Ugξ(g)

for all x ∈ `2(G,H) and g ∈ G. It is then easy to check that (T∗ξ)(g) = U∗gξ(g), and

(Tπ(A)T∗ξ)(g) = Aξ(g) (TΛ(h)T∗ξ)(g) = Uhξ(h
−1g), (1.6)

for any A ∈ M, g, h ∈ G and ξ ∈ `2(G,H). We set (π̃(A)ξ)(g) ..= Aξ(g) and
(Λ̃hξ)(g) ..= Uhξ(h

−1g). The crossed product M oα G is thus unitary equivalent
to the von Neumann algebra ({π̃(A) |A ∈ M} ∪ {̃lh |h ∈ G}) ′′. If W : l2(G,H) →
H ⊗ `2(G) is the unitary used in equation (1.2) we get

Wπ̃(A)W∗ = A⊗ 1 Wl̃hW
∗ = Uh ⊗ λh (1.7)

6In the language of [KR97] this is the implemented crossed product.
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with A ∈ M and g, h ∈ G. Hence, in case that α is spatial, this gives a particular
clean characterisation of Moα G, i.e.

Moα G ∼= ({A⊗ 1 |A ∈M} ∪ {Uh ⊗ λh |h ∈ G}) ′′ .

Next we turn to the question when the crossed product of a factor with a group is
again a factor. For this we need the following definition.

Definition 1.2.15:
Let M be a von Neumann algebra. An automorphism θ of M is said to be free if
∀A ∈M : (∀B ∈M : AB = θ(B)A) =⇒ A = 0.

The automorphism θ is said to be inner, if there exists a unitary U ∈ M such that
θ(A) = UAU∗ for all A ∈M.

If (M, G, α) is a dynamical system, then α is free if for all g ∈ G with g 6= e, αg is
free.

The action α is called ergodic, if {x ∈M |∀g ∈ G : αg(x) = x} = C1.

This immediately implies the following.

Lemma 1.2.16:
An automorphism θ of a factor M is free if and only if it is not inner.

Proof. First assume that θ is inner. Then there exists a unitaryU ∈M such that for
all A ∈M, θ(A) = UAU∗. But then, for any B ∈M, UB = UBU∗U = θ(B)U, thus
θ is not free.

Assume now, that θwas not free. Then letA ∈M such that for all B ∈M,AB =

θ(B)A. This implies that BA = Aθ−1(B), and thus A∗AB = A∗θ(B)A = BA∗A for
all B ∈ M, and thus A∗A ∈ C1. Similarly, AA∗ ∈ C1. Assume now, that A 6= 0,
and let A = U|A| be the polar decomposition of A. Then U ∈M is a unitary, since
AA∗, A∗A ∈ C1, and for all B ∈ M we have, UB = θ(B)U. Hence, either A = 0 or
θ is inner.

This leads to a characterisation of when the crossed product associated to a
dynamical system is a factor [JS97, Proposition 1.4.4].

Proposition 1.2.17:
Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system, and M oα G its crossed product with π as in
equation (1.2). Then

• The action α is free if and only if π(M) ′ ∩ (Moα G) = π(M ′ ∩M).

• Given that α is free, thenMoα G is a factor if and only if the action of α �M′∩M is
ergodic.
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Here, with α �M′∩M we mean the map obtained by the restriction of α to the
subalgebra M ′ ∩M of M.

Proof. For the first assertion, first consider Y ∈ π(M) ′ ∩ (M oα G) with Y =

π(B)Λ(h) and B ∈M, h ∈ G. Let X = π(A) ∈ π(M) with A ∈M. Then [X, Y] = 0,
and this is equivalent to

π(A)π(B) = π(B)Λ(h)π(A)Λ(h)∗

= π(B)π(αh(A)).

Note that since π is a ∗-homomorphismwe have that π(M ′∩M) ⊆ π(M) ′∩ (Moα
G).

Now, if α is free, then π(A)π(B) = π(B)π(αh(A)) for all A ∈M implies B = 0,
if h 6= e. If h = e this reads π(AB) = π(BA), and since π is faithful, [A,B] = 0 for
all A ∈M, implying B ∈M ′ ∩M. Thus, π(M) ′ ∩ (Moα G) = π(M ′ ∩M).

If π(M) ′ ∩ (Moα G) = π(M ′ ∩M), then Y = π(B)Λ(h) ∈ π(M ∩M ′) and this
is only possible, if B = 0 or h = e. The above equation then implies that α is free.

For the second assertion, let α be free. Note that (M oα G) ∩ (M oα G) ′ ⊆
(M oα G) ∩ π(M) ′ = π(M ∩M ′). Let Y = π(A) ∈ (M oα G) ∩ (M oα G) and
X = π(B)Λ(h) ∈ (MoαG), withA,B ∈M and h ∈ G. Then we get, with the same
calculation as above, π(A)π(B) = π(B)π(αh(A)), but also π(A)π(B) = π(B)π(A),
since A ∈M ∩M ′. Hence, for all B ∈M and all h ∈ Gwe have (A− αh(A))B = 0

and consequently, by faithfulness of π, αh(A) = A for all h ∈ G. This implies
(Moα G) ∩ (Moα G) ′ = {π(A) |A ∈M ∩M ′ : ∀h ∈ G : αh(A) = A}.

The following is then immediate.

Corollary 1.2.18:
Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system, M a factor and α free. Then M oα G is a factor,
and π(M) ⊂Moα G is an irreducible inclusion of factors.

IfM is a factor and α is free, then the crossed productMoαG gives an example
where one can easily calculate the index.
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Proposition 1.2.19:
Let (M, G, α) be a dynamical system with M a factor and α not inner. Then, in the
notation of equations (1.2) and (1.3),

• themapE given by
∑
g∈G π(Ag)Λ(g) 7→ π(Ae) for an arbitrary indexing (Ag)g∈G

of elements in M, is the unique conditional expectation Moα G→ π(M),

• the elements {Λ(h) |h ∈ G} form a Pimsner-Popa basis for the inclusion π(M) ⊂
Moα G,

• Ind(E) = |G|.

Proof. It can be checked by short calculations that E satisfies E(1) = 1, ‖E(X)‖ 6
‖X‖, and E(aXb) = aE(X)b for all X ∈ M oα G and all a, b ∈ π(M). If X =∑
g∈G π(Ag)Λ(g) ∈Moα G, then

X∗X =
∑
g,h∈G

Λ(g)∗π(A∗gAh)Λ(h)

=
∑
g,h∈G

π(αg−1(A∗gAgh))Λ(h),

and therefore E(X∗X) =
∑
g∈G π(αg−1(A∗gAg)) > 0. Hence E is a conditional

expectation, and since the inclusion π(M) ⊂Moα G is irreducible, it is unique.
LetW : l2(G,H) → H ⊗ `2(G) be the unitary used in equation (1.4). First, we

show that the Jones projection eπ(M) is given by

eπ(M) =W
∗
1⊗ EeW

where Ee is the projection in `2(G) onto the subspace spanned by the basis vector
δe. Indeed, with X =

∑
g∈G π(Ag)Λ(g) ∈Moα G, we get

Weπ(M)Xeπ(M)W
∗ =

∑
g,h∈G

(1⊗ Ee)(αh−1(Ag)⊗ Eh)(1⊗ λg)(1⊗ Ee)

=
∑
g∈G

δg,e(Ag ⊗ 1)(1⊗ λg)(1⊗ Ee)

=WE(X)eπ(M)W
∗.

Let φ be a faithful normal state on M and, by Theorem 1.2.14, we can assume
that H is the corresponding GNS representation of M. Let ζ0 ∈ H be cyclic and
separating forM. Then the vector ξ0 ..=W∗ζ0⊗δe ∈ `2(G,H) cyclic and separating
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as well: Let X ∈M oα G be of the form X =
∑
g∈G π(Ag)Λ(g) for some labelling

(Ag)g∈G of elements in M. Then we have

W∗Xξ0 =
∑
g,h∈G

(α−1
h (Ag)⊗ Eh)(1⊗ λg)ζ0 ⊗ δe

=
∑
g∈G

α−1
g (Ag)ζ0 ⊗ δg,

andhence, vectors of the formXξ0 spanadense subspace of `2(G,H). Bydenseness
of such elements X in Moα G it follows that ξ0 is cyclic for Moα G.

Very similarly, let X, Y ∈ M oα G with X =
∑
g∈G π(Ag)Λ(G) and Y =∑

g∈G π(Bg)Λ(g) with Ag, Bg elements ofM and g ∈ G. Assume that Xξ0 = Yξ0.
Then with the same calculation in the previous equation, we find∑

g∈G
α−1
g (Ag)ζ0 ⊗ δg =

∑
g∈G

α−1
g (Bg)ζ0 ⊗ δg,

and since (δg)g∈G is an orthonormal basis of `2(G), we find by comparing coeffi-
cients, that

Agζ0 = Bgζ0,

for all g ∈ G. Since ζ0 is separating for M, it follows that X = Y. Now it is easy to
check that eπ(M)ξ0 = ξ0, and therefore

eπ(M)Xeπ(M)ξ0 = E(X)eπ(M)ξ0 = E(X)ξ0

for all X ∈Moα G. Thus eπ(M) is the Jones projection for the conditional expect-
ation E.

With similar calculations as above, one can check that∑
g∈G

Λ(g)eπ(M)Λ(g)
∗ = 1.

Hence, the operators (Λ(g))g∈G fulfill the assumptions of Proposition 1.2.11, and
thus the index Ind(E) is given by

Ind(E) =
∑
g∈G

Λ(g)Λ(g)∗ = |G|.
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For crossed products there exists a correspondence between subgroups of the
(discrete) group G and von Neumann subalgebras of M oα G [Cho78]. This can
be used to set up a Galois correspondence between von Neumann subalgebras
of a von Neumann algebra and subgroups of automorphism groups acting on it
[Cho78; HT72].

1.3 Quantum Spin Systems

The main objective of this thesis is the analysis of a quantum spin systems system.
In this section we discuss the mathematical description of such systems in general.
This includes the treatment of the thermodynamic limit in the setting of operator
algebras, the existence of dynamics in the limit of infinite particle numbers and
volumes, and ground states. A detailed treatment can be found in the standard
reference [BR96], and an educational introduction is provided for instance by
[Naa13b]. The detailed discussions of the system we analyse later can be found in
the subsequent chapter.

Quantum many body systems describe the interaction between particles situ-
ated on a discrete structure, such as a lattice. Usually this framework is used
as an idealised model to described crystalline structures, solid bodies and spin
liquids.Here we follow the interpretation that at each point of the lattice there is
a particle attached which carries degrees of freedom [BR96]. The model then de-
scribes how the degrees of freedom of the particles on the lattice interact with each
other. A single particle’s degrees of freedom are modelled by an n-dimensional
Hilbert space. The interaction between various particles is given by a Hamiltonian
and its nature depends on the type of physical system under consideration. While
there are many possibilities to describe interactions, it turns out that typical phys-
ically relevant systems exhibit interactionswhere each single particle only interacts
with the particles in close vicinity, i.e. only with few neighbours, or the coupling
strength between particles decays rapidly with their relative distance. Examples
for systems that are commonly used in the literature are the Ising model [Kog79;
Cha87], the Heisenberg model, the AKLT model [Aff+87], the class of Kitaev’s
quantum double models [Kit03] and the class of Levin-Wen models [LW05]. The
quantum double models can also be interpreted as lattice gauge theories [Kit03;
HW05]. However, the only difference we make here is that the Hilbert spaces are
not placed on the vertices of the lattice, but instead on the links (edges) between
vertices (see [MM97] for an introduction in lattice gauge theories, andalso [Kog79]).
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1.3.1 Kinematics

The kinematics of a quantum spin system are defined in the following way. As the
underlying spatial geometry we assume the square lattice Zd. Hereby, we regard
Zd as the graph containing both the vertices of Zd and the edges given by tuples
of neighbouring vertices. The discussion of more general lattices can be obtained
in a straightforward way. The particles in the system are modelled by associating
to every edge e ∈ Zd a Hilbert space He. We assume that He is a copy of Cn

and that for any edge e the dimension n is the same. Again, the latter assumption
is not strictly necessary, however it suffices for the purpose of this thesis. For
finite regions O ⊂ Zd the total Hilbert space is then given as the tensor product⊗
e∈O He =: HO. While it is sufficient to work in the framework of Hilbert space if

O is finite, it is more problematic when transitioning to the thermodynamic limit,
that is, the limit of large particle numbers and large volumes. One could take
an inductive limit of Hilbert spaces, however this requires to select a reference
vector, and there is no obvious canonical choice for this [BR96]. Instead, a it is
convenient to switch the perspective to bounded operators on the edge Hilbert
spacesA({e}) ..= B(He), i.e. to the picture ofC∗-algebras. There the limit of infinite
particles and volumes is unambiguously defined [Tak79; Sak71]. For finite regions
O ⊂ Zd we define the local algebra

A(O) ..=
⊗
e∈O

A({e}) = B(HO).

For disjoint finite setsO1 andO2 we haveA(O1∪O2) = B(HO1 ⊗HO2), andA(O1)

can be identified with the subalgebra A(O1) ⊗ 1O2 , where 1O2 is the identity on
A(O2). For finite sets O ⊂ O ′ the algebra A(O) can be canonically embedded into
A(O ′) by identifying A(O) with A⊗ 1O′\O. Thus, if Pf(Zd) denotes the family of
finite subsets of Zd, the map

O 7→ A(O)

defines a net of C∗-algebras. One can show that there exists an inductive limit
A, which is the smallest C∗-algebra containing all local algebras (c.f. [BR96] and
[Sak71], also [Tak55]. This structure is very similar to that found in algebraic
quantum field theory, see also [Emc00]).
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Moreover, it can be shown that if one chooses a sequence (On)n∈N in Pf(Z
d)

with On ⊂ On+1 and
⋃
n On = Zd, then for the algebra of local observables

Aloc
..=

⋃
O⊂Zd

A(O),

there exists a unique norm ‖ · ‖ such that algebra of local observables is a norm
dense subalgebra of A, i.e. A = Aloc

‖·‖. The bar denotes the closure in the norm
‖ · ‖. In fact, this norm is induced by the norms on the local algebras, with the
canonical identification A(O) ⊂ A(O ′), if O ⊂ O ′. Hence, operators in A can be
approximated by local observables up to an arbitrarily small error. Due to this
property the algebra A is usually referred to as the quasilocal algebra.

The local algebras have the property that for disjoint O,O ′ ∈ Pf(Z
d) the oper-

ators commute, i.e. for all A ∈ A(O) and for all B ∈ A(O ′) it holds that [A,B] = 0.
This is usually referred to as locality. The spatial support, or just support, of a local
operator A ∈ Aloc is the smallest set O ∈ Pf(Z

2) such that A ∈ A(O). We then
write supp(A) ..= O.

As the local algebras are type-I factors the algebra A is a uniformly hyperfinite
(UHF) algebram, and, as the limit of simple algebras, again simple [BR96; Sak71].
This implies that any representation π of A is automatically faithful.

1.3.2 Dynamics

To define the dynamics of quantum spin systems one starts out with the definition
of an interaction between the particles (c.f.[BR96]). Mathematically an interaction
is a map Φ from sets O ∈ Pf(Z

d) to self-adjoint operators Φ(O) ∈ A(O). For finite
sets Λ ∈ Pf(Z

d) the local Hamiltonian that generates the dynamics on A(Λ) is then
given as the sum of all interaction terms of subsets of Λ, i.e.

HΦ(Λ) ..=
∑
O⊂Λ

Φ(O),

and H(Λ) ∈ A(Λ). The range of the interaction Φ is given by

dΦ ..= inf

{
d
∣∣d > 1 ∧ ∀O ∈ Pf(Z

d) : sup
x,y∈O

d(x, y) > d =⇒ Φ(X) = 0

}
,

where d(·, ·) : Zd × Zd → R is the taxicab metric.
The local Hamiltonians generate dynamics on the local algebras. If the inter-

action range is finite or decays fast enough then it can be shown that the local
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Hamiltonians give rise to a time evolution on the quasilocal algebra A in terms of
a strongly continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms (see [BR96] for the
standard introduction, [NS10] for an overview including recent results, and also
[NOS06]). For the purpose of this thesis we only need the result for interactions
with finite interaction range, i.e. dΦ < ∞. In particular this implies that for any
x ∈ Zd there are only finitely many regions O ⊂ Pf(Z

d)with x ∈ O andΦ(X) 6= 0.
The generator of the dynamics will be a ∗-derivation. A ∗-derivation of a C∗-

algebra B is a linear, possibly unbounded operator on B with domain D(δ) ⊂ B

such that D is a subspace and for all A,B ∈ D(δ) we have

δ(A)∗ = δ(A∗),

δ(AB) = δ(A)B+Aδ(B).

We then have the following statement about the existence of dynamics [BR96,
Example 6.2.7].

Theorem 1.3.1:
LetA be the quasilocal algebra of a quantum spin system onZd, and letΦ be an interaction
with finite range. Then there exists a norm-closable ∗-derivation δ of A with domain

D(δ) = Aloc

such that for all O ∈ Pf(Z
d) and A ∈ A(O) it holds

δ(A) = i
∑

Λ∈Pf(Γ)
Λ∩O 6=∅

[HΦ(Λ), A].

Its closure δ generates a strongly-continuous one-parameter group α of ∗-automorphisms
ofA. If (On)n∈N is any increasing sequence of sets in Pf(Z

d) exhausting Zd, then for all
t ∈ R and all A ∈ A

lim
n→∞ ‖τt(A) − τOnt (A)‖ = 0

where the convergence is uniform for t in compacts, does not depend on the sequence
(On)n∈N, and where

τOnt (A) ..= eitHΦ(On)Ae−itHΦ(On).
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1.3.3 Ground States

Most of the physically relevant Hamiltonians H have a spectrum that is bounded
from below7. By shifting the spectrum accordingly this bound can be set to zero.
This is equivalent to 〈ψ,Hψ〉 > 0 for all ψ ∈ D(H), where D(H) is the domain on
which H is self-adjoint. If the spectrum of H is discrete, or if zero is an eigenvalue
of H, then vectors ψ ∈ H in the kernel of H, i.e. Hψ = 0, are called ground states
of H.

In the description of dynamics on a C∗-algebra B as above, we do not a priori
have aHamiltonian at hand. The dynamics are given by a strongly continuous one-
parameter group α of automorphisms of B generated by a derivation δ. However,
ifω is a state that is stationary under the time evolution, i.e.ω ◦α = ω, then in the
GNS representation (πω,Hω,Ω) there exists a strongly continuous one-parameter
groups of unitaries U on B(Hω) such that for all A ∈ B and for all t ∈ R

Utπω(A)U
∗
t = πω(αt(A)).

Furthermore, U can be chosen such that UtΩ = Ω for all t ∈ R (see also [BR96,
Corollary 2.3.17]). By Stone’s theorem, strongly continuous one-parameter groups
of unitaries are generated by essentially self-adjoint operators (see e.g. [Sch12]),
thus for the groupU there exists aHamiltonianHω onHω, and it satisfiesHωΩ = 0

(c.f. [BR96, Proposition 3.2.28] and discussion afterwards). In particular, we have
that

(∀ψ ∈ πω(D(δ))Ω) (∀A ∈ D(δ)) : πω(δ(A))Ω = i[Hω, πω(A)]ψ.

One now callsω a ground state of the dynamics α ifHω > 0. This is equivalent to
a more algebraic criterion (c.f. [Naa13b, Theorem 3.4.3] or [BR96]):

Theorem 1.3.2:
Let A be a C∗-algebra and α be a one-parameter group of automorphisms of A generated
by a ∗-derivation δ with dense domain D(δ). For a state ω of A the following statements
are equivalent:

• For each t ∈ R we have ω ◦ αt = ω, and the Hamiltonian Hω in the GNS
representation ofω satisfies Hω > 0.

• For all A ∈ D(δ) we have −iω(A∗δ(A)) > 0.

7Or they are bounded from above. However, this only differs by a sign.
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We take this theorem as the motivation for the following definition of a ground
state.

Definition 1.3.3:
LetB be aC∗-algebra, letα be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms
on B generated by a derivation δ with dense domain D(δ). A state ω on B is said to be a
ground state of α if

∀A ∈ D(δ) : −iω(A∗δ(A)) > 0.

To shed some light on this condition, letH be a finite dimensional Hilbert space
and H some Hamiltonian with H > 0 and ground stateΩ ∈ H satisfying HΩ = 0.
Then H generates a continuous one-parameter group of unitaries by Ut = eiHt

which gives rise to an automorphism group of B(H) by αt(A) ..= UtAU
∗
t for all

A ∈ B(H) and t ∈ R. Note, that then UtΩ = Ω for all t ∈ R. The (bounded)
derivation generating α is given by δ(A) = i[H,A]. Setting ω(A) ..= 〈Ω,AΩ〉 for
A ∈ B(H) defines an α-invariant state, and we get

ω(δ(A)) = i〈Ω, (HA−AH)Ω〉 = 0

and

−iω(A∗δ(A)) = 〈AΩ, (HA−AH)Ω〉

= 〈Ω,A∗HAΩ〉 > 0,

for all A ∈ B(H). The general situation in the above theorem can be proven in a
very similar way. We also want to remark, that due to [BR96, Proposition 5.3.25]
and Theorem 1.3.1 there always exists a ground state for quantum spin systems.

1.4 Quantum Double of Finite Groups

In this section we discuss the quantum double D(G) for finite groups G. It is an
application of amore general scheme byDrinfel’d for constructing quasi-triangular
Hopf algebras from a given finite dimensional Hopf algebra with invertible anti-
pode [Dri88; Kas95] (for the construction ofD(G), see also [Gou93]). Its importance
for us lies in its representation theory which plays a crucial role in determining
the excitation structure of Kitaev’s quantum double models.

We startwith introducing some notations. Consider a finite groupG. Through-
out this work the inverse of a group element g ∈ G is denoted by g and we write
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e for the identity of G. We denote the centraliser of some element g ∈ G in G by
ZG(g), i.e.

ZG(g) = {h ∈ G |hg = gh},

which is a subgroup of G. Given r ∈ Gwe denote its conjugacy class by

C ..= {hrh |h ∈ G},

and elements of a conjugacy class C are denoted c1, . . . , c|C|. For the following
note, that if H ⊆ G is a subgroup, the cosets gH with g ∈ G are either disjoint or
equal. This can be seen by noting that h ∼ g if and only if hg ∈ H, with h, g ∈ G,
defines an equivalence relation on G. Then we have hH = gH if and only if h ∼ g.
This implies the following properties.

Lemma 1.4.1:
Let C = {c1, . . . , c|C|} be a conjugacy class of G. Furthermore, let QC = {q1, . . . , q|C|}

be a set of representatives of each coset of ZG(r) in G such that qirqi = ci ∈ C for all
i = 1, . . . , |C|, and where we choose qi = e if ci = r.

• The elements c1, . . . , c|C| are in one to one correspondence with left cosets of ZG(r)
in G.

• For each g ∈ G there exists a unique n ∈ ZG(r) and a unique q ∈ QC with g = qn.

Proof. Concerning the first statement, note that for each h, k ∈ gZG(r) for some
g ∈ G, it holds that hrh = krk. Conversely, let h, k ∈ G such that hrh = krk. Then
hk ∈ ZG(r), but this is equivalent to hZG(r) = kZG(r).

For the second statement, consider a fixed g ∈ G. Then certainly g ∈ gZG(r),
and since the left cosets of ZG(r) are either equal or disjoint, there exists a unique
q ∈ QC such that g ∈ qZG(r). Now let n,m ∈ ZG(r) be such that g = qn = qm.
But this already impliesm = n, thus finishing the proof.

The second statement defines a map g 7→ i(g) from elements g ∈ G to indices
i(g) ∈ {1, . . . , |C|}, and a map G 3 g 7→ n(g) ∈ ZG(r). We then have g = qi(g)n(g)

for g ∈ G , and for ci ∈ C we have q(ci) = qi (This notation was also used in
[BM08]). For convenience, we will also sometimes write q(g) for qi(g).

Given a subgroup K ⊂ G let π be an irreducible unitary representations of K. We
always assume that the representations we consider are unitary. In the following
we fix a basis in the representation space of π, and for a given element g ∈ G the
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matrix elements of π(g) are denoted by πi,j(g). For convenience we denote the
character of π (i.e. the trace of π(g)) also by π. In the discussion of ribbon operators
in later sections wewill use both the representation and its character in such a way,
that it is clear from the context what is meant. The trivial representation is denoted
by id.

1.4.1 The Quantum Double D(G)

We now come to the definition of the quantum double D(G) of a finite group G.
Let `2(G) be the vector space of square summable, complex valued functions on
G, and C[G] be the group algebra of G. Note that `2(G) has the structure of a
commutative algebra with the multiplication defined by the pointwise product.
The canonical basis (δg)g∈G of `2(G) is given by δg(h) ..= δg,h with g, h ∈ G. We
identify the basis of the group algebra C[G] with elements x ∈ G. The group
algebra C[G] acts on `2(G) with the adjoint action which is determined by

xδgx = δxgx, (1.8)

with x, g ∈ G, and extending linearly to `2(G). This allows to define the semi-direct
product of `2(G) with C[G], which we denote by D(G), i.e.

D(G) ..= `2(G)oC[G].

The product and the unit element of D(G) is given by

(δg, x) · (δh, y) = δg,xhx(δg, xy)

1 =
∑
g∈G

(δg, e),

with g, h, x, y ∈ G, which gives it the structure of an algebra. Note, that the product
can be regarded as a map · : D(G) ⊗ D(G) → D(G), and the unit element as the
map 1 : C → D(G), which is called unit. In addition, one can define the maps
∆ : D(G)→ D(G)⊗D(G), ε : D(G)→ C and S : D(G)→ D(G). by the following
relations.

∆((δg, x)) ..=
∑
k,l∈G
kl=g

(δk, x)⊗ (δl, x)

ε((δg, x)) ..= δg,e

S((δg, x)) ..= (δxgx, x),
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with x, g ∈ G. The map ∆ is called co-product, ε is called co-unit and S is called
antipode. This structure on D(G) makes it a coalgebra.

Definition 1.4.2:
The quantum double D(G) of a finite group G is defined the outer semi-direct product

D(G) ..= `2(G)oC[G].

with respect to the action defined inEquation (1.8), togetherwith themappings (·, 1, ∆, ε, S)
as defined above.

The operations (·, 1, ∆, ε) defined abovew.r.t.D(G) satisfy certain compatibility
conditions and comprise what is called a bi-algebra. The antipode S extends this
structure to that of an Hopf algebra structure (see also [Kas95]). In addition, D(G)

there is also a universal R-matrix R ∈ D(G)⊗D(G) given by

R ..=
∑
g∈G

(δg, e)⊗ (1, g)

which makes D(G) a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. Essentially, the existence of a
universal R-matrix allows to define a braiding on the category of representations
of D(G) (see for instance [Kas95]). However, in the remainder we will not make
direct use of these structures and mention them here only for completeness.

1.4.2 Representations of D(G) in a Nutshell

The rich structure of the quantum double D(G) for finite groups G allows for a
relatively clean classification of its irreducible representations [DPR91; Gou93] (see
[Kas95] for a more general discussion). In what follows we will review the basic
analysis of D(G). Some of this will occur later, though implicit, in the analysis of
the local excitations of the quantum double model.

Let r ∈ G be fixed from now on, and denote its corresponding conjugacy
class C in G and the centraliser ZG(r) of r in G. As before, let QC be a set of
representatives of left cosets of ZG(r) in G such that qirqi = ci for all qi ∈ QC
and ci ∈ C. There are two observations which are essential in the subsequent
discussion. The first is Lemma 1.4.1 and the remark after: Each g ∈ G has a unique
decomposition g = q(g)n(g) with q(g) ∈ QC and n(g) ∈ ZG(r). Note, that this
implies

⋃
q∈QC qZG(r) = G.
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The second observation is the following.

Lemma 1.4.3:
Let C be a conjugacy class of G, and let QC be as in Lemma 1.4.1. Then for each g ∈ G
and each c ∈ C there exists a unique c ′ ∈ C such that q(c)gq(c ′) ∈ ZG(r) and gcg = c ′

Proof. Let g ∈ G and c ∈ C. By Lemma 1.4.1 there exists a unique q ′ ∈ QC, and
thus a unique c ′ ∈ Cwith q ′ = q(c ′), such that gq(c) ∈ q(c ′)ZG(r), hence we have
q(c ′)gq(c) ∈ ZG(r). Using this, one can check that gcg = q(c ′)rq(c ′) = c ′.

Let now π be an irreducible representation of ZG(r)with representation space
Vrπ. Then, by extending the action π of ZG(r) linearly on Vrπ, the space Vrπ is a also
left C[ZG(r)]-module. Since C[ZG(r)] also acts on C[G], we can take the tensor
product between C[G] and Vrπ, and we set

Vr,π ..= C[G]⊗C[ZG(r)] V
r
π.

This space is spanned by vectors of the form

v(c) ..= q(c)⊗ v

where c ∈ C and v ∈ Vrπ, and carries an action of G given by

(gv)(c) ..=
(
π
(
q(gcg)gq(c)

)
v
)
(gcg), (1.9)

for all g ∈ G and c ∈ C. This action of G on Vπ,r can be linearly extended to an
action of C[G] on Vπ,r.

Now, it can be shown that the space Vπ,r can be decomposed as Vπ,r =⊗
c∈C Vπ,r(c) where Vπ,r(c) = linspan{v(c) | v ∈ Vrπ}, and each summand Vπ,r(c)

carries an irreducible representation of ZG(c) [Gou93]. Thus for different choices
r, r ′ ∈ C the spaces Vπ,r and Vπ,r′ are isomorphic. In the following we identify
these spaces, and write Vπ,C instead of Vπ,r. Similarly, if π ′ is a representation
that is unitary equivalent to π, then the space Vπ′,C is isomorphic to Vπ,C, and we
suppress the equivalence relation here as well.

Next, one defines an action of `2(G) on Vπ,C by

(δgv)(c) ..= δg,cv(c) = δg,cq(c)⊗ v,

for all g ∈ G, c ∈ C and v ∈ Vπ,C. This, together with the C[G] action defined in
equation 1.9, extends to an action of D(G) on Vπ,C which then reads

((δg, h)v)(c) ..= δg,hch

(
π
(
q(hch)hq(c)

)
v
)
(hch).
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This is in fact sufficient to determine all irreducible D(G)-modules, the proof of
which can be found in [DPR91; Gou93]

Theorem 1.4.4:
Let G be a finite group, C andD conjugacy classes with representatives r ∈ C and s ∈ D.
Let π and χ be irreducible representations of ZG(r) and ZG(s), respectively. Then

• VC,π as constructed above, is n irreducible D(G)-module.

• VC,π ∼= VD,χ if and only if C = D and π ∼= χ.

• Every finite dimensional left D(G)-module is completely reducible.

• Every irreducible left D(G)-module is equivalent to one of the VC,π.

This means, that every irreducible representation of D(G) is labelled by a pair
(C, π) where C is a conjugacy class of G and π an irreducible representation of
ZG(r) for some r ∈ C.

Thefinitedimensional leftD(G)-modules togetherwith the intertwiners between
representations form a category, RepfD(G), where f stands for finite. One can
show that RepfD(G) is a modular tensor category. Roughly speaking, this means
that the morphism sets in RepfD(G) are finite dimensional vector spaces, and
the category has a tensor product, twist, subobjects, direct sums, conjugates, and
invertible S-matrix (for details see [Kas95; Naa12a]).

This structure makes RepfD(G) also suitable for topological quantum compu-
tation. In topologically ordered systems, where the local excitations are described
by anyons, the braiding of pairs of these quasiparticles is a unitary operation on the
ground state space. This can be used to implement unitary gates that are capable
of performing fault tolerant quantum computations on quantum information that
is encoded in the local excitations [Nay+08]. The details of the gate set depend
on the details of the statistics of the anyons. However, in order to implement
non-trivial gate sets one needs non-abelian anyons, i.e. where the anyons carry
multiple inner degrees of freedom and where the braiding is a unitary operation
on these degrees. In the case of Kitaev’s quantum double model for a finite group
G, the anyons are described by Repf(G). IfG is complex enough this allows to im-
plement even universal gate sets for quantum computation [Moc03; Moc04]. Note,
however, that in order to do this, one needs additional ancillas to the system.
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2 Kitaev’s Quantum Double Model

The quantum double models are a class of analytically solvable quantum spin
systems in two dimensions that were proposed by Kitaev as a generalisation of
the toric code [Kit03]. Each finite group gives rise to a quantum double model
and it determines the type of local excitations above the ground state, as well as
the ground state degeneracy (if existent). The toric code, originally defined as a
stabiliser code on a lattice embedded in a torus [Kit97], can be formulated as the
quantum double model with underlying group Z2.

The quantum double models exhibit many features that are considered typical
for topologically ordered systems and which makes them appealing as models to
study topological order. The ground state(s) of the quantum double models are
locally indistinguishable, i.e. in case of a ground state degeneracy, the expectation
values of any operator that acts only on a small part of the system are the same
for all ground states1. Furthermore, the gapped Hamiltonians have a ground
state degeneracy depending on the topology of manifold in which the lattice is
embedded. For example, the toric code has 4g different ground states, where g
is the genus of the surface in which the lattice is embedded [Kit03]. For arbitrary
finite groups this degeneracy is more complicated, but the dependence on the
genus is similar. This ground state degeneracy is closely related to the existence of
anyons [Ein90; WDF90].

In fact, the local excitations above the ground state exhibit anyonic statistics.
This means that the braiding rules, which describe the transformation behaviour
of exchanging pairs of excitations, are different from those of particles with bose
or fermi statistics. For instance, in the case of abelian groups the state vector de-

1This follows from the discussion in [Naa12a, Section 12.1]
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scribing two excitations picks up a complex phase when exchanging the positions
of excitations. In the case that the underlying group is non-abelian the anyons
have additional inner degrees of freedom and the braiding is described by unitary
transformations of the state vector. The fundamental object describing the different
types of anyons, the braiding, and the fusion, which describes the transformation
of the state vector if two excitations are brought together, is determined by the
irreducible representations of Drinfel’d’s quantum doubleD(G) of the underlying
group G [Kit03]. The latter is a certain Hopf algebra constructed from the group,
and its finite dimensional representations form what is called a modular tensor
category. This essentially means, that there exists a consistent set of braiding and
fusion rule on the category RepfD(G) of finite dimensional representations of
D(G), and each type of the anyons corresponds to an irreducible representation.

An appealing aspect of Kitaev’s quantum double models is the simplicity of
the local excitations. They always appear in conjugate pairs and at the endpoint
of ribbons, i.e. they can be connected by certain paths on the lattice. It turns out
that such pairs of excitations are independent of the ribbon connecting them, as
long it does not cross any other excitations or does not change its homotopy class.
There is a convenient description in terms of so-called ribbon operators acting
non-trivially along ribbons. If acting on the ground state these operators create
a pair of local excitations at the endpoint of the associated ribbon. Moreover, for
a fixed ribbon, these operators can be labelled by irreducible representations of
D(G)which in turn can be described by objects solely related to the group G. The
study of braiding and fusion of the anyons of the model then translates to the
study of the commutation relations of the ribbon operators [Kit03; BM08]. This
also allows the study of the quantumdouble on surfaceswith a boundary [BSW11],
and extensions of the models to such with broken gauge symmetry [BM08].

In this chapter we review the definition of Kitaev’s quantum double model for
an arbitrary finite groupG on the plane square lattice2 Z2. Throughout the discus-
sion we largely follow the notation of reference [BM08]. We start with introducing
the underlying geometric objects and operations related to the notion of ribbons.
This is followed by the definition of ribbon operators. These are then used to set up
star and plaquette operators with which we define the local Hamiltonians of the
quantum double models. After this we delve into the discussion of charge projec-
tions and properties of ribbon operators without making additional assumptions

2One can also define themodel onmore general 2D lattices. However, for the purpose of this thesis
it suffices to consider Kitaev’s quantum double models on the square lattice
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on the finite group G underlying the construction. Our focus lies on the commut-
ation relations between ribbon operators and how they transform under inverting
and deforming the underlying ribbons. We devote one section to summarise the
discussion for the case whereG is finite and abelian and point out some additional
properties which we need in later chapters. In the last section we discuss how to
take the thermodynamic limit of the model and the existence of ground states of
the dynamics.

2.1 Sites and Ribbons

In order to define the local Hamiltonians we need to specify certain geometric
objects on Z2 and operators associated to them (see also [BM08] for a much more
extensive treatment.) In this section we define sites and ribbons in the lattice and
recall ribbon inversions and deformations.

In the following we regard Z2 as a graph together with a fixed orientation as
in Figure 2.1. The vertices v of the graph are simply the points of Z2. The links
between the vertices of Z2 form the edges of the graph. Each edge b ∈ Z2 connects
two vertices v0, v1 ∈ Z2 and we therefore specified b by the tuple (v0, v1). The
orientation of Z2 is given by the order in which the vertices appear in the tuple,
hence the edge b points from v0 to v1. The vertices (v0, v1) are then the boundary
of b and we write ∂0b = v0 and ∂1b = v1. A face f is the square enclosed by four
consecutive edges. We say that a face f lies to the right (left) of an edge b = (v0, v1)

if it lies to the right (left) of the edge when viewed from the initial vertex v0. If we
connect the centers of two adjacent faces with each other, we obtain the dual graph
(Z2)∗ ofZ2. I.e. the dual graph is the graph obtained by regarding each face f ∈ Z2

as a dual vertex v∗, and connect dual vertices v∗0, v∗1 ∈ (Z2)∗ if the corresponding
faces f0, f1 ∈ Z2 are separated by an edge in Z2. Note that by this construction the
vertices in Z2 will correspond to faces in (Z2)∗. Therefore, we do not distinguish
between dual faces and vertices, or faces and dual vertices. Note also that for an
edge b ∈ Z2 we have (b∗)∗ = b and so on. A (dual) edge b∗ ∈ (Z2)∗ inherits an
orientation from the edge b ∈ Z2 it crosses in the following way. The initial (final)
dual vertex v∗0 (v∗1) of b∗ is the face to the left (right) of b. Similarly as for edges in
Z2 we write B∗ = (v∗0, v

∗
1) and the order indicates the orientation.
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Definition 2.1.1:
A site in Z2 is a tuple (v, f) consisting of a vertex v ∈ Z2 and a neighboring face f ∈ Z2.
Note that sites and dual sites coincide. We use the notation vs and fs to indicate the vertex
and face at s and regard a site as the line from v to the center of f.

A direct triangle τ is a tuple (s0, s1, b) of sites s0, s1 ∈ Z2 and an edge b ∈ Z2

with the following properties: The faces of s0 = (v0, f0) and s1 = (v1, f1) coincide, i.e.
f0 = f1, and b is the edge given by (v0, v1) or (v1, v0). Regarding s0, s1, b as lines, the
tuple (s0, s1, b) is a list of sides of a triangle listed in counterclockwise order.

A dual triangle τ ′ is a tuple (s0, s1, b∗) with s0, s1 being sites as above, but b∗ ∈
(Z2)∗ is the dual edge given by (f0, f1) or (f1, f0). The tuple (s0, s1, b∗) lists the sides of
a triangle in clockwise order.

The boundaries of both types of triangles τ are given by ∂0τ = s0 and ∂1τ = s1. We
say that τ points from ∂0τ to ∂1τ, providing the triangles with an orientation.

For each direct (dual) triangle τ = (s0, s1, b) there is a unique complementary
triangle given by the direct (dual) triangle τ = (s ′0, s

′
1, b) where b obtained from

b by inverting its orientation. Two triangles τ, τ ′ overlap if either τ = τ ′ or, if τ is
direct and τ ′ is dual, then for i = 0 or i = 1 it holds that ∂iτ = ∂iτ ′.

Definition 2.1.2 [BM08]:
A strip ρ = (τ0, τ1, . . . , τn) is a list of pairwise non-overlapping triangles with

• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ∂0τi = ∂1τi−1.

Denote by pρ = (v∂0λ0 , . . . , v∂1λk) the ordered list of vertices of the direct triangles λi in
ρ, and p∗ρ = (f∂0λ′

0
, . . . , f∂1λ′

m
) the ordered list of faces of the dual triangles λ ′j in ρ. Then

ρ is a ribbon if the following conditions are fulfilled:

• ∀τ ∈ ρ : τ /∈ ρ,

• ∀0 6 i 6= j 6 k with i 6= 0∨ j 6= k it holds: vi 6= vj,

• ∀0 6 i 6= j 6 m with i 6= 0∨ j 6= m it holds: fi 6= fj.

Let ρ be a ribbon and set ∂0ρ ..= ∂0τ0 and ∂1ρ ..= ∂1τn. A ribbon is said to be closed
if ∂0τ0 = ∂1τn. Two ribbons ρ1, ρ2 are composable if ∂1ρ1 = ∂0ρ2 and the list ρ1ρ2
obtained by disjoint union is a ribbon. Two ribbons ρ1,ρ2 overlap if there exist triangles
τ1 ∈ ρ1 and τ2 ∈ ρ2 that overlap. The ribbons ρ1 and ρ2 are disjoint if the do not overlap.
We write ρ1 ∩ ρ2 = ∅ if this is the case.
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Figure 2.1: This images illustrates some of the basic geometrical objects used in
the discussion of the quantum double models. The triangle τ is direct, τ ′ is dual
and ρ is a ribbon connecting the site s2 with s1.

A strip can be regarded as a list of pairwise non-overlapping ribbons. Note
that each triangle is a ribbon. Every ribbon ρ can be decomposed into disjoint
ribbons ρ1 and ρ2 such that ρ = ρ1ρ2. Given a site s we denote by βs the closed
ribbon starting at s and consisting only of direct triangles. Similarly αs is the
closed ribbon starting at s and consisting only of dual triangles. Illustrations of
triangles and ribbons can be found in Figure 2.1. Throughout the treatment of the
quantum double model we will frequently use the following terminology. Given
a site s = (v, f) the star at s is referring to the edges that have an ending point in
v, and we will denote it by star(s). Similarly we call the collection plaq(s) of the
edges bounding f the plaquette of s.

Most of these and the following definitions can be found in [BM08] in much
more detail and we will list them here for convenience. The local excitations
of the quantum double models can be expressed by certain operators associated
to ribbon.s The fusion and braiding of these excitations are then related to the
commutation relations of such operators associated to ribbons that overlap at their
ending sites or cross each other.

Definition 2.1.3:
Given ρ1 and ρ2 strips. We write

• (ρ1, ρ2)≺ (left joint), if there exist disjoint ribbons ρ, ρ ′1, ρ ′2 and a direct (dual)
triangle τ2 (τ1) such that ρi = ρτiρ ′i.

• (ρ1, ρ2)� (right joint), if there exist disjoint ribbons ρ, ρ ′1, ρ ′2 and a direct (dual)
triangle τ2 (τ1) such that ρi = ρ ′iτiρ.
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Figure 2.2: Two ribbons crossing each other, and two ribbons forming a deforma-
tion.

• (ρ1, ρ2)≺� (left-right joint), if (ρ1, ρ2)≺ and (ρ1, ρ2)�.

• (ρ1, ρ2)× (crossed), if there exist ribbons σ1, σ ′1, σ2, σ ′2 such that ρi = σiσ
′
i

(i = 1, 2), σ1 ∩ σ ′2 = ∅ as well as σ ′1 ∩ σ2 = ∅, and (σ1, σ2)� and (σ ′2, σ ′1)≺.

For two ribbons ρ1, ρ2 with (ρ1, ρ2)× the last conditions translate to ∂1σ1 =

∂0σ
′
2 and ∂1σ2 = ∂0σ ′1. Note that the definition of crossings given here is different

from the definition of a crossed joint in [BM08]. The latter does not describe the
crossing of two ribbons but another way of joining them together.

Definition 2.1.4:
Let ρ, ρ ′ be open ribbons. We say that ρ ′ is an inversion of ρ, written ρ, if we have that
∂0ρ = ∂1ρ

′ and ∂1ρ = ∂0ρ
′ and either one of the following conditions:

• The set of dual edges in ρ coincides with the set of dual edges with inverse orientation
in ρ ′,

• The set of direct edges in ρ coincides with the set of direct edges with inverse
orientation in ρ ′.

For the sake of later use we introduce the notations of deformations and inver-
sions of ribbons.
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Definition 2.1.5:
Let ρ, ρ ′ be open ribbons. They are said to form a simple deformation, if

• no triangle in ρ is contained in ρ ′,

• (ρ, ρ ′)≺�,

• for the dual edges b∗ of the dual triangles in ρ it holds that the vertices ∂1b are
contained in ρ ′,

• for the edges b of the direct triangles in ρ ′ it holds that the dual vertices ∂1b∗ are
contained in ρ.

The ribbons ρ1, ρ2 form a deformation, if there exist ribbons ρ ′1, ρ ′2, σ1, σ2 such that
ρ1 = ρ

′
1σ1ρ

′
2 and ρ2 = ρ ′1σ2ρ ′2 and σ1, σ2 form a simple deformation.

We say that two ribbons ρ1, ρ2 are deformation equivalent if there is a sequence of
deformations transforming ρ1 into ρ2.

For an example of crossed ribbons and ribbons forming a deformation, see
Figure 2.2. The definition of deformation equivalence is slightly different that that
given in [BM08]. There the equivalencewas givenwith respect to a region inwhich
the ribbons should be transformed into each other. Depending on the context we
will however require that the deformation should be possible in a particular region,
but in general we will not need this. The reason why it was introduced in [BM08]
was that when ribbon operators act on a state that contains no excitations in such
region then deforming the ribbon operator in that region does not change its action
on the state. However, if there are excitations in that region, this is no longer the
case. Later we only need the case, where the ribbon operators act on the ground
state of the dynamics, so we do not have excitations to respect.

2.2 Local Hilbert Spaces

Throughout the thesis we consider Kitaev’s quantum double models on the planar
square latticeZ2. We first discuss the construction only for finite subsets ofZ2 and
assume for the following sections that we always work on a finite but large enough
patch of the lattice. The reason for this assumption is that in this chapter we are
only interested in the local excitations of the model. In the last section discuss how
to take the limit of infinite volumes.
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From now on let G be any finite group. Consider the Hilbert space of square
summable, complex valued functions `2(G) of G. This space can be viewed as the
finite finite dimensional Hilbert space with orthonormal basis of the form (|g〉)g∈G
ofC[G], i.e. `2(G) ∼= C|G|, where |G| is the order of the group. To each edge b ∈ Z2

we now associate a copy of this Hilbert space, i.e. the edge Hilbert space Hb is
given as Hb = `2(G).

In the following, we use the notation Pf(Z
2) to refer to the set of finite subsets

of Z2. The Hilbert space describing the system on finite sets Λ ∈ Pf(Z
2) is given

as the tensor product of Hilbert spaces Hb taken over all edges b ∈ Λ, i.e. for all
Λ ∈ Pf(Z

2) we have HΛ ..=
⊗
b∈ΛHb. Since the graph Λ is finite there are only

finitely many tensor factors in HΛ and hence the system’s Hilbert space is finite
dimensional. Note that neither the orientation nor the geometry of the graphplay a
role in this description. Both come into play whenwe define the local Hamiltonian
for the model.

2.3 Ribbon Operators

We can use the geometrical objects introduced in the previous section to associate
operators to them. These will be used to define the Hamiltonian of the quantum
double model in a convenient way that allows for a precise characterisation of its
ground state and the local excitation above it (see [Kit03] and [BM08] for a very
detailed analysis of the ground state and its excitation structure).

Definition 2.3.1 [Kit03; BM08]:
Let τ, τ ′ be a direct and a dual triangle, and let e, e ′ be the corresponding edges in τ, τ ′.
Let h, k ∈ G and let |h〉 and |k〉 be basis vectors at e and e ′, respectively. In case that the
direction of the triangles coincide with those of their respective edges e and e ′ the triangle
operators are defined for g ∈ G by:

Tgτ |h〉 ..= δg,h |h〉

Lgτ′ |k〉 ..= |gk〉 .

In case that the orientation of τ and τ ′ is opposite to that of e and e ′, repsectively, we set:

Tgτ |h〉 ..= δg,h |h〉

Lgτ′ |k〉 ..= |kg〉 ,

where we used the notation k = k−1 for k ∈ G. Given a ribbon ρ and any partition
ρ = ρ1ρ2 into ribbons ρ1, ρ2, and g, h ∈ G, the ribbon operator Fh,gρ is defined
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recursively by

Fh,gτ
..= Tgτ Fh,gτ′

..= δg,eL
h
τ′ Fh,gε = δg,e1,

for direct triangles τ, dual triangles τ ′ and the empty ribbon ε, and

Fh,gρ =
∑
k∈G

Fh,kρ1 F
khk,kg
ρ2

, (2.1)

with h, g ∈ G and e ∈ G the unit element. Given a site s we use the notation

Bgs
..= Fe,gβs (2.2)

Ahs
..= Fh,eαs (2.3)

for any h, g ∈ G. Furthermore we set

Bs
..= Bes

As
..=

1

|G|

∑
h∈G

Ahs ,

and refer to these as plaquette and star operators.

One can check that this definition of ribbon operators is independent of the
partition of ρ into subribbons [BM08]. We sometimes refer to equation (2.1) as
the ribbon decomposition rule. Note also that the direction of the graph enters this
description. The nomenclature for the star and plaquette operators is justified by
the observation that their definition does not depend on the site they are attached
to, but only on the vertex, respectivley the face in this site3. That is, if s0 and s1
are two sites with common vertex, then As0 = As1 . Similarly if s0 and s1 have a
common face then Bs0 = Bs1 .

3In the language of [BM08] they are rotationally invariant.
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2.4 The Hamiltonian

The reason to introduce star and plaquette operators is that the local Hamiltonians
of the quantum double model are defined as sums of such.

Lemma 2.4.1:
If s, s ′ are distinct sites it holds that

AgsA
g′

s = Agg
′

s , BhsB
h′

s = δh,h′Bhs , AgsB
h
s = Bghg

−1

s Ags

and

[As, Bs′ ] = [As, As′ ] = [Bs, Bs′ ] = 0.

Furthermore the operators As and Bs are projections.

Definition 2.4.2:
LetO ∈ Pf(Z

2). Then the local Hamiltonian of the quantum double model is defined
as

HO
..= −

∑
s : star(s)⊂O

As −
∑

s :plaq(s)⊂O

Bs (2.4)

and the sums go over all sites whose stars respectively plaquettes are contained in O.

This definition is motivated by the stabiliser code formalism [Kit03]. The star
and plaquette operators inO form the stabilisers for a code space that will form the
ground state space of the Hamiltonian. A ground stateΩ of HO must then satisfy
AsΩ = Ω = BsΩ for all star and plaquette operators in O. This also means that
HO is frustration free4. Important for us is that the summands in equation (2.4)
all commute due to Lemma 2.4.1. Hence the ground state is stabilised by the
summands of HO and violations of any of these constraints can be interpreted as
local excitations above the ground state. These excitations can be characterised
by local operators that do not commute with at least one summand in the local
Hamiltonian. In fact, if one acts on the ground statewith some non-trivial operator
O localised at a single edge e, then the pair of star or plaquette operators, or both,
which also act on e do not commute with O. Hence, the operator O created a
pair of excitations localised at the sites containing e, where we characterise an
excitation by a local violation of the ground state condition detected by the star
and plaquette operators. We will see in the following that local excitations always
occur in conjugate pairs, and that a full description of local excitations is given by
ribbon operators.

4See e.g. [BHM10] for a definition of frustration freeness.
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2.5 Charge Projections

Before turning to the discussion about ribbon operatorswe first discuss projections
onto the local excitations, which we call charge projections. As mentioned earlier,
local excitations are located at sites. The building blocks for the charge projections
are the operators defined in equation 2.2.

Definition 2.5.1:
Let s ∈ Z2 be a site, and h, g ∈ G. We define

Dh,gs
..= BhsA

g
s

Borrowing some notation from [Kit03] we can immediately write down the
commutation relations for these operators.

Lemma 2.5.2:
Given a site s and elements g, h, k, l ∈ G, it holds that

Dh,gs Dk,ls =
∑

m,n∈G
Ω

(h,g),(k,l)
(m,n) Dm,ns (2.5)

(
Dh,gs

)∗
= Dghg,gs , (2.6)

withΩ(h,g),(k,l)
(m,n) = δh,gkgδm,hδn,gl.

Proof. Straightforward calculation using Lemma 2.4.1.

For the following we recall the notations from Section 1.4. Let C = {c1, ..., c|C|}

be a conjugacy class of G, an let r ∈ C be a representative, which we fix from now
on. Let ZG(r) be the centraliser of r in G, and let QC = {q1, . . . , q|C|} be a set of
representatives of the left cosets of ZG(r) in G. We choose QC in such a way that
qi = e, if ci = r. Recall that for each g ∈ G there exists by Lemma 1.4.1 a unique
n ∈ ZG(r) and a unique q ∈ QC such that g = qn. For convenience, we write Girr

for the set irreducible representations ofG (up to unitary equivalence), and similar
for ZG(r). We denote the set of conjugacy classes of G by Gcj.

Definition 2.5.3:
Let C ∈ Gcj, r ∈ C a representative, and QC = {q1, . . . , qn} as above. Let s be a site in
Z2. We define

DC,πs
..=

|π|

|ZG(r)|

∑
d∈ZG(r)

∑
q∈QC

π(d)Dqrq,qdqs .
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This is essentially the definition given in reference [BM08]. However, the star
and plaquette terms are in different order. This does not change the properties
of these projections. One can easily check that with this definition it holds that
BsAs = D

{e},id
s . Moreover these operators are orthogonal projections, as the next

lemma shows.

Lemma 2.5.4:
Given conjugacy classes C,D of G, representatives r ∈ C and v ∈ D, and QC, QD as
before. Let π ∈ ZG(r)irr and χ ∈ ZG(v). It then holds for any site s ∈ Z2

DC,πs DD,χs = δC,Dδπ,χD
C,π
s(

DC,πs
)∗

= DC,πs .

Proof. For the first assertion we use equation (2.5) to find

DC,πs DD,χs =

= c1c2
∑

d∈ZG(r)

∑
f∈ZG(v)

∑
q∈QC

∑
p∈QD

π(d)χ(f)Dqrq,qdqs Dpvp,pfps

= a1a2
∑

d∈ZG(r)

∑
f∈ZG(v)

∑
q∈QC

∑
p∈QD

π(d)χ(f)δqrq,qvpD
qrq,qdqpfp
s

= a1a2δC,D
∑

d∈ZG(r)

∑
f∈ZG(r)

∑
q∈QC

∑
p∈QC

π(d)χ(f)δqrq,qrpD
qrq,qdqpfp
s

= a1a2δC,D
∑

d,f∈ZG(r)

∑
q∈QC

π(df)χ(f)Dqrq,qdqs

= a1a2δC,D
∑

d,f∈ZG(r)

∑
q∈QC

|π|∑
i,s=1

|χ|∑
t=1

πi,s(d)πi,s(f)χt,t(f)D
qrq,qdq
s

= a1δC,Dδπ,χ
∑

d∈ZG(r)

∑
q∈QC

|π|∑
i,s=1

|χ|∑
t=1

πi,s(d)δi,tδs,tD
qrq,qdq
s

= δC,Dδπ,χD
C,π
s ,

setting a1 = |π|
|ZG(r)| , a2 = |χ|

|ZG(v)| , and using in step 3 that conjugacy classes
are either disjoint or equal, and using in step 6 the orthogonality relations for
irreducible representations. The second assertion is easier:(

DC,πs
)∗

= c1
∑

d∈ZG(r)

∑
q∈QC

π(d)Dqrq,qdqs = DC,πs ,

where we used equation (2.6).
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2.6 Properties of Ribbon Operators

In the following we will list some elementary and useful properties of ribbon
operators.

Definition 2.6.1:
Let ρ be a ribbon. We denote the algebra that is spanned by products of ribbon operators at
ρ by Fρ, i.e.

Fρ
..= span

{ n∏
i=1

Fhi,giρ |∀i : hi, gi ∈ G andn ∈ N
}
.

In fact, Fρ can be characterised by operators acting along ρ that commute with
all star and plaquette operators except at the ending sites of ρ [BM08, Definition 6].
Regarding their action on the ground state this means that ribbon operators create
pairs of excitations above the ground state at the ending sites of the associated
ribbons. The type of an excitation can be determined by checking the commutation
relations. We will come back to this at a later point.

In order to determine the excitations above the ground state of (2.4) it helps to
know something about the commutation relations of ribbon operators with star
and plaquette operators.

Lemma 2.6.2 [BM08]:
Let ρ be an open ribbon and s0 ..= ∂0ρ, s1 ..= ∂1ρ we have

∀g, h, k ∈ G∀s 6= si, i = 0, 1 : [Aks , Fg,hρ ] = 0 = [Bks , F
g,h
ρ ].

Furthermore, for all g, h, k ∈ G:

Aks0F
h,g
ρ = Fkhk,kgρ Aks0 , Bks0F

h,g
ρ = Fh,gρ Bkhs0 ,

Aks1F
h,g
ρ = Fh,gkρ Aks1 , Bks1F

h,g
ρ = Fh,gρ Bghgks1

.

If σ is a closed ribbon, we have for all sites s such that there is no triangle τ in σ with
∂0τ = s (equivalently, no triangle τ̃ ∈ σ with ∂1τ̃ = s), that

∀g, h, k ∈ G : [Aks , F
g,h
ρ ] = 0 = [Bks , F

g,h
ρ ].

If s is a site such that there is a triangle τ ∈ σ with ∂0τ = s, then for all g, h, k ∈ G:

AksF
h,g
σ = Fkhk,kgkσ Aks

BksF
h,g
σ = Fh,gσ Bghgkhs .

Proof. The proofs of these statements can be found in the appendix of [BM08]. 49



Lemma 2.6.3 [BM08]:
Let ρ and σ be two ribbons with ρ ∩ σ = ∅, and g, h, k, l ∈ G. Then

Fh,gρ Fk,lσ = Fk,lσ Fg,hρ .

We also have that
∑
g∈G F

1,g
ρ = 1 and

∀g, h, k, l ∈ G : Fh,gρ Fk,lρ = δg,lF
hk,l
ρ

∀g, h ∈ G :
(
Fh,gρ

)∗
= Fh,gρ .

We can rewrite the first equation as

Fh,gρ Fk,lρ =
∑

m,n∈G
Λ

(h,g),(k,l)
(m,n) Fm,nρ ,

with Λ(h,g),(k,l)
(m,n) = δg,lδm,hkδn,l.

Given ribbons ρ1, ρ2 with ρ = ρ1ρ2 we find form,n ∈ G

Fm,nρ =
∑

h,g,k,l∈G
Ω

(h,g),(k,l)
(m,n) Fh,gρ1 F

k,l
ρ2
,

with the sameΩ as in Lemma 2.5.2.

Proof. This is straightforward calculation. The first part can also be found in
[BM08], the second part stems from [Kit03].

Many more properties were calculated in [BM08], and we will refer to them if
necessary.

Proposition 2.6.4 [BM08]:
Let C = {c1, . . . , cn} be a conjugacy class of G, r ∈ C some representative and π an
irreducible unitary representation of ZG(r), the centraliser of r in G. Choose elements
q1, . . . , qn such that ci = qirqi for i = 1, . . . , n and set

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ
..=

∑
z∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(z)F
ci,qizqi′
ρ (2.7)

where j, j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , |π|} label the matrix elements of π and i, i ′ ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the
linear span of these operators generate the ribbon algebra Fρ. In case that ρ contains both
direct and dual triangles, these operators form a basis of Fρ.
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This proposition also relates the ribbon operators to the finite dimensional,
irreducible representations of the quantum double D(G) of G. Those can be
labelled by tuples (C, π) where C is a conjugacy class of G and π is an irreducible
representation of ZG(r) for some r ∈ C. In the definition of FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ in [BM08]
an additional factor |ZG(r)|

|π|
was used. We omit this factor since, in the case of an

abelian group G the ribbon operators are then unitary.
Note that this choice of ribbon operators is closed under taking the adjoint, as

the next lemma shows.

Lemma 2.6.5:
Let C = {c1, . . . , cn} be a conjugacy class of G, r ∈ C some representative and π an
irreducible unitary representation of ZG(r), the centraliser of r in G. Choose elements
q1, . . . , qn such that ci = qirqi for i = 1, . . . , n. Then

(FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ )∗ = FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ ,

where C is the conjugacy class containing r, and π is the conjugate representation to π.

Proof. Let C and π be as in the assumptions. Then the conjugate representation π
to π is given by π = AdJ ◦ πwith the complex conjugation J that is diagonal in the
basis chosen to represent π. Note also, that for r ∈ C it holds that ZG(r) = ZG(r).
Furthermore, for z ∈ ZG(r), r ∈ C, the matrix elements of π(z) are given by
πj,j′(z) = πj,j′(z). Hence, for any ribbon ρwe have

(FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ )∗ =
∑

z∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(z)F
ci,qizqi′
ρ

=
∑

z∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(z)F
ci,qizqi′
ρ

= FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ

The next lemma shows that at the endpoints of a ribbon these operators create
excitations from the vacuum that are conjugate to each other. This was stated
already in [BM08], butwewill prove it here for completeness and for illustrating the
handling of ribbon operators. In addition our definition of the charge projections
is slightly different than in the reference, which doesn’t change the overall result.
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Lemma 2.6.6:
Given conjugacy classes C,D ∈ Gcj, representatives r ∈ C and v ∈ D, and QC, QD as
in the foregoing lemma. Let π ∈ ZG(r)irr and χ ∈ ZG(v)irr. Let j, j ′ be indices that run
through 1, . . . , |π|. Let ρ be a ribbon, and set s0 ..= ∂0ρ and s1 ..= ∂1ρ. We then have

DD,χs0
FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ D{e},id
s0

= δC,Dδπ,χF
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ D{e},id
s0

DD,χs1
FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ D{e},id
s1

= δC,Dδπ,χF
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ D{e},id
s1

Proof. The proof of these statements is very similar to the ones of Lemma 2.5.4.
Note that, given a conjugacy class C with QC and r ∈ C as above, then for any
g ∈ G there exist a unique qi ∈ QC and a unique n ∈ ZG(r) such that g = qin.
Adapting the notation from [BM08] we set i(g) ..= i and n(g) ..= n. We only prove
the first statement, since the second one can be proven in complete analogy. We
start with C, π,QC, r and D,χ,QD, v as in the preamble, and set a ..= |χ|

|ZG(v)| . We
then have by Lemma 2.6.2 for h, g ∈ G

Dh,gs0 F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ =
∑

n∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(n)D
h,g
s F

ci,qinq
′
i

ρ

=
∑

n∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(n)F
gcig,gqinq

′
i

ρ Dhgcig,gs0

=
∑

n∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(n)F
ci(gqi),qi(gqi)n(gqi)nq

′
i

ρ Dhgcig,gs0

=
∑

n∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(n(gqi)n)F
ci(gqi),qi(gqi)nq

′
i

ρ Dhgcig,gs0

=
∑

n∈ZG(r)

|π|∑
s=1

πs,j(n(gqi)πs,j′(n)F
ci(gqi),qi(gqi)nq

′
i

ρ Dhgcig,gs0

=

|π|∑
s=1

πs,j(n(gqi))F
C,π,i(gqi),i

′,s,j′

ρ Dhgcig,gs0
. (2.8)

Very similarly we get

Dh,gs1 F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ =

|π|∑
s=1

πs,j′(n(gqi′))F
C,π,i,i(gqi′),j,s
ρ D

gci′gh,g
s1 . (2.9)
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Inserting the definition of DD,χs0 in equation (2.8), and using Lemma 2.4.1 we find

DD,χs0
FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ De,ids0
=

= a
∑

d∈ZG(v)
p∈QD

|π|∑
s=1

χ(d)πs,j(n(pdpqi))δpcip,vF
C,π,i(pdpqi),i

′,s,j′

ρ De,ids0

= aδC,D
∑

d∈ZG(r)

|π|∑
s=1

χ(d)πs,j(n(qid))F
C,π,i(qid),i

′,s,j′

ρ De,ids0
,

where we used that δqciq,r is non-zero if and only if q = qi. Now n(qid) = d and
i(qid) = i, therefore:

DD,χs0
FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ De,ids0
= aδC,D

∑
d∈ZG(r)

|π|∑
s=1

χ(d)πs,j(d)F
C,π,i,i′,s,j′

ρ De,ids0

= aδC,D
∑

d∈ZG(r)

|π|∑
s=1

|χ|∑
t=1

χt,t(d)πs,j(d)F
C,π,i,i′,s,j′

ρ De,ids0

= δC,Dδχ,π

|π|∑
s,t=1

δt,sδt,jF
C,π,i,i′,s,j′

ρ De,ids0

= δC,Dδχ,πF
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ De,ids0
,

proving the first assertion. The second statement follows analogously.

Lemma 2.6.7:
Let ρ be an open ribbon, C ∈ Gcj, r ∈ C, π ∈ ZG(r)irr and corresponding indices
i, i ′, j, j ′. With s = ∂0ρ or s = ∂1ρ it then holds

[FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ , Bs] = 0 ⇐⇒ C = {e}. (2.10)

Furthermore, if C consists of a central element c0 ∈ G it holds

[FC,π,0,0,j,j
′

ρ , As] = 0 ⇐⇒ π = id. (2.11)

Proof. First note, that FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ 6= 0 as well as As and Bs, since the ground state
is not contained in the respective kernels. Using equation (2.8) we find that

As0F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ =
1

|G|

∑
g∈G

|π|∑
s=1

πs,j(n(gqi))F
C,π,i(gqi),i

′,s,j′

ρ Ags0

Bs0F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ = FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ Bcis0
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and by equation (2.9)

As1F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ =
1

|G|

∑
g∈G

|π|∑
s=1

πs,j′(n(gqi′))F
C,π,i,i(gqi′),j,s
ρ Ags1

Bs1F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ = FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ B
ci′
s1 .

Therefore, if in the assertion the right hand sides of equations (2.10) and (2.11) are
true then the respective left hand sides are implied.

Now assume FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ commutes with Bs0 and that C 6= {e}. Then, by the
previous expressions we have

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ Bs0 = Bs0F
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ Bs0 = δe,ciF
C,π,i,i′,j,j′

ρ Bs0 = 0.

By [BM08, Appendix B, Lemma 5] this contradicts that FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ is non-zero.
Hence Cmust be equal to {e}. The case for Bs1 is proven in full analogy.

Next, assume that C = {c0} with c0 ∈ G central, FC,π,0,0,j,j
′

ρ commutes with
As0 and that π is a non-trivial irreducible representation of ZG(r). Then

FC,π,0,0,j,j
′

ρ As0 =
1

|G|

∑
g∈G

|π|∑
s=1

πs,j(g)F
C,π,0,0,s,j′

ρ As0

= δπ,idF
C,π,0,0,j,j′

ρ As0 ,

thus proving the claim. Again, the statement at the site s1 is proven analogously.

Lemma 2.6.8:
Let ρ be an open ribbon, C ∈ Gcj, r ∈ C, π ∈ ZG(r)irr and corresponding indices
i, i ′, j, j ′. With s = ∂0ρ or s = ∂1ρ, it then holds

[FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ , D{e},id
s ] = 0 ⇐⇒ (C, π) = ({e}, id).

Proof. The direction from left to right is obvious, since F{e},,idρ = 1. For the other
direction assume that [FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ , D
{e},id
s ] = 0. Then

D{e},id
s FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ = D{e},id
s FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ D{e},id
s .

By Lemma 2.6.6 and [BM08, Appendix B, Lemma 5] this is only possible if C = {e}

and π = id.

The ribbon operators as given in Proposition 2.6.4 obeys a decomposition rule
when splitting the corresponding ribbons.
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Lemma 2.6.9:
Let C = {c1, . . . , cn} be a conjugacy class of G, r ∈ C some representative and π an
irreducible unitary representation of ZG(r), the centraliser of r in G. Choose elements
q1, . . . , qn such that ci = qirqi for i = 1, . . . , n, and let ρ, ρ1, ρ2 be ribbons with
ρ = ρ1ρ2. Then

FC,π,I,Jρ =
∑
K

FC,π,I,Kρ1
FC,π,K,Jρ2

,

where we set I = (i, j), J = (i ′, j ′) and K is an according such tuple.

Proof. By definition

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ =
∑

z∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(z)F
ci,qizqi′
ρ

=
∑
g∈G

∑
z∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(z)F
ci,g
ρ1

F
gcig,gqizqi′
ρ2

=
∑
g∈G

∑
z∈ZG(r)

πj,j′(z)F
ci,g
ρ1

F
gqirqig,gqizqi′
ρ2 .

Now using that for each g ∈ G there exist unique q ∈ QC and n ∈ ZG(r) such
that g = qn we get, with the notation from the proof of Lemma 2.6.6 and setting
q(g) ..= qi(g),

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ =
∑
g,h∈G

∑
z∈ZG(r)

δh,gqiπj,j′(z)F
ci,qin(h)q(h)
ρ1

F
q(h)rq(h),q(h)n(h)zqi′
ρ2 .

Ordering the summation and using the properties of πwe get

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ =
∑
g,h∈G

∑
z∈ZG(r)

δh,gqiπj,j′(n(h)z)F
ci,qin(h)q(h)
ρ1

F
ci(h),q(h)zqi′
ρ2

=
∑
g,h∈G

|π|∑
t=1

δh,gqiπj,t(n(h))F
ci,qin(h)q(h)
ρ1

FC,π,i(h),i
′,t,j′

ρ2

=
∑
g∈G

|π|∑
t=1

πj,t(n(g))F
ci,qin(g)q(g)
ρ1

FC,π,i(g),i
′,t,j′

ρ2
.

Using thatQC is a set of representatives of the elements of G/ZG(r)we finally get

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ =
∑

z∈ZG(r)

|π|∑
t=1

|C|∑
s=1

πj,t(z)F
ci,qizqs
ρ1

FC,π,s,i
′,t,j′

ρ2

=

|π|∑
t=1

|C|∑
s=1

FC,π,i,s,j,tρ1
FC,π,s,i

′,t,j′

ρ2
.
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We can use the notation from the previous lemma to express the following in
an elegant way.

Lemma 2.6.10:
Given a ribbon ρ, and given a conjugacy classeC ofGwith representative r ∈ C, centraliser
ZG(r) and QC as above. Then, with the notation from Lemma 2.6.9, we have∑

I

(
FC,π,I,Jρ

)∗
FC,π,I,Kρ = δJ,K1∑

J

FC,π,I,Jρ

(
FC,π,K,Jρ

)∗
= δI,K1

Proof. This follows fromLemma 2.6.3, Lemma 2.6.5 and the definition of the ribbon
operators in Proposition 2.6.4:∑

(i,j)

(FC,π,i,k,j,k
′

ρ )∗FC,π,i,l,j,l
′

ρ =
∑
(i,j)

FC,π,i,k,j,k
′

ρ FC,π,i,l,j,l
′

ρ

=
∑
(i,j)

∑
y,z∈ZG(r)

πj,k′(y)πj,l′(z)F
ci,qiyqk
ρ Fci,qizqlρ

=
∑
(i,j)

∑
y,z∈ZG(r)

δqiyqk,qizqlπj,k′(y)πj,l′(z)F
e,qiyqk
ρ

=
∑
i

∑
y,z∈ZG(r)

δyqk,zqlπl′,k′zyFe,qiyqkρ

Since QC is a set of representatives of the left cosets of ZG(r) in G, we find∑
(i,j)

(FC,π,i,k,j,k
′

ρ )∗FC,π,i,l,j,l
′

ρ =
∑
i

∑
z∈ZG(r)

δk,lπl′,k′eFe,qiyqkρ

=
∑
i

∑
z∈ZG(r)

δk,lδl′,k′Fe,qiyqkρ

=
∑
g∈G

δk,lδl′,k′Fe,gρ

= δk,lδl′,k′1,

proving the first equation. The second equation follows from an analogous calcu-
lation.

The commutation relations of ribbons that overlap at their ends and of ribbons
that cross each other relate to the fusion and braiding structure of the modu-
lar tensor category of finite dimensional representations of D(G) [Kit03]. In the
following we give explicit expressions for these commutation relations.
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Lemma 2.6.11:
Let C,D be conjugacy classes of G and π, χ irreducible representations of the resepective
centralisers ZG(r), ZG(v) with r ∈ C and v ∈ D. Denote by qk the elements of QC and
by pl those of QD. With the notation used previously we denote the decomposition of an
element g ∈ G according toQD by g = p(g)m(g) and use the index notation s(g) defined
by p(g) = ps(g). Let ρ, σ be ribbons.

If (ρ, σ)≺ then

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ FD,χ,s,s
′,t,t′

σ =

=

|χ|∑
l=1

χl,t(m(cips))F
D,χ,s(cips),s

′,l,t′

σ FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ .

If (ρ, σ)� we have

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ FD,χ,s,s
′,t,t′

σ =

=

|χ|∑
l=1

χl,t′(m(ci′ps′))F
D,χ,s,s(ci′ps′),s

′,t,l
σ FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ .

Proof. Starting with the first assertion, i.e. (ρ, σ)≺, we have for hg, k, l ∈ G [BM08]:

Fh,gρ Fk,lσ = Fhkh,hlσ Fh,gρ .

Using this and settingmi,s ..= m(cips), we get

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ FD,χ,s,s
′,t,t′

σ =

=
∑

n∈ZG(r)
m∈ZG(v)

πj,j′(n)χt,t′(m)F
cidsci,cipsmps′
σ F

ci,qinqi′
ρ

=
∑

m∈ZG(v)

χt,t′(mi,sm)F
ds(cips)),p(cips))mps′
σ FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ

=

|χ|∑
l=1

χl,t(mi,s)F
D,χ,s(cips),s

′,l,t′

σ FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ .

For the second assertion, i.e. for (ρ, σ)�, we have with h, g, k, l ∈ G [BM08]

Fh,gρ Fk,lσ = Fk,lghgσ Fh,gρ .
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Thus

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ FD,χ,s,s
′,t,t′

σ =

=
∑

n∈ZG(r)
m∈ZG(v)

πj,j′(n)χt,t′(m)F
ds,psmps′ci′
σ F

ci,qinqi′
ρ

=
∑

m∈ZG(v)

χt,t′(mm(ci′ps′))F
ds,psmp(ci′ps′)
σ FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ

=

|χ|∑
l=1

χl,t′(m(ci′ps′))F
D,χ,s,s(ci′ps′),s

′,t,l
σ FC,π,i,i

′,j,j′

ρ .

As an immediate consequence of this lemmawe can calculate the commutation
relations of two ribbons crossing each other.

Lemma 2.6.12:
Let C, π,QC and D,χ,QD as usual, with r ∈ C and v ∈ D, and let ρ, σ be ribbons with
(ρ, σ)×. Then

FC,π,i,i
′,j,j′

ρ FD,χ,s,s
′,t,t′

σ =

|C|∑
i1=1

|π|∑
j1=1
j2=1

|D|∑
s1=1

|χ|∑
t1=1
t2=1

χt1,t2(mi1,s1)πj1,j2(ns1,i1)×

× FD,χ,s,si1,s1 ,t,t2σ1 FD,χ,s1,s
′,t1,t

′

σ2
FC,π,i,i1,j,j1ρ1

F
C,π,is1,i1 ,i

′,j2,j
′

ρ2 ,

with

mi1,s1 = m(ci1ps1), ns1,i1 = n(ds1qi1),

si1,s1 = s(ci1ps1), is1,i1 = i(ds1,qi1 ),

and we used the decomposition ρ = ρ1ρ2 and σ = σ1σ2 from the definition of (ρ, σ)×.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Lemmata 2.6.11 and 2.6.9.

Ribbon operators create excitations only at their endpoints, which follows from
their commutation relationswith the star andplaquette operators (seeLemma2.6.2).
Thus it is expected that the action of ribbon operators does not depend on the geo-
metry of the ribbon but just on its endpoints. This was already mentioned in the
seminal paper by Kitaev [Kit03] and elaborated on in more detail in [BM08]. We
summarise this in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.6.13:
Let ρ, ρ ′ be deformation equivalent, open ribbons. Let R ⊂ Z2 ∪ (Z2)∗ be a region such
that ρ, ρ ′ lie in R and such that all vertices and faces in ρ, ρ ′ are contained in R. Then it
holds for all h, g ∈ G

Fh,gρ

∏
f,v∈R

AvBf = F
h,g
ρ′

∏
f,v∈R

AvBf

Proof. This follows from the discussion in [BM08, Appendix C].

In addition to deforming ribbons it is also possible to invert ribbons. Since the
excitations created by a ribbon operator at the ends of the ribbon are conjugate to
each other, inversions should then exchange these excitations. This is indeed the
case [BM08].

Lemma 2.6.14:
Let ρ be an open ribbon and let ρ be an inversion of ρ. Let R ⊂ Z2 ∪ (Z2)∗ be a region
such that ρ, ρ lie in R and such that all vertices and faces in ρ, ρ are contained in R. Then,
for all h, g ∈ G it holds

Fh,gρ

∏
f,v∈R

AvBf = F
ghg,g
ρ

∏
f,v∈R

AvBf

Proof. This follows from the discussion in [BM08, Appendix C].

2.7 The Abelian Model

Muchof the structures of ribbonoperators becomes significantly simplerwhen con-
sidering finite abelian groups. Later in the proof of Haag duality for the quantum
double model for finite abelian groups we will need some of these results. We will
repeat some of the results from the previous sections here without proof, since we
feel it enhances the readability of later sections, and add some further structural
lemmas. In the following we will always assume that the group G is finite and
abelian. Note that now conjugacy classes ofG are given by the elements c ∈ G, and
the centraliser ZG(c) coincides withG. Hence irreducible representations ofD(G)

are labelled by tuples (c, χ) where c ∈ G and χ is an irreducible representation
of G. Note also that χ is now necessarily one-dimensional. In the following we
will often write for such tuples (χ, c)with χ an irreducible representation ofG and
c ∈ G.
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Apart from obvious changes the transition to abelian groups does not result in
very insightful differences in the shape of plaquette and star operators, as well as
that of ribbon operators. The charge projections in Definition 2.5.3 become slightly
simpler to read. With s ∈ Z2 being a site, c ∈ G and χ ∈ (G)irr they become

Dχ,cs =
1

|G|

∑
g∈G

χ(g)Dc,gs . (2.12)

The basis of ribbon operators Proposition 2.6.4 is now

Fχ,cρ =
1

|G|

∑
g

χ(g)Fc,gρ ,

with some ribbon ρ, and

(Fχ,cρ )∗ = Fχ,cρ , (2.13)

by Lemma 2.6.5-

Lemma 2.7.1:
Let ρ be an open ribbon, c ∈ G and χ ∈ Girr. With s = ∂0ρ or s = ∂1ρ it then holds

[Fχ,cρ , Bs] = 0 ⇐⇒ C = {e},

and

[Fχ,cρ , As] = 0 ⇐⇒ χ = id.

Lemma 2.7.2:
Let ρ1, ρ2, ρ and σ be ribbons with ρ = ρ1ρ2. Consider elements c, d ∈ G and irreducible
representations χ, ξ ∈ Girr. Then we have the following:

Fχ,cρ = Fχ,cρ1 F
χ,c
ρ2

and Fχ,cρ Fξ,dρ = Fχξ,cdρ .

Furthermore,

• if (ρ, σ)≺ then Fχ,cρ Fξ,dσ = ξ(c)Fξ,dσ Fχ,cρ ,

• if (ρ, σ)� then Fχ,cρ Fξ,dσ = ξ(c)Fξ,dσ Fχ,cρ ,

• and, if (ρ, σ)× then Fχ,cρ Fξ,dσ = ξ(c)χ(d)Fξ,dσ Fχ,cρ .
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The commutation relation between ribbon operators and plaquette and star
operators suggest that we can regard the ribbon operators as operations on the
ground state that create pairs of conjugate excitations at the ending points of rib-
bons. Furthermore, we can fuse such excitations by considering multiple ribbons
starting at the same site. The excitation obtained by this procedure should be the
result of the fusion rules of the underlying object that describes these excitations.
I.e. in our case, the modular tensor category of finite dimensional representation
of Drinfeld’s quantum double D(G) of the group G. For finite groups this has a
particular simple structure, as the next lemma illustrates. More precisely we show
that given n ribbon connecting with one end to a common site s we can, when
acting on the ground state, express the product of the according ribbon operators
by one ribbon operators associated to a ribbon that connects to s, multiplied with
n−1 operators associated to ribbon connecting the remaining ending points of the
original ribbons.

Lemma 2.7.3:
Let ρ1, . . . , ρn be open ribbons and s be some site. Assume that

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}∃!j ∈ {0, 1} : ∂jρi = s.

This gives a map {1, . . . , n} 3 i 7→ ji ∈ {0, 1}. Furthermore assume that for all
i, i ′ ∈ {1, . . . , n} it holds that ∂1−jiρi 6= ∂1−ji′ρi′ . Let χi, i = 1, . . . , n be irredu-
cible representations of G and elements ci ∈ G, i = 1, . . . , n. Set χ ..= χ1 · · ·χn and
c ..= c1 · · · cn.

Then there are ribbonsσ1, . . . , σn−1with {∂0σk, ∂1σk |k = 1, . . . , n−1} = {∂1−jiρi | i =

1, . . . , n}, a ribbon γ with ∂0γ = s and ∂1γ = ∂1−jiρi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and irre-
ducible representations ξ1, . . . , ξn of G and elements d1, . . . , dn−1 ∈ G such that

Fχ1,c1ρ1
· · · FcnρnΩ = zFξ1,d1σ1

· · · Fξn−1,dn−1
σn−1

Fχ,cγ Ω

where z ∈ C and |z| = 1.

Proof. The proof works by induction over the number of ribbons. By means of
inversions of ribbons, i.e. Lemma 2.6.14, we can assume w.o.l.g. that j({1, . . . , n}) =
{0} for any n > 0. In other words we assume that all ribbons involved have their
starting point at s since otherwise we could invert them due to the aforementioned
lemma.

If n = 1 the claim is trivial. We will elaborate on the case n = 2 since this
illustrates the basic idea of the proof. Let ρ1, ρ2 be ribbons as in the assumptions.
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Let χ1, χ2 be irreducible representations ofG and c1, c2 ∈ G. Let ρ1 be an inversion
of ρ1 such that ρ2ρ1 is a ribbon. Then by Corollary 2.8.2 and Lemma 2.6.14 we
have

Fχ1,c1ρ1
Fχ2,c2ρ2

Ω = Fχ1,c1ρ1
Fχ2,c2ρ2

Fχ2,c2ρ1
Fχ2,c2ρ1

Ω

= zFχ1χ2,c1c2ρ1
Fχ2,c2ρ2ρ1

Ω

where z is the factor given by the commutation relations in Lemma 2.7.2. Now let
σ be a deformation of ρ2ρ1 such that s /∈ σ. We then have

Fχ1,c1ρ1
Fχ2,c2ρ2

Ω = zFχ1χ2,c1c2ρ1
Fχ2,c2σ Ω

= z̃Fχ2,c2σ Fχ1χ2,c1c2ρ1
Ω

as claimed, wnd where z̃ is the phase factor obtained by the last swap.
Now let ρ1, . . . , ρn be ribbons as in the preamble of the Lemma and assume

that the claim holds for all any n − 1 such ribbons. Let χ1, . . . , χn be irreducible
representation of G and c1, . . . , cn ∈ G. Set ξ ..= χ2 · · ·χn and d ..= c2 · · · cn. Then

Fχ1,c1ρ1
· · · Fχn,cnρn

Ω = zFχ1,c1ρ1
Fξ2,d2σ2

· · · Fξn−1,dn−1
σn−1

Fξ,dγ Ω

where the ribbons γ, σk, irreducible representations ξk and ck ∈ G are corres-
ponding to the claim. Let γ be an inversion of γ such that ρ1γ is a ribbon. Let σ1
be a deformation of ρ1γ. Again, using the same Lemmas as above we have

Fχ1,c1ρ1
· · · Fχn,cnρn

Ω = z̃Fξ2,d2σ2
· · · Fξn−1,dn−1

σn−1
Fχ1,c1ρ1

Fξ,dγ Ω

= yFξ2,d2σ2
· · · Fξn−1,dn−1

σn−1
Fχ1,c1ρ1

Fξ,dγ Fχ1,c1γ Fχ1,c1γ Ω

= ỹFξ2,d2σ2
· · · Fξn−1,dn−1

σn−1
Fξχ1,cc1γ Fχ1,c1ρ1γ

Ω

= ỹFξ2,d2σ2
· · · Fξn−1,dn−1

σn−1
Fξχ1,cc1γ Fχ1,c1σ1

Ω

= ŷFξ2,d2σ2
· · · Fξn−1,dn−1

σn−1
Fχ1,c1σ1

Fξχ1,cc1γ Ω.

The factors z̃, y, ỹ and ŷ are products with z and phase factors resulting from the
commutation relations of the ribbon operators. The last expression is of the form
as in the claim.

The next lemmas show that under certain circumstances we can add triangles
to the beginning or the end of a ribbon without changing the action of the ribbon
operator on the ground state.
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Lemma 2.7.4:
Let ρ be an open ribbon and denote s0 ..= ∂0ρ and s1 ..= ∂1ρ. Pick c ∈ G and an irreducible
representation χ of G. If there is a direct triangle τ such that τρ is a ribbon the following
holds:

[Fχ,cρ , As0 ] = 0 =⇒ Fχ,cρ = Fχ,cτρ

The analogue statement holds true if ρτ is a ribbon and the ribbon operator commutes with
the star operator at s1.

If there is a dual triangle τ ′ such that τ ′ρ is a ribbon then

[Fχ,cρ , Bs0 ] = 0 =⇒ Fχ,cρ = Fχ,cτ′ρ

and again an analogue statement holds true if ρτ ′ is a ribbon.

Proof. By Lemma 2.6.7 [Fχ,cρ , As0 ] = 0 implies χ = id. Hence Fχ,cρ = Fid,cρ and
therefore

Fid,cτρ =
∑
g,k∈G

Tgτ F
c,gk
ρ = Fid,cρ

since
∑
g∈G T

g
τ = I. Analogously the other case. For if τ ′ρ is a ribbon [Fχ,cρ , Bs0 ] =

0 =⇒ c = e and

Fχ,eτρ =
∑
g,k∈G

χ(k)Leτ′δg,eF
e,gk
ρ = Fχ,eρ

and again analogously for the second case.

SinceG is abelianwe also have that ribbon operators of closed ribbons commute
with all star and plaquette operators.

Lemma 2.7.5:
Let ρ be any closed ribbon. Then for all h, g, k ∈ G

[Fh,gρ , Ak] = 0 = [Fh,gρ , Bk].

The proof can be found in [BM08, Appendix B.5]. A somewhat weaker state-
ment of this is also true if we remove one triangle from a closed ribbon.
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Lemma 2.7.6:
Let ρ be an open ribbon such that there is a direct triangle τ with τρ is a closed ribbon.
Then, with χ, c, s0 as above, we have

[As0 , F
χ,c
ρ ] = 0 =⇒ [Bs0 , F

χ,c
ρ ] = 0

Given instead that there is a dual triangle τ ′ such that τ ′ρ is a closed ribbon. Then

[Bs0 , F
χ,c
ρ ] = 0 =⇒ [As0 , F

χ,c
ρ ] = 0

Proof. 1.) The premises imply, by Lemma 2.7.4, that Fχ,cρ = Fχ,cτρ , and since τρ is a
closed ribbon the claim follows.

2.) The premises imply by Lemma 2.7.4, that Fχ,cρ = Fχ,cτ′ρ, and since τ ′ρ is a
closed ribbon the claim follows.

2.8 The Thermodynamic Limit

Recall that we denote the collection of finite subsets of Z2 by Pf(Z
2). This is a

partially ordered set with partial order given by the inclusion of sets. For finite
sets O ∈ Pf(Z2) we set HO =

⊗
e∈O He. As described in Section 1.3 such systems

are described from the perspective of operator algebras. We briefly recall the
necessary notions here. For each edge e ∈ Z2 we setAe = B(l2(G)) and define the
algebra of local observables in O ∈ Pf(Z

2) by A(O) ..=
⊗
e∈O Ae. This results in a

net O 7→ A(O) of C∗-algebras and the algebra of local observables in Z2 is given by
Aloc =

⋃
O∈Pf(Z2) A(O).

The quasilocal algebra A of the system is defined as the inductive limit of this
net, and it can be described by Aloc as follows. There unique norm ‖ · ‖ such that
A = Aloc

‖·‖ and A is a C∗-algebra. Note, that if Λ ⊂ Z2 is an infinite set, then in a
similar way we obtain the algebra of observables localised in Λ by

A(Λ) =
⋃

O∈Pf(Z2)
O⊂Λ

A(O)
‖·‖
. (2.14)

By Theorem 1.3.1 the dynamics are given by a strongly continuous 1-parameter
group of automorphisms α of A with generator δ. For Kitaev’s quantum double
models finding a translational invariant ground state of the dynamics is a well-
understoodproblem [Naa12a]. For abelian groups it is evenpossible to characterise
the ground state that are not translational invariant [CNN16].
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Theorem 2.8.1 [Naa12a; FN15]:
In the thermodynamic limit of Kitaev’s quantum double model for finite groups on the
planar square lattice there exists a unique translational invariant ground state ω0 of the
dynamics. This state is uniquely determined by

ω0(As) = ω0(Bs) = 1,

for any site s in Z2. Moreover this state is pure.

In the following we use ω0 to refer to the translational invariant ground state
and the tuple (π0,H0,Ω) to refer to the cyclic representation obtained by the GNS
construction forω0. We often call this particular triple (π0,H0,Ω) the ground state
representation. Since π0 is faithful and to simplify notation we usually identify A

with its image π0(A) and deviate from this conventionwhenwewant to emphasise
the dependency on the chosen representation.

From the properties of the ground state ω0 we can conclude some additional
properties from the discussion in Section 2.6.

Corollary 2.8.2:
Let ρ, ρ ′ and σ, σ ′ be deformation equivalent ribbons. Let ω0 be the unique translational
invariant ground state of the Kitaev Hamiltonian. Then for allA ∈ A and all g, h, k, l ∈ G
it holds

ω0(F
h,g
ρ AFl,kσ ) = ω0(F

h,g
ρ′ AF

l,k
σ′ ).

Proof. Since ω0 is the translationally invariant ground state of (2.4) it is invariant
under all star and plaquette operators, i.e. ∀s ∈ Z2 : ω(As) = 1 = ω(Bs) (see
[FN15; Naa12a]). Thus the assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6.13.

Corollary 2.8.3:
Let ρ, σ be open ribbons, and let ρ, σ be inverses thereof. Then for all A ∈ A and all
g, h, k, l ∈ G it holds

ω0(F
h,g
ρ AFl,kσ ) = ω0(F

ghg,g
ρ AFklk,kσ ).

Proof. Similar to theprevious corollary this is adirect consequenceofLemma2.6.14.

The following lemma will be of use in the following chapters as well.
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Lemma 2.8.4:
Given ribbons ρ and ρ ′. Then, if (ρ, ρ ′)≺ and (ρ, ρ ′)� then

∀g, g ′h, h ′ ∈ G :ω0((F
h,g
ρ )∗Fh

′,g′

ρ′ ) =
1

|G|
δh,h′δg,g′ .

If at least one of the conditions on ρ and ρ ′ is not fulfilled then we have

ω0((F
h,g
ρ )∗Fh

′,g′

ρ′ ) =
1

|G|2
δh,eδh′,e,

for all h, h ′, g, g ′ ∈ G.

Proof. The proof for the case ρ = ρ ′ can also be found in [BSW11]. Let ρ and ρ ′ be
as above. Then by definition ∂iρ = ∂iρ

′ for i = 0, 1. Let h, h ′, g, g ′ ∈ G. Then, by
Lemma 2.8.2 we can deform ρ ′ to ρ to get

ω0((F
h,g
ρ )∗Fh

′,g′

ρ′ ) = ω0(F
h,g
ρ Fh

′,g′

ρ ) = δg,g′ω0(F
hh′,g
ρ ).

Now we can use that the plaquette operators are stabilisers, i.e. set s ..= ∂0ρ, then
by Lemma 2.6.2

ω0(F
hh′,g
ρ ) = ω0(BsF

hh′,g
ρ ) = ω0(F

hh′,g
ρ Bhh

′

s ) = δh,h′ω0(F
hh′,g
ρ ).

Similarly we get

ω0(F
e,g
ρ ) = ω0(AsF

e,g
ρ ) =

1

|G|

∑
k∈G

ω0(F
e,kg
ρ Aks ) =

1

|G|

∑
k∈G

ω0(F
e,kg
ρ ) =

1

|G|
,

where we used that
∑
k∈G F

e,k
ρ = 1 and As = AksAs (see [BM08]). Thus, putting

everything together, we get

ω0((F
h,g
ρ )∗Fh

′,g′

ρ′ ) =
1

|G|
δh,h′δg,g′ ,

as claimed.
For the second claim, note that ∂iρ 6= ∂iρ

′ for at least one i ∈ {0, 1}. Assume
w.l.o.g. that ∂0ρ 6= ∂0ρ ′. Set s ..= ∂0ρ and s ′ = ∂0ρ ′. Then, as above

ω0((F
h,g
ρ )∗Fh

′,g′

ρ′ ) = ω0(F
h,g
ρ Fh

′,g′

ρ′ BhsB
h′

s′ )

= δh,eδh′,eω0((F
h,g
ρ )∗Fh

′,g′

ρ′ ).

Analogous to the first claim we get

ω0((F
e,g
ρ )∗Fe,g

′

ρ′ ) =
1

|G|2

∑
k,k′∈G

ω0(F
e,kg
ρ Fe,k

′g′

ρ′ ) =
1

|G|2
.
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2.9 Notation

In order to keep notation as clean as possible we will use some conventions which
are complemented by the notational index in the backmatter of this thesis. Wewill
use the greek letters ρ, σ to denote ribbons and ε for the trivial ribbon or certain
small constants. The letter τ will always refer to a triangle. If τ and τ ′ occur at
the same instance then τ is a direct triangle and τ ′ always a dual triangle, if not
mentioned otherwise.

Lower case letters from the middle of the latin alphabet are usually used for
elements of the group G and e is always the identity. As indices group elements
will always appear on the upper right of the indexed object. An exception is the
Kronecker delta, where they appear in the lower right. For group elements g ∈ G
we use the notation g = g−1 to make some equations more readable. If z ∈ C the
symbol zwill always mean the complex conjugation of z.

The greek letters χ, ξ,ϕ and π denote irreducible representations of finite
groups. Conjugacy classes of the groupG are denoted by letters C andD. We will
use π also for representations of C∗-algebras, but it will be clear from the context
when this is this the case and we then separate it from the use for representations
of groups. Ribbon operators are usually denoted by a capital F decorated by some
indices according to the definition. The notation Ags and Bgs will always refer to a
star and a plaquette operator at site s. Triangle operators are always denoted by T
and L.

Capital calligraphic letters from the beginning of the latin alphabet are used for
C∗-algebras, and capital letters from the middle of the alphabet for von-Neumann
algebras with the exception that for certain von Neumann algebras we use cal-
ligraphic letters and for all other fractal letters. An exception is the symbol F
which is used for algebras generated by ribbons. Automorphisms of C∗- and von-
Neumann algebras are usually referred to by the greek letters α, β and τ, if no
confusion arises. We use the letter Λ to denote cones, and the letter O for finite
subgraphs of the graph Z2.
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3
Haag Duality in the Quantum Double
Model for Finite Abelian Groups

In this chapter we prove Haag duality for cone algebras in the GNS representation
of the translational invariant ground state of Kitaev’s quantum double model for
finite abelian groups. Before entering the proof let us explain what Haag duality
is an what underlying ideas are which we use in the subsequent. The contents of
this chapter are published in [FN15].

We consider Kitaev’s quantumdoublemodel for a finite abelian groups defined
on the square lattice embedded in the two-dimensional plane. We work in the
thermodynamic limit of this model. I.e. we describe the system by the quasilocal
algebra A generated by the local algebras A(O), where O are finite regions in Z2,
together with the dynamics generated by the local Hamiltonians introduced in
Section 2.4 and its unique translationally invariant ground state ω0. Recall the
ground state representation (H, π,Ω) given by the GNS representation ofω0.

By construction the local algebrasA(O)with O ∈ Pf(Z
2) satisfy locality: If O ′ ∈

Pf(Z
2) is any other finite region disjoint to O, then the operators inA(O) commute

with all operators in A(O ′). In the ground state representation locality can be
written as π(A(O)) ⊂ π(A(Oc)) ′, where Oc is the complement of O. In general this
inclusion is strict. If, however, Λ is a cone, we will prove that in the ground state
representation a stronger statement is true, namely π(A(Λ)) ′′ = π(A(Λc) ′. This
property is calledHaag duality, and it can be used to characterise the superselection
sectors of the quantum double models [Naa13a; FN15].

We start with defining cones and introduce the necessary notations for bound-
aries and sites being parts of cones. In the second section we prove Haag duality.
The idea there is to understand how the Hilbert space of the ground state repres-
entation is obtained from local excitations above the ground state. This allows to
decompose the Hilbert space into a direct sum of a Hilbert space containing excit-
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ations inside a cone and a space containing excitations in the cone’s complement.
Concerning the first summand in this decomposition the ground state vector is
in fact cyclic with respect to the cone algebra. The reason is that local excitations
can be created by acting with ribbon operators on the ground state. This structure
allows us to reduce the problem of showing Haag duality on H to a commuta-
tion problem on this smaller Hilbert space using a result by Rieffel and van Daele
[RD75].

3.1 Cones

The main motivation to consider cone-like regions is given by the localisation
regions of single excitations of the ground state. These turn out to be suitably
described by cones. How these cones are defined and which properties we need
them to fulfill is described in the following. We will state a list of requirements
as a definition and then give a family of regions which fulfill this list. Some of
these requirements originate in the localisation properties of excitations sitting at
the end of ribbons. Others are motivated as a technical requirement for proving
a weaker form of the split property. Most importantly cones should be “ribbon
connected” in the sense that we can connect any site inside the cone with ribbons
without leaving the cone. Furthermore it should be possible to translate any finite
subset of the lattice into the cone using some lattice translation.

First we discuss what we mean by the boundary of a subset of Γ = Z2, where
we view Γ as a graph as in Section 2.1. We regard edges as a pair of vertices which
are connected by an oriented edge. If we remove a vertex we also discard the edges
that contain this vertex. If we remove an edgewe do not remove the corresponding
vertices. We say that a vertex is blank if it does not belong to an edge. The following
is a slight refinement of the definitions in reference [FN15]

Definition 3.1.1:
LetΛ ⊂ Γ be a collection of edges and associated vertices and byΛc the set by first removing
form Γ all edges in Λ and then removing all blank vertices. For this, we write Λc = Γ \Λ.
The interior int(Λc) ofΛc is defined by the collection of edges and vertices inΛc obtained
by removing all vertices from Γ that are contained in Λ. The boundary ∂Λc of Λc is then
defined to be ∂Λc ..= Γ \ (Λ ∪ int(Λc)) and we set ∂Λ ..= ∂Λc.
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Note that thedefinition of∂Λ is symmetric under the exchangeofΛ and int(Λc).
Furthermore Λ ∪ int(Λc) is a proper subset of Γ . That is to say ∂Λ is the “gap”
between Λ and the interior of Λc. We also have the following.

Lemma 3.1.2:
Let Λ ⊂ Z2 be a set of edges and associated vertices. We then have

(int(Λc))c = Λ ∪ ∂Λ.

Proof. Let Λ ⊂ Z2 as in the premises. Let EΛ and VΛ be the set of edges and
vertices in Λ, respectively, and Λ is completely determined by these sets. The set
of edges of Λc is then

EΛc = {e ∈ Z2 | e /∈ Λ},

and the set of vertices in Λc is given by

VΛc = {v ∈ Z2 |∃e ∈ EΛc : v ∈ e}.

Using the definition we get for the correspondent sets of int(Λc),

Eint(Λc) = {e ∈ Z2 |∂0e /∈ VΛ ∧ ∂1e /∈ EΛ}

Vint(Λc) = {v ∈ Z2 | v /∈ EΛ}.

Using these we can determine (int(Λc))c:

E(int(Λc))c = {e ∈ Z2 | e /∈ int(Λc)}

= {e ∈ Z2 |∂0e ∈ VΛ ∨ ∂1e ∈ VΛ},

and

V(int(Λc))c = {v ∈ Z2 |∃e ∈ E(int(Λc))c : v ∈ e}.

The boundary ∂Λ is then described by

E∂Λ = {e ∈ Z2 | e /∈ Eint(Λc) ∧ e /∈ EΛ}

= {e ∈ Z2 | (∂0e ∈ VΛ ∨ ∂1eVΛ)∧ ¬ (∂0e ∈ VΛ ∧ ∂1e ∈ VΛ)}

= {e ∈ Z2 |∂0e ∈ VΛ∨̇∂1VΛ}

and the vertices are given by

V∂Λ = {v ∈ Z2 |∃e ∈ E∂Λ : v ∈ e}.
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Combining this, leads us to the following:

E∂Λ ∪ EΛ = {e ∈ Z2 |∂0e ∈ VΛ ∨ ∂1e ∈ VΛ}

= E(int(Λc))c ,

and

V∂Λ ∪ VΛ = V(int(Λc))c .

The next step consists in specifying when a triangle and a ribbon belong to a
set.

Definition 3.1.3:
Given a subset Λ ⊂ Γ , a triangle τ ⊂ Γ and a ribbon ρ ⊂ Γ . We say that τ belongs to or
is contained in Λ if the edge of τ is in Λ. Similarly we say ρ belongs to Λ if all triangles
of ρ belong to Λ. If this is the case we write τ ⊂ Λ and ρ ⊂ Λ.

As we saw in Lemma 2.6.2, excitations above the ground states are localised
at sites and can be detected by star and plaquette operators. Therefore, in order
to distinguish whether an excitation is contained inside an area or not, we have
to specify when a site is, which is rather obvious. Less clear on the other hand is
the specification of a site sitting at the boundary of an area. For our purposes and
keeping in mind Lemma 2.7.4 we use the following notion.

Definition 3.1.4:
Let Λ ⊂ Γ be again a subset and let s = (v, f) be any site. Then s is considered to be
contained in Λ, writing s ∈ Λ, whenever for any edge e ∈ Γ with ∂e = v it holds e ∈ Λ.

We say that s is contained in ∂Λ, writing s ∈ ∂Λwhenever s /∈ Λ and there are edges
e ∈ Λ and e ′ ∈ Λc which bound f or are contain v.

In other words s = (v, f) ∈ Λ if the star at v is contained in Λ, and s ∈ ∂Λ
if the star or the plaquette has non-empty intersection with Λ and if s /∈ Λ (c.f.
Figure 3.1 (b)).

Note that the definition of s ∈ ∂Λ is in fact symmetric1 under swapping the
roles of Λ and int(Λc). The reason is Lemma 3.1.2, namely the boundary of Λ is
contained in (int(Λc))c. To see this, note that int ((int(Λc))c) = Λ.

1This was overlooked in reference [FN15].
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The boundary of int ((int(Λc))c) is then given by

∂(int(Λc))c = Z2 \ ()int(Λc) ∪Λ) = ∂Λ.

Note, however, that there might be sites that are contained in ∂Λ that have empty
intersection with Λc

Definition 3.1.4 allows us to distinguish stars and plaquettes that are contained
in int(Λc) from those having non-trivial intersection withΛ. We will use this later
on to move excitations that sit on the boundary of cones into the interior of the
respective cone.

Lemma 3.1.5:
Let Λ ⊂ Γ be some subset and let s = (v, f) ∈ int(Λc) be some site. Then for all edges e
ending at v or bounding f it holds e ∈ Λc.

Proof. Assume that there was an edge e ∈ Λ ending at v or bounding f. Then in
case it ends in v we have s /∈ int(Λc). In case e bounds f but does not end in v we
have that both ∂0e, ∂1e ∈ Λ. But then there is at least one edge e ′ ending at v and
one of ∂0e, ∂1e and hence e ′ ∈ ∂Λ. But then s /∈ int(Λc).

Finally the straightforward definition of a ribbon ρ starting or ending at ∂Λ is
given by requiring that the starting and ending sites ∂0/1ρ are contained in ∂Λ.
With this definition we have that a ribbon ρ ⊂ Λc with, say, ∂0ρ ∈ ∂Λ, is at most
one triangle apart from Λ in the following sense. There is a ribbon ρ0 ⊂ Λc with
∂0ρ0 ∈ ∂Λ such that ρ0ρ is a ribbon and ρ0 is either a single triangle or a trivial
ribbon. (Here we have again Lemma 2.7.4 in mind.). This situation is depicted in
Figure 3.1 (a).

We now come to the definition of cones. For any subset O ⊂ Γ and any point
y ∈ Z2 we denote by y + O the subset in Γ obtained by translating all pairs of
vertices corresponding to edges in O by y.

Definition 3.1.6:
A subset Λ ⊂ Γ is called cone if it satisfies all of the following criteria.

1. For any finite subset O ⊂ Γ there is a point y ∈ Z2 such that y+ O ⊂ Λ.

2. For any pair of sites s0, s1 ∈ Λ there is a ribbon ρ ⊂ Λ with ∂0/1ρ = s0/1.

3. For any pair of sites s0, s1 ∈ ∂Λ there are ribbons ρ0, ρ1 ⊂ Λc and ρ ⊂ Λ such
that ρ0ρρ1 is a ribbon, and for i = 0, 1 we have that ∂iρi = si, and ρi is a single
triangle or trivial.

4. For any pair of sites s0, s1 ∈ ∂Λ there is a ribbon ρ ⊂ Λc such that ∂iρ = si with
i = 0, 1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: In both pictures the grey shaded region Λ indicates a cone. (a): Dotted
lines indicate sites, especially s1 ∈ Λ and s2 ∈ ∂Λ. The black lines highlight the
edges belonging to the stars and plaquettes at s1 and s2. The ribbon ρ connects a
site at Λ with a site in ∂Λ. (b): Edges that are drawn black are either contained in
Λ or int(Λc) The grey bonds form the boundary ∂Λ.

The first condition is of technical nature and plays a role when proving that the
weak closures of cone algebras in the vacuum representation are type II∞ or type
III factors. We refer to the details to [Naa11, Theorem 5.2].

The second and the third condition express a kind of connectedness: Any pair
of sites inside a cone Λ can be connected with a ribbon, and sites at the boundary
can be connected by ribbons that are contained in Λ up to single triangles at the
ends. Both of them do not prohibitΛ having holes inside, they just make sure that
it is sufficiently connected in the aforementioned sense. The last condition ensures
that that the complement Λc is properly connected so that there are no holes in Λ.

As a result we can choose whether we want to connect sites at the boundary
of the cone by ribbons that run in the exterior or in the interior of the cone up to
triangles at the endpoints of the ribbon. In particular for any ribbon ρ ⊂ Λc with
∂iρ ∈ ∂Λ, i = 0, 1 there exist ribbons ρ0, ρ1 ⊂ Γ and ρ̃ ⊂ Λ such that ρ0ρ̃ρ1 is a
ribbon, ∂0ρ0 = ∂1ρ, ∂1ρ1 = ∂0ρ and ρ0, ρ1 are trivial ribbons or single triangles.
Furthermore, by condition 1, any cone is an infinite set.
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Examples of cones can be generated by those in R2: let l1 6= l2 be two semi-
infinite lines inR2 emanating from a common point in Z2 and enclosing an angle
smaller than π. Denote byΛ the set of edges that are contained in area enclosed by
or have non-empty intersection with the two lines (see also Figure 3.1 (b)). It can
be easily checked that Λ is a cone, and in the following, if not specified otherwise,
Λ will be a cone.

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section we lay out the necessary notions and structure we will use in the
subsequent sections to proof Haag duality.

For the start consider a coneΛ ⊂ Γ , denote the associated cone algebra byA(Λ)

and by A(Λc) the one of the complement (see equation (2.14)). Recall that the
tuple (π0,Ω,H0) denotes the GNS representation of the translationally invariant
ground state ω0. For any region O ⊂ Γ we denote the weak closure of A(O) by
RO

..= π0(A(O)) ′′. As sketched above we aim at finding a subspaceHΛ ⊂ H0 such
that Ω is cyclic for RΛ. Since A is simple, we will identify operators A ∈ A with
their image under π0.

Let ρ be a ribbon and let again Fρ
..= {Fh,gρ |h, g ∈ G} be the algebra linearly

generated by all ribbon operators at ρ. Note that the inclusion Fρ ⊆
⊗
e∈ρAe is

usually proper since Fρ can be viewed as the subset of elements of the right hand
side singled out by the commutation relations given by Lemma 2.6.2 (c.f.[BM08,
B.8]). For cones Λ we denote by FΛ

..=
⋃
ρ⊂Λ Fρ the algebra of ribbon operat-

ors localised in Λ. Analogously we denote FΛc the algebra of ribbon operators
localised in Λc.

The first observation is that products of operators in FΛ and FΛc generate a
norm-dense subspace of H0 when applied toΩ (compare also [Naa12b]).

Lemma 3.2.1:
Given that Λ ⊂ Γ is a cone we have with the notation from above:

FΛFΛcΩ
‖·‖

= H0.

Proof. Single triangle operators are contained in FΛ and FΛc . Since they form a
basis of the edge algebras, operators in Aloc(Λ) and Aloc(Λ

c) are contained in FΛ

and FΛc , respectively. But those are norm-dense in A(Λ) and A(Λc), respectively,
and together with cyclicity ofΩ we arrive at the claim.
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Next, we define the subspace HΛ containing the excitations in the cone Λ.

Definition 3.2.2:
Let Λ ⊂ Γ be a cone. We set HΛ ..= FΛΩ

‖·‖ ⊂ H0 and write PΛ for the projection onto
HΛ.

This subspace turns out to be left invariant by observables localised in the cone.
Furthermore such observables are completely determined by their restriction to
this space. The proof of this is the same as in [Naa12b, Lemma 3.5] and we won’t
repeat it here.

Lemma 3.2.3:
For any coneΛ ⊂ Γ the subspaceHΛ ⊂ H0 is invariant underA(Λ), i.e.A(Λ)HΛ ⊂ HΛ.
Furthermore any element A ∈ RΛ is completely determined by its restriction to HΛ.

As a consequence we have that PΛ ∈ R ′Λ. One basic observation in the proof is
that FΛ is dense in A(Λ) in the uniform topology.

3.3 Three Lemmas

In the following we prove three Lemmas that are essential in gaining a better
understanding of the Hilbert space HΛ. Essentially we show that a similar but
less obvious statement as in Lemma 3.2.3 holds true for operators commuting with
those localised in Λc. I.e. we show that observables in the commutant of A(Λc)

leave HΛ invariant. The main idea is to show that we can characterise H⊥Λ by
certain ribbon operators in FΛc namely those which create non-trivial excitations
in int(Λc). In order to do so we are essentially relying on the properties of ribbon
operators discussed in Chapter 2.

The basic idea is the same as that of the proof of [Naa12b, Lemma 3.6]: We
can characterize vectors of the form F1 · · · FnΩ to lie either in HΛ or in H⊥Λ where
F1, . . . , Fn ∈ A are ribbon operators. Namely if F1 · · · FnΩ contains non-trivial
excitations in int(Λc) then belongs to H⊥Λ. If there are no excitations in int(Λc)

contained in this vector, it belongs to HΛ. The next two lemmas show this in a
stronger sense, namely that the orthogonal relation in the first case holds even if
we apply any operator from A(Λc) ′ to the vector.
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The idea is to detect excitations with star and plaquette operators acting on
the ending sites of the corresponding ribbons. For this recall the definition of the
projectionsDχ,cs in Definition 2.5.1 acting at a site s. To say that there is a charge in
int(Λc), which is created by some ribbon operator, amounts to seeing that there is
some site s ∈ int(Λc), such that Did,e

s does not commute with this operator. Note
that this follows from Lemma 2.6.6.

The first lemma shows that if a vector in H contains only excitations in the
interior of the complement of the cone Λ, then it is actually contained in H⊥Λ.

Lemma 3.3.1:
Let F̂ ..= F̂1 · · · F̂n ∈ FΛc be a product of ribbon operators associated to ribbons in Λc.
Then the following holds:(

∃s ∈ int(Λc) : [As, F̂] 6= 0∨ [Bs, F̂] 6= 0
)

=⇒
(
(∀F, C ∈ FΛ)(∀X ∈ A(Λc) ′) : (F̂FΩ,XCΩ) = 0

)
.

(3.1)

Especially the left hand side implies F̂Ω ∈ H⊥Λ.

Proof. First note that because of Lemma 3.1.5 s ∈ int(Λc), implies As, Bs ∈ FΛc .
The proof works by repeated use of the lemmas of the discussion in Section 2.6.

It is sufficient to work with ribbon operators labelled by irreducible representa-
tions ofD(G) as defined in Lemma 2.6.3. Consider arbitrary such ribbon operators
F̂1, . . . , F̂n ∈ FΛc and let C, F ∈ FΛ be some operators. By definition of FΛ the
operators C and F are sums of products of ribbon operators localised in Λ. For
convenience we set η ..= F̂1 · · · F̂nFΩ ∈ FΛcFΛΩ and ζ ..= CΩ ∈ HΛ.

Now for the proof of implication (3.1), namely, that if there are excitations in
η created by F̂1, . . . , F̂n ∈ FΛc then η is orthogonal to Xζ for all C, F ∈ FΛ and all
X ∈ A(Λc) ′.

Assume there exists a site s ∈ int(Λc)whose star operatorAs does not commute
with F̂1 · · · F̂n. Then, by equation (2.8) and locality, we have

(η, Xζ) =
1

|G|

∑
k∈G

(F̂1 · · · F̂nFAksΩ,Xζ)

=
1

|G|

∑
k∈G

χ̂1(k) · · · χ̂n(k)(η, Xζ)

where χ̂j(k) either coincideswith the corresponding term of the non-trivial repres-
entation of F̂j if it doesn’t commute withAs, or χ̂j(k) = 1. Since for abelian groups
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the tensor product of irreducible representations is again irreducible (they are all
1-dimensional), the right hand side equals 0 since the appearing product represent-
ation is non-trivial. If the product representationwas trivial then [As, F̂1 · · · F̂n] = 0
and hence would contradict the assumptions (see Lemma 2.6.7). Thus we arrive at
(η, Xζ) = 0.

Assume that there is a site s ∈ int(Λc) such that the associated plaquette
operator Bs does not commute with F̂1 · · · F̂n. Then there is at least one j ∈
{1, . . . , n} with [Bs, F̂

χ,c
ρj ] 6= 0 implying c 6= e due to the commutation relations, see

Lemma 2.6.7. More general there is a k ∈ Gwith k 6= e such that

F̂1 · · · F̂nBs = Bks F̂1 · · · F̂n

giving

(η, Xζ) = (Bks F̂1 · · · F̂nCΩ, ζ) = (η, XFBksΩ) = 0.

We complement the previous lemma with the following, where we show that,
if a vector inH contains no excitations in the interior of the complement Λc of the
cone Λ, then this vector belongs to HΛ.

Lemma 3.3.2:
Let F̂ ..= F̂1 · · · F̂n ∈ FΛc be a product of ribbon operators associated to ribbons in Λc.
Then the following holds:(

∀s ∈ int(Λc) : [As, F̂] = 0∧ [Bs, F̂] = 0
)

=⇒ F̂Ω ∈ HΛ (3.2)

Proof. Again, as in the previous proof, it is sufficient to work with ribbon operators
labelled by irreducible representations of D(G). First some remarks about some
general simplifications we are allowed to make. In case two ribbons ρ, σ have
the same starting and ending sites then, by Corollary 2.8.2, one of them can be
deformed into the other, giving

F̂χ,cρ F̂τ,dσ Ω = F̂χτ,cdρ Ω. (3.3)

We always can assume that there are non-trivial and non-closed ribbons in the
product F̂1 · · · F̂n. If ribbon operators associated to closed ribbons appeared then
we simply could commute them past the other operators in C to Ω where they
leave Ω invariant. This can be seen by noting that if ρ is a closed ribbon and
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ρ = ρ1ρ2 is a partition into ribbons then by Corollary 2.8.3 and Corollary 2.8.2 we
have F̂χ,cρ Ω = F̂χ,cρ1 F̂

χ,c
ρ2
Ω = Ω. Here ρ2 is an inversion of ρ2which, by construction,

starts and ends at the same sites as ρ1. Due to the commutation relations of ribbons,
see the discussion in Section 2.6, we may pick up some phase factors which will
not be important here.

In case that there are two ribbon operators F̂1, F̂2 associated to open ribbons
ρ1, ρ2 such that ρ1ρ2 is a closed ribbon we can write them as a product of a ribbon
operator of a closed ribbon and an operator associated to an open ribbon. To see
this we move F̂1 and F̂2 to each other using the commutation relations of ribbons.
Then we use Lemma 2.7.2 to find

F̂χ,cρ1 F̂
ξ,d
ρ2

= F̂χ,cρ1 F̂
ξ,d
ρ1
F̂ξ,dρ1 F̂

ξ,d
ρ2

= F̂χξ,cdρ1
F̂ξ,dρ1ρ2 . (3.4)

By the same lemma we can always assume that ribbons just appear at most once
in each product.

Now we turn to the claim of the lemma, equation (3.2). We are performing an
induction over the number of ribbon operators in F̂1 · · · F̂n, i.e. over the number of
ribbon operators outside Λ. Let’s start with n = 1 and let F̂1 ∈ FΛc be a ribbon
operator. Then we have that the ribbon ρ ⊂ Λc, which F̂1 is associated to, is either
of one of the following forms: It connects two sites in ∂Λ or at least one ending site
of ρ is contained in int(Λc).

Consider the case that ρ connects two sites in ∂Λ. Taking a look at Defini-
tion 3.1.4 we see that there are at most two triangles τ, τ̃ ⊂ Λc such that τρτ̃ ⊂ Λc

is a ribbon. By assumption and Lemma 2.7.4 we have that F̂1Ω = F̂τρτ̃Ω. But then
we can invoke Corollary 2.8.3 and Corollary 2.8.2 to obtain a ribbon ρ ⊂ Λ with
F̂τρτ̃Ω = F̂ρΩ and F̂ρ ∈ A(Λ). In case that ρ has at least one ending site contained
in int(Λc) Lemma 2.6.7 (or an analogue calculation with Lemma 2.6.2) implies that
F̂1 = 1. Hence in either case the vector is contained in HΛ.

Now let n > 1 be arbitrary but fixed and assume that equation (3.2) holds for
all F̂1, . . . , F̂n−1 ∈ A(Λc). Let therefore F̂1, . . . , F̂n ∈ A(Λc) be ribbon operators
associated to ribbons inΛc and set η ..= F̂1 · · · F̂nΩ. The remainder of the proof can
be subdivided into different cases corresponding to the different configurations
ribbons. We will relate some of them to each other and proof the remaining cases.
The two main cases are the following: Firstly, there could be k 6 n ribbons that
start and end at ∂Λ. Secondly, there could be several ribbons having at least one
end in int(Λc). See also Figure 3.2.
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Λ

Figure 3.2: The two main cases in Lemma 3.3.2 depicted in one image: On the left
hand side of the cone Λ is the case where only ribbons occur that connect sites
of ∂Λ whith each other. On the right hand side is the case with ribbons having
ending sites in ∂Λ.

The firstmain case can be handled as follows. Assume that there is a ribbon that
connects two sites at ∂Λ, say ρk, 1 6 k 6 n. Then we can commute the associated
ribbon operator F̂k in η to the right in front ofΩ thereby possibly obtaining a phase
factor due to Lemma 2.7.2. But then, by using the argument from above, we can
replace F̂k with some operator Fk ∈ A(Λ) leaving a product of n − 1 operators in
A(Λc) in front of FkΩ.

The second main case is a bit more involved. Consider that there is no such
ribbon as in the first main case. If there is a ribbon ρ having at least one ending
site inside int(Λc) the following scenarios are possible. Firstly, one ending site of
ρ which is contained in int(Λc) does not coincide with an ending site of another
ribbon occurring in η. Secondly, ρ connects a site on ∂Λ with a site in int(Λc) at
which k > 1 other ribbons start or end.

In the first case we find, by Lemma 2.6.7, that the associated ribbon operator F̂ρ
must be the identity operator. This reduces the product F̂1 · · · F̂n ⊂ A(Λc) in η to
a product of n− 1 ribbon operators in A(Λc).

In the second case we can assume that every of these k ribbons connects to ∂Λ,
since otherwise, we can just pick one of them that doesn’t and use the previous
procedure to remove it. Remember that we don’t have to consider closed ribbons
any more as well as open ribbons forming a closed loop. Now consider the ribbon
operator F̂ρ associated to ρ. We can safely assume that ∂1ρ is the site of interest.
The other case can be treated in complete analogy. If there is a ribbon ρl with
∂0ρl = ∂1ρ then we first can deform ρ into a ribbon ρ̃ such that ρ̃ρl is a ribbon.
On the level of ribbon operators this means first commuting the associated ribbon
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operator F̂ρ in η to the right in front ofΩ and then using Corollary 2.8.2 to replace
it with an operator F̂ρ̃. After that we use the commutation relations of ribbon
operators again to move F̂ρ1 to F̂ρ̃. We then can invoke equation (3.4) to obtain

F̂χ,cρ̃ F̂ξ,dρl = F̂χξ,cdρ̃ Fξ,dρ̃ρl .

The ribbon ρ̃ρl connects two sites at ∂Λ and we can use a previous argument to
replace F̂ρ̃ρl in η by a ribbon operator in A(Λ).

If there is no ribbon ρl with ∂0ρl = ∂1ρ we pick one ribbon ρl and apply
Corollary 2.8.3 to replace it with a ribbon operator associated to a ribbon ρl with
∂0ρl = ∂1ρ. But then we can proceed as before. Note that we also could have
applied Lemma 2.7.3 instead to conclude the same for the second case.

By induction we now can conclude that for any n ∈ N and any product of
ribbon operators F̂1, · · · , F̂n ∈ A(Λc) the relation in equation (3.2) holds true.

We can now combine the previous lemmas to show that operators commuting
with all operators from A(Λc) leave the Hilbert space HΛ invariant. This can be
understood as such operators do not create excitations contained inΛc if acting on
the ground state.

Lemma 3.3.3:
For any cone Λ ⊂ Γ it holds A(Λc) ′HΛ ⊂ HΛ, hence PΛ ∈ RΛc .

Proof. Let F̂ ..= F̂1 · · · F̂n be a product of ribbon operators F̂1, . . . , F̂n ∈ FΛc . Further-
more let F, C ∈ FΛ and X ∈ A(Λc) ′ be any, non-zero, operators. For convenience
set η ..= F̂FΩ and ξ ..= CΩ. Recall the definition of Ds in equation (2.12).

By Lemma 3.3.1 we have that if (η, Xξ) 6= 0 holds for all F, C ∈ FΛ and X ∈
A(Λc) ′ then for any s ∈ int(Λc) the operator F̂ commutes with Ds, i.e. [F,Ds] = 0.
Now by Lemma 3.3.2 this implies η ∈ HΛ. To see this note that

F̂Ω ∈ HΛ ⇐⇒
(
∀F ∈ FΛ : F̂FΩ ∈ HΛ

)
since F̂F = FF̂ and FΛHΛ ⊆ HΛ. The other direction of this equivalence can be
seen by assuming that the right hand side was true while the left hand was not
which immediately leads to a contradiction since 1 ∈ FΛ. Summarizing this we
obtain

(η, Xξ) 6= 0 =⇒ η ∈ HΛ (3.5)

for all η = F̂FΩ, ξ = CΩ and F̂, F, C, X as above.
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By definition FΛc contains all matrix units of the edge algebras Ae for e ∈ Λc

since the former are products of triangle operators. Hence products of ribbon
operators F̂1, . . . , F̂n form a generating system of FΛc . Thus, by Lemma 3.2.1, the
linear span of the set

{F̂1 · · · F̂nFΩ | F̂1, . . . F̂n ∈ FΛc ribbon operators , F ∈ FΛ, n ∈ N}

is a dense subspace of H. From this we conclude that equation (3.5) holds for any
η ∈ H and ξ ∈ HΛ. Therefore

(∀ψ ∈ H) : ψ ∈ H⊥Λ =⇒ ((∀φ ∈ HΛ)(∀X ∈ A(Λc) ′) : (ψ,Xφ) = 0)

and we arrive at A(Λc) ′HΛ ⊥ H⊥Λ.

3.4 The Reduced Commutation Problem

As the next step we want to consider the restrictions of the von Neumann algebras
RΛ and RΛc to HΛ. By [Tak79, Proposition II.3.10] both restrictions are again
von Neumann algebras.

Definition 3.4.1:
For any cone Λ ⊂ Γ we write AΛ

..= PΛRΛPΛ �HΛ and BΛ = PΛRΛcPΛ �HΛ as
subalgebras of B(HΛ).

By using similar techniques as in the proof of the lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 we
show that elements of the formAs+iBswithAs ∈ As andBs ∈ Bs alreadygenerate
HΛ when applied to the ground state vectorΩ. Here As is the self-adjoint part of
AΛ, and similarly for Bs.

Lemma 3.4.2:
Let As be the self-adjoint part of AΛ and Bs that of BΛ. Then the space AsΩ+ iBsΩ is
dense in HΛ.

Proof. First note that since bothAs andBs are real vector spaces it suffices to show
that FΩ and iFΩ are contained inAsΩ+ iBsΩ for operators F ∈ FΛ. In order to do
so we first show this to hold if F is a finite product of ribbon operators in FΛ and
then conclude for general operators F ∈ FΛ by a density argument. The structure
of the vector space HΛ that we elaborated on earlier in Lemma 3.2.1 and in the
proofs of Lemma 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 is essential for this proof. This is to say that finite
products of ribbon operators in FΛ applied to the vacuum vector Ω sufficiently
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describeHΛ and certain ribbon operators in FΛc mapΩ to vectors inHΛ and can
be expressed as the images ofΩ of certain elements of FΛ.

Throughout the proof we consider ribbon operators labelled by irreducible
representations of the quantum double model D(G). We can assume that these
labels are nontrivial, for they were trivial we just obtained the identity operator.
Again we will use the charge projectionsDχ,cs introduced in equation (2.12) which
project onto the excitation given by (χ, c) at site s. In particular, recall that we have
Ds = D

id,e
s = AsBs.

Now let F1, . . . , Fn ∈ FΛ be ribbon operators with n > 0 and set F ..= F1 · · · Fn.
The idea is to construct self-adjoint elements of As and Bs by taking linear com-
binations of products of projectionsAs, Bs and products of ribbon operators in FΛ

and FΛc . These self-adjoint operators are chosen in such a way that they map the
state vector to the same vector as F. Again, as in previous proofs, wewill workwith
an induction over the number of ribbon operators in F. With the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.2 we can assume that there are no ribbon operators
associated to closed ribbons or trivial ribbons in F.

Let n = 1 and let ρ denote the corresponding ribbon. In case that both the star
and the plaquette at least one of the ending sites of ρ, denoted by s, are contained
in Λ we set

F̃ ..= FDs +DsF
∗ and F̂ ..= i(FDs −DsF

∗).

Obviously these operators are selfadjoint hence contained in As and it can easily
be checked that F̃Ω = FΩ and F̂Ω = iFΩ. Therefore FΩ and iFΩ belong to AsΩ.

Assume that at both ends of ρ are contained in Λ but the plaquettes at both
sites are not contained in Λ. Then the stars are still contained in Λ, by definition
(c.f. Definition 3.1.4 and the discussion after) and the star operators are elements
of As. In case [F,As] 6= 0, with s = ∂0ρ or s = ∂1ρ, it suffices to take

F̃ ..= FAs +AsF
∗ and F̂ ..= i(FAs −AsF

∗),

since then F̃Ω = FΩ + δχ,idΩ = FΩ an analogously F̂Ω = iFΩ where χ is part of
the label of F. These operators are selfadjoint and F̃, F̂ ∈ As hence FΩ, iFΩ ∈ AsΩ.

If, however, [F,As] = 0 we can use Lemma 2.7.4 to extend ρ with triangles τ, τ̃
such that ρ̃ ..= τρτ̃ is a ribbon, and ∂0ρ̃, ∂1ρ̃ ∈ ∂Λ. Furthermore we then have
Fρ̃Ω = FΩ. But now we can invoke Corollary 2.8.3 and Corollary 2.8.2 to find a
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ribbon ρ ⊂ Λc such that FΩ = F∗ρΩ, and we set

F̃ ..=
1

2
(F+ F∗) + i

(
i

2
(Fρ − F

∗
ρ)

)
and it can easily be checked that the “real part” of F̃ is an element of As and the
“imaginary part” one of Bs, hence F̃ ∈ As + iBs. By construction FΩ = F̃Ω ∈
AsΩ+ iBsΩ. Similarly

F̂ ..=
i

2
(F− F∗) +

i

2
(Fρ + F

∗
ρ)

and iFΩ = F̂Ω ∈ AsΩ+ iBΩ.
We now proceed by induction. Let n > 0 be arbitrary but fixed and assume

that the assertion holds for all F1, . . . , Fn−1 ∈ FΛ. Let F1, . . . , Fn ∈ FΛ be any
non-trivial ribbon operators. If one of them was trivial then we could remove it
and obtained n − 1 factors. Again we have different cases to treat. First of all we
handle the case where we can remove or combine ribbon operators leaving us with
n − 1 factors in the product. More precisely, consider that there are two ribbon
operators associated to ribbons ρi, ρk with 1 6 i, k 6 n such that they start and
end at the same site. Then either ∂jρi = ∂jρk, j = 0, 1 or ρiρk is a closed ribbon. In
either case in the product F1 · · · Fn we can bring Fi and Fk to the right by using the
commutation relations of ribbon operators. Then we can use equation (3.3) and
Lemma 2.7.2 to replace FiFj in front of Ω with a single ribbon operator. If ρiρk is
closed then we have Fχ,ci Fξ,dj Ω = Fχξ,cdρi Ω. In case ∂jρi = ∂jρk, j = 0, 1 we have
Fχ,ci Fξ,dj Ω = Fχξ,cdi Ω. Again (χ, c) and (ξ, d) are irreducible representations of
D(G). That is, in both cases we end up with a product of n− 1 ribbon operators in
front of Ω. This allows us to assume in the rest of the proof that in F1 · · · Fn each
ribbon involved there is appearing exactly once.

The rest of the proof can be divided into three main cases. Let again F1 · · · Fn
be the product of non-trivial ribbon operators in FΛ. Assume that there are no
such ribbons as in the previous case. Then there are three possibilities: (I) either
there exists a ribbon ρ involved in the product such that D∂iρ ∈ FΛ for at least
one i = 0, 1, or (II) all ribbons end at ∂Λ, or (III) neither of both, i.e. for any ribbon
involved in F1 · · · Fn it holds that ∂iρ /∈ ∂Λ and D∂iρ /∈ FΛ for both i = 1, 2.

Consider case (I), namely that D∂iρ ∈ FΛ for i = 0 or i = 1 for at least one
ribbon involved in F1 · · · Fn. We set s ..= ∂0ρ and without loss of generality we can
assume that Fρ = Fn and i = 0. If the ribbon operator was not Fn we could use the
commutation relations of ribbon operators to move this operator to the last place
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in the product. We can divide the treatment of this case into two different cases.
The first case is that there is a site s ∈ Λ such that [F1 · · · Fn, Ds] 6= 0. In the other
case we have that for all sites s ′ ∈ Λ with Ds′ ∈ FΛ it holds [F1 · · · Fn, Ds′ ] = 0.

Now for the first subcase of case (I). If there is a site s ∈ Λwith [F1 · · · Fn, Ds] 6= 0
we can set

F̃ ..= F1 · · · FnDs +DsF∗1 · · · F∗n and F̂ ..= iF1 · · · FnDs − iDsF∗1 · · · F∗n.

Then F̃, F̂ ∈ As and it holds F1 · · · FnΩ = F̃Ω and similarly iF1 · · · FnΩ = F̂Ω.

The case that for all sites s ′ ∈ Λ with Ds′ ∈ FΛ it holds [F1 · · · Fn, Ds′ ] = 0 can
be treated as follows. Since we assumed that there is at least one ribbon ρ involved
in the product, the corresponding ribbon operator is either trivial, by Lemma 2.6.7,
or there is at least one additional ribbon ending or starting at one of the endpoints
of ρ. We excluded the first case by assumption so we have to treat the second one.
Therefore consider the situationwhere there are k ribbons ρn−k, . . . , ρn in F1 · · · Fn
ending at s. By Lemma 2.6.7 the condition that the operators commute with the
charge projector is equivalent to χn−k · · ·χn = id and cn−k · · · cn = e, where χi
are irreducible representations of G and ci ∈ G with i = n − k, . . . , n. But by
Lemma 2.7.3 we have that there are ribbons σn−k, . . . , σn−1 such that they do not
cross the site s, a ribbon γ having s as an ending site, irreducible representations
ξn−k, . . . , ξn−1 of G and elements dn−k, . . . , dn−1 ∈ G such that

FΩ = zFχ1,c1ρ1
· · · Fχn−k−1,cn−k−1

ρn−k−1
Fξn−k,dn−k
σn−k

· · · Fξn−1,dn−1
σn−1

Fχ,cγ Ω

where z ∈ C, |z| = 1, χ = χn−k · · ·χn, c = cn−k · · · cn, and F = Fχ1,c1ρ1 · · · Fχn,cnρn .
The commutation relation with the charge projection now tells us that ξ = id and
c = e, hence Fχ,cγ = 1. This gives an expression with n− 1 ribbon operators acting
onΩ and we are done for this case.

Let’s turn case (II), where in the product F1 · · · Fn ∈ FΛ there are only ribbons
ρi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} involved whose ending sites are contained in ∂Λ. By definition,
c.f. Definition 3.1.4, it holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} that D∂kρi 6= FΛ, k = 0, 1 so we
cannot treat this in the manner as the first main case. In the proof of Lemma 3.3.2
we used that we can replace ribbon operators associated to ribbons, which are
contained in Λc and which connect sites on ∂Λ, to ribbon operators of ribbons
which are contained in Λ and which connect the same sites, without changing the
image ofΩ under these operators. Of course, this works the other way round, too.
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So choosing

F̃ ..=
1

2

(
Fρ1 · · · Fρn + F∗ρn · · · F

∗
ρ1

)
+ i

(
i

2
(Fρ̃1 · · · Fρ̃n − F∗ρ̃n · · · F

∗
ρ̃1
)

)
(3.6)

and

F̂ ..=
i

2

(
Fρ1 · · · Fρn − F∗ρn · · · F

∗
ρ1

)
+
i

2

(
Fρ̃1 · · · Fρ̃n + F∗ρ̃n · · · F

∗
ρ̃1

)
(3.7)

will do the job. We used the notation Fρi instead of Fi, i = 1, . . . , n to indicate
the dependence on the ribbon. As above ρ̃i indicates the ribbon obtained by
extending ρi by triangles corresponding to Lemma 2.7.4 if necessary, and inverting
it using Corollary 2.8.3. Then F̃, F̂ ∈ As + iBs and it can easily be verified that
F̃Ω = F1 · · · FnΩ and F̂Ω = iF1 · · · FnΩ.

It remains to treat case (III). Consider there is no ribbon ρ involved in F such
that it falls under the two previous main cases. I.e. for any ρ ⊂ Λ appearing in
F both of the ending sites si ..= ∂iρ, i = 0, 1 are such that Dsi /∈ FΛ for i = 1, 2

and there are ribbons ρ involved in F with si /∈ ∂Λ for at least one i = 1, 2. This
means that any ending site s of any ribbon occurring in F is either contained in ∂Λ
or close enough to the boundary of Λ that the plaquette at s is not contained in Λ
any more. By Definition 3.1.4, however, if s /∈ Λ then the star at swill nevertheless
be still contained in Λ. Let now ρ be any ribbon in F for which at least one ending
site s is not contained in the boundary of Λ, i.e. s /∈ ∂Λ. Without loss of generality
s = ∂0ρ. Then, by construction of Λ and by Definition 3.1.4, As ∈ FΛ.

There are two cases appearing here, namely either [As, F] 6= 0, or for any ending
sites s of ribbons ρ in F with s /∈ ∂Λ it holds [As, F] = 0. In case [As, F] 6= 0 for one
such ribbon ρwe simply set

F̃ ..= F1 · · · FnAs +AsF∗1 · · · F∗n and F̂ ..= iF1 · · · FnAs − iAsF∗1 · · · F∗n. (3.8)

Then F̃, F̂ ∈ As and it holds F1 · · · FnΩ = F̃Ω and similarly iF1 · · · FnΩ = F̂Ω.
In case [As, F] = 0 for any ending site s of ρ with s /∈ ∂Λ we proceed as

follows. Let ρ be such a ribbon, and without loss of generality let s = ∂0ρ /∈ ∂Λ.
By Lemma 2.7.4, there is a direct triangle τ ∈ Λ such that τρ is a ribbon with
FτρΩ = FρΩ. Then by the discussion after Definition 3.1.4 and the definition of
cones, ∂0σ ∈ ∂Λ. The analogue statement holds true, if s = ∂1ρ with σ = ρτ and
τ according to Lemma 2.7.4. If we apply this to each ribbon in F we end up at the
situation in the second main case from where we can proceed accordingly.
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With these preparations we are finally in a position to prove the main theorem.
In particular, the last lemma allows us to use the result of Rieffel and Van Daele
mentioned before.

Theorem 3.4.3:
Cone algebras of the quantum double model for finite abelian groups on the infinite square
lattice satisfy Haag duality in the vacuum representation.

More precisely, if Λ ⊂ Γ is a cone then

π0 (A(Λc)) ′ = π0 (A(Λ)) ′′ .

Proof. The argument is exactly the same as that given in reference [Naa12b]. For
the convenience of the reader, we will restate it here.

It remains to prove A(Λc) ′ ⊂ A(Λ) ′′ since, by locality, the other direction
already holds. By construction it holds that AΛ ⊂ B ′Λ (as sub-algebras of B(HΛ))
and both, AΛ and BΛ, are von-Neumann algebras on the same Hilbert space
HΛ. Hence, by [RD75, Theorem 2], the statement of Lemma 3.4.2 is equivalent to
AΛ = B ′Λ.

Furthermore, by [Tak79, Proposition II.3.10], it holds thatB ′Λ = PΛR
′
ΛcPΛ �HΛ .

Now let B ∈ R ′Λc and denote BΛ ..= PΛBPΛ �HΛ∈ B ′Λ. Then BΛ ∈ AΛ and, by
Lemma 3.2.3, there exists a unique element A ∈ RΛ such that BΛ = PΛAPΛ �HΛ .

To proof the claim it suffices to show that B = A. Pick any F̂ ∈ FΛc and F ∈ FΛ.
Then

BF̂FΩ = F̂BFΩ = F̂BΛFΩ = F̂AFΩ = AF̂FΩ

giving A = B, by Lemma 3.2.1, and consequently B ∈ RΛ.
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4
Jones-Kosaki-Longo Index and Further
Structure

4.1 Superselection Sectors

As we have seen in Section 2.6 acting with local observables on the unique trans-
lationally invariant ground state ω0 always creates pairs of excitations. The excit-
ations can be detected using the charge projections from Definition 2.5.3, or using
operators associated to closed ribbon encircling the excitation [BM08]. This implies
that if ψ ∈ H is a state containing only local excitations above the ground state
we can use local observables to remove these excitations. I.e. globally the state ψ
is the ground state plus some local excitations. This suggests that to create single
excitations, if they exist at all, one cannot use local observables.

Oneway to obtain single excitations would be the following. Consider a ribbon
ρ ⊂ Z2 together with a ribbon operator F which will create a pair of conjugate
excitations at the end sites of ρ. The idea now is to take one end of the ribbon ρ
to infinity while keeping the other end fixed. If applied to the ground state vector
Ω the resulting operator then creates an excitation at the fixed end of the ribbon
and at infinity. It is still possible to decide which excitation has been created by
measuring at the fixed end of ρ but there is no local operator that can remove this
excitation from the ground state. It is also clear form the preceding section that
we can move such an excitation on the lattice using local operations. Assuming
now for a moment that we could apply the above procedure to obtain two states,
ψ andφ, that contain different excitations, then by construction one can check that
〈ψ|A |φ〉 = 0 for all local observables A, i.e. A ∈ Aloc. Hence these states obey
a superselection rule [WWW52]. That is, physical observables can distinguish the
states φ and ψ but it is not possible to change them into each other.
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There are some problems with this approach. The limit of a sequence of
ribbon operators, where for growing index the length of the ribbon goes to infinity,
does not converge in the uniform topology of A (neither does the sequence of
vectors). Therefore such operations are not part ofA. Furthermore, this procedure
somewhat depends on the ground state representation, since it was implicitly
assumed that we can act on the ground state vector. In addition, the ground state
Ω is cyclic for π0(A), henceH0 consists only of states that can be created by acting
with local observables on the ground state (compare also to Lemma 3.2.1).

It turns out, however, that this approach is the right way to go and that it is
possible to make such a construction rigorous. However, instead of taking limit
of ribbon operators with ribbons extending eventually to infinity, one considers a
sequence of automorphism of A which converge strongly to an automorphism of
A [Naa11; FN15]. In fact this gives rise to equivalence classes of representations,
where states obtained from ω0 by these automorphisms are inequivalent to ω0.
Even more, the GNS representations of these states satisfy a selection criterion for
cone-like localised excitations, and inequivalent representations belong to distinct
equivalence classes of representations. It also follows that each representative of
these equivalence classes satisfy a DHR-like selection criterion. If one extends the
selection criterion to allow more general representations of A, then one obtains a
family of equivalence classes, or superselection sectors (or sectors), which reflect the
charge content in the thermodynamic limit of the model. This realises the DHR
theory of superselection sectors [DHR74] in the sense of the BF framework for
string-like excitations [BF82]. The construction in this chapter itself in principle
allows us to only construct a few sectors, namely those corresponding to the single
excitations created by semi-infinite ribbons. The analysis in the subsequent chapter
shows that these are in fact all sectors satisfying this criterion, i.e we already obtain
a full classification of the superselection sectors of the quantum double models for
finite abelian groups.

In what follows we review the construction in [FN15]. We put slight emphasis
on the construction of the charge transporters that carry charges from one cone
into another, since we will use them in the subsequent sections.
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4.1.1 Semi-infinite ribbons

Consider a coneΛ ⊂ Z2 which we fix from now on. Let ρ be a semi-infinite ribbon
in Λ, i.e. one end, ∂0ρ is fixed while the other end is sent to infinity. We denote by
(ρn)n∈N a sequence of ribbons in Λ with ρn ⊂ ρ, ρn−1 properly contained in ρn,
and ∂0ρn = ∂0ρ for all n ∈ N. By Lemma 2.6.6 each ribbon operator Fχ,cn ..= Fχ,cρn ,
with (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G, creates a pair of excitations of type (χ, c) at its ending sites
when acting on the ground state. On the level of observables, the resulting state is
given byω(χ,c)

ρn (·) = ω0(Fχ,cn · (Fχ,cn )∗). This motivates the definition of

αχ,cn (A) ..= Fχ,cn A(Fχ,cn )∗, A ∈ A,

which is an automorphism, by Lemma 2.7.2 and equation (2.13).

Proposition 4.1.1 [FN15]:
Let ρ be a semi-infinite ribbon, and let (ρn)n∈N be a sequence of ribbons contained in
ρ with ρn ⊂ ρ, ρn−1 properly contained in ρn, and ∂0ρn = ∂0ρ for all n ∈ N. Let
(χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G. Then for each A ∈ A the limit

αχ,cρ (A) ..= lim
n→∞αχ,cn (A)

converges uniformly and defines an automorphism αχ,cρ : A → A fulfilling the following
properties:

1. αχ,cρ (A) = A for A ∈ A whenever supp(A) ∩ ρ = ∅.

2. ∀A ∈ Aloc: αχ,cρ (A) = αχ,cρ̂ (A) for any ribbon ρ̂ ⊂ ρ with supp(A) ∩ ρ ⊂ ρ̂.

The first property implies that αχ,cρ is localised in any cone Λ containing ρ, i.e.
for all A ∈ A(Λc) it holds αχ,cρ (A) = A. For reasons that will become apparent
later we define localisation for ∗-morphisms of A into B(H0).

Definition 4.1.2:
A ∗-morphism α of A into B(H0) is said to be localised in the cone Λ ⊂ Z2 if for all
A ∈ A(Λc) we have α(A) = A.

Composingαχ,cρ with the ground stateω0 gives a state which describes a single
excitation at ∂0ρ. Note that the automorphism αχ,cρ still depends on the ribbon
ρ. However, this will not be a problem as we are interested in representations
describing a single charges and it turns out later that for different ribbons ρ and
ρ ′ the corresponding automorphisms αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ give rise to equivalent repres-
entations and hence belong to the same sector. For different labels (χ, c) and (ξ, d)

in Ĝ×G however, the representations are inequivalent as was shown in [FN15].
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Proposition 4.1.3:
Given (χ, c), (ξ, d) ∈ Ĝ × G and a semi-infinite ribbon ρ. If (χ, c) 6= (ξ, d) the corres-
ponding localised automorphisms αχ,cρ and αξ,dρ belong to different superselection sectors.

Consider now the state ωχ,cs ..= ω0 ◦ αχ,cρ with s = ∂0ρ, and denote its GNS
representation by πχ,cs . Using Corollary 2.8.2 and Lemma 2.7.2 one can see that
ωχ,cs , and hence πχ,cs , only depends on s and not on the particular ribbon ρ (For the
corresponding statement in the toric code, see [Naa11, Lemma 3.6]). If s ′ is another
site and ωχ,cs′ is the state obtained from a semi-infinite ribbon starting at s ′, we
can choose a ribbon ρ̂ with ∂0ρ̂ = s ′ and such that the composition ρ̂ρ is a ribbon.
Since ωχ,cs′ does not depend on the ribbon we have that ωχ,cs′ = ω0 ◦ αχ,cρ̂ρ . Since
αχ,cρ̂ρ = AdFχ,cρ̂ ◦ αχ,cρ the representations πχ,cs and πχ,cs′ are unitarily equivalent as
well. This and the localisation properties of the automorphisms αχ,cρ allow us to
prove that representations πχ,cs can be localised in cones as well.

Proposition 4.1.4:
Let ρ be a semi-infinite ribbon with s ..= ∂0ρ, and let (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G. Let πχ,cs be the GNS
representation of the stateωχ,cs ..= ω0 ◦ αχ,cρ . Then for any cone Λ ⊂ Z2 we have

π0 �A(Λc)
∼= πχ,cs �A(Λc),

where π �A(Λc) denotes the restriction of π to the algebra A(Λc).

Proof. The proof is the same as that of the corresponding that statement in [Naa11,
Theorem 3.7]. Let ρ and (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G as above. The representation (π0 ◦
αχ,cρ ,H0,Ω) is a cyclic representation of the stateωχ,cs and hence πχ,cs ∼= π0 ◦αχ,cρ .

Now let Λ be a cone containing ∂0ρ and, by the preceding discussion, we can
assume that ρ ⊂ Λ. Since αχ,cρ is localised in Λ, we have π0 ◦ αχ,cρ (A) = π0(A) for
any A ∈ A(Λc), and the claim follows.

Now consider a cone Λ with s /∈ Λ. Then by the preceding discussion, πχ,cs is
unitarily equivalent to πχ,cs′ . Thus the claim follows here as well.

This shows that the representations πχ,cs satisfy a DHR like selection criterion
for string-like localised excitations (c.f. [DHR74; BF82]). Note that this is automat-
ically true for the representation π0◦αχ,cρ . In fact, this is true for any representation
π of A that is equivalent to πχ,cs .
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In order to see this consider any cone Λ, let H is the Hilbert space on which
A is represented by π, and let Hχ,cs be the Hilbert space obtained by the GNS
representation of ωχ,cs . Let U : H → H

χ,c
s be the unitary operator with Uπ(A) =

πχ,cs (A)U for all A ∈ A, and let V : Hχ,cs → H0 be the unitary operator with
Vπχ,cs (A) = AV for allA ∈ A(Λc). Using Haag duality, it is now easy to check that
VU sets up the equivalence π �A(Λc)

∼= π0 �A(Λc), and VUπ(A)U∗V∗ ⊂ A(Λ) ′′.
It is therefore tempting to define a superselection criterion for cone-like local-

ised excitations in the following way.

Definition 4.1.5:
We say that a representation π ofA satisfies the selection criterion if for all conesΛ ⊂ Z2

it follows that

π �A(Λc)
∼= π0 �A(Λc) . (4.1)

Another consequence of the previous discussion is that whenever we derive
properties of the automorphisms αχ,cρ they are automatically true for the repres-
entations in the same equivalence class1.

4.1.2 Transportability

Next we turn to transportability of sectors, which implies that for different semi-
infinite ribbons ρ and ρ ′ the automorphisms αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ belong to the same
sector.

Take a semi-infinite ribbon ρ, (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G and αχ,cρ as above, which is
thus localised in the cone Λ. Transportability now means that for any other cone
Λ ′ ⊂ Z2 there exists an automorphism β of A localised in Λ ′ such that αχ,cρ is
unitarily equivalent to β. The unitary implementing this equivalence is in general
not included in A.

Proposition 4.1.6:
Let ρ and ρ ′ be semi-infinite ribbons and (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G. Then the corresponding localised
automorphisms of A, αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ , are unitarily equivalent.

Sketch of proof. For the full proof we refer to reference [FN15]. First we assume
that ρ and ρ ′ start at the same site. Then the two states obtained by composing
the ground state with the automorphisms are equal by Corollary 2.8.2 and hence
the representations obtained from composing π0 with αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ are cyclic

1We implicitly identified αχ,cρ with π0 ◦αχ,cρ since we already identified π0(A) with A.
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representations of the same state, thus unitarily equivalent. Note that this unitary
U can be chosen such that UΩ = Ω and this fixes U uniquely. If the ribbons ρ
and ρ ′ do not start at the same site one can extend ρ to ∂0ρ ′ by a ribbon. Since
the ribbon operator corresponding to the ribbon extending ρ is a unitary operator
this gives rise to an automorphism which is unitarily equivalent to αχ,cρ , and also
unitarily equivalent to αχ,cρ′ by the previous remark.

If Λ ′ is a cone containing both ρ and ρ ′ then the unitary V implementing the
equivalence between αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ is contained in A(Λ ′) ′′. To see this consider
A ∈ A((Λ ′)c). Localisation then implies VA = Vαχ,cρ (A) = αχ,cρ′ V = AV , hence
V ∈ A((Λ ′)c) ′ = A(Λ ′) ′′ by Haag duality. The unitary V can be interpreted as
transporting the single excitation at ∂0ρ to an excitation at ∂0ρ ′.

More generally, if π is a representation of A satisfying the selection criterion,
then it gives rise to transportable ∗-morphisms. Take cones Λ, Λ̃ and unitaries
W, W̃ implementing the corresponding equivalences in the selection criterion.
Then α ..= AdW ◦ π and β ..= AdW̃ ◦ π are ∗-morphisms of A that are localised
in Λ respectively Λ̃ and W̃W∗ is a unitary from from α to β. Note however,
that α(A(Λ)) ⊂ A(Λ) ′′ and similarly for β. Thus in general α and β are not
∗-morphisms of A into itself. We return to this later.

The above observations motivate the following definition.

Definition 4.1.7:
Let Λ be a cone and α a ∗-morphism of A into B(H0) localised in Λ. We say that α is
transportable if for any cone Λ ′ there exists a ∗-morphism β of A into B(H0) localised
in Λ ′ that is unitarily equivalent to α. The unitary operator V is referred to as a charge
transporter.

In our case an explicit construction of the charge transporters between αχ,cρ and
αχ,cρ′ can be given [FN15].

Proposition 4.1.8:
Let ρ and ρ ′ be semi-infinite ribbons and (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G, and let V be an intertwiner of
αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ . Let (ρn)n∈N and (ρ ′n)n∈N be sequences as in Proposition 4.1.1. For each
n ∈ N consider a ribbon σn with ∂0σn = ∂1ρn and ∂1σn = ∂1ρ

′
n such that ρnσn is a

ribbon and the distance of σn to ∂0ρ and ∂0ρ ′ goes to infinity as n → ∞. Then we have
that

V = w-lim
n→∞ Fχ,cρ′

n
Fχ,cρnσn .

Furthermore, Vαχ,cρ (A) = αχ,cρ′ (A)V for all A ∈ A.
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Proof. The proof is given in [FN15], howeverwe recall it here for convenience. With
the notation from above we define a sequence of unitaries by Vn ..= Fχ,cρ′

n
Fχ,cρnσn .

We need to show that this sequence converges weakly and that it indeed is a
charge transporter of αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ . Consider first that ∂0ρ = ∂0ρ

′. By applying
Lemma 2.7.2, Corollary 2.8.2 and Corollary 2.8.3 it follows that for each n ∈ N we
have VnΩ = Ω.

Furthermore, for each A ∈ Aloc there is an n ∈ N such that Vnαχ,cρ (A) =

αχ,cρ′ (A)Vn. This can be seen by choosing n big enough so that Fχ,cσnA = AFχ,cσn

and, by Proposition 4.1.1, both, αχ,cρ (A) = αχ,cρn (A) and αχ,cρ′ (A) = αχ,cρ′
n
(A). Hence

Vnα
χ,c
ρ (A) = Vnα

χ,c
ρn (A) = αχ,cρ′

n
(A)Vn = αχ,cρ′ (A)Vn. Considering VΩ = Ω it

follows that for any A,B ∈ Aloc we have

(αχ,cρ (A)Ω,Vαχ,cρ (B)Ω) = (αχ,cρ (A)Ω,αχ,cρ′ (B)VnΩ)

= (αχ,cρ (A)Ω,Vnα
χ,c
ρ (B)Ω).

Consequently this is true for any A,B ∈ A and since the sequence (Vn)n∈N is
uniformly bounded it converges weakly to V . Furthermore, the limit does not
depend on the sequences (ρn)n∈N, (ρ ′n)n∈N and (σn)n∈N as long as the properties
in Proposition 4.1.1 are fulfilled.

Now assume that ρ and ρ ′ start at different sites. We can choose a ribbon ρ̂
starting at ∂0ρ ′ and ending at ∂0ρ such that ρ̂ρ is a ribbon. Furhtermore, let σn as
in the premises of the theorem. The ribbon operator Fχ,cρ̂ is unitary and we have
that αχ,cρ̂ρ = AdFχ,cρ̂ ◦ αχ,cρ .

Consider now the intertwiner V̂ of αχ,cρ′ and αχ,cρ̂ρ . Let ((ρ̂ρ)n)n∈N be the
sequence given by composing for each n the ribbon ρ̂ with ρn. Then V̂ =

w-limn→∞ Fχ,cρ′
n
Fχ,c(ρ̂ρ)nσn

. Next we set Vn ..= Fχ,cρ′
n
Fχ,c(ρ̂ρ)nσn

Fχ,cρ̂ = Fχ,cρ′
n
Fχ,cρnσn and

with the same arguments as above it can be checked that Vnαχ,cρ (A) = αρ′(A)Vn

for A ∈ Aloc and n big enough. Hence w-limn→∞ Vn = V and V = V̂Fχ,cρ̂ is the
intertwiner for αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ .

We already noted that the intertwiner V for αχ,cρ and αχ,cρ′ is contained in
the von-Neumann algebra A(Λ) ′′, where Λ is a cone containing both ρ and ρ ′.
This is problematic in so far as that in order to define fusion and braiding one
needs that the intertwiners are contained in the same algebra the αχ,cρ act on.
Moreover, if π is a representation satisfying the selection criterion, Λ a cone and
U the unitary operator setting up the equivalence π �A(Λc)

∼= π0 �A(Λc), it fol-
lows for any A ∈ A that Uπ(A)U∗ ∈ A(Λ) ′′. To see this let B ∈ A(Λc). Then
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π0(B)Uπ(A)U
∗ = Uπ(BA)U∗ = Uπ(B)U∗π0(A) and by Haag duality the claim

follows. Thus, as mentioned earlier, the localised ∗-morphisms AdU ◦ π are in
general not automorphisms of A.

These problems can be cured by considering an auxiliary algebra Aa which
contains A ′′ and where these ∗-morphisms actually become endomorphisms (c.f.
[BF82; Naa11; FN15]), and where the charge transporters are contained in. This
was not necessary up to now, since the localised morphisms we constructed were
actually automorphisms ofA. It can be shown, however, that they can be extended
to weakly continuous endomorphisms of Aa in the same way as in [BF82]. We
omit the definition of the auxiliary algebra and the discussion of the extension
of the automorphisms to it. The reason is that this mainly of technical issue and
we are primarily interested in the overall structure. Let us note, however, that
for the definition of Aa it is necessary to fix a cone Λa. The important property
of Aa is that for each cone Λ with Λ ⊂ (Λa + x)c for some x ∈ Z2, we have
A(Λ) ′′ ⊂ Aa [FN15]. In the following we largely suppress the auxiliary in our
notion and only refer to it if necessary. The discussion in this subsection can now
be summarised as follows.

Theorem 4.1.9:
Let G be a finite abelian group and let π0 be the GNS representation of the unique
translational invariant ground state of the quantum double model forG. Then for each pair
(χ, c), where χ is a character ofG and c ∈ G, there is an equivalence class of representations
satisfying the selection criterion (4.1). The representation π0◦αχ,cρ , whereαχ,cρ is localised
in some cone Λ and constructed as above, is a representative of such an equivalence class.
The equivalence classes corresponding to distinct pairs (χ, c) are disjoint.

4.1.3 Braiding and Fusion

Fusiondescribes theparticle content of the outcomeof twoparticlesmerging. More
abstractly, it describes inwhich irreducible sectors the tensor product of two sectors
decomposes. As this is a property of the equivalence classes of representations we
define the tensor product for the automorphisms αχ,cρ from the previous section.

Braiding, on the other hand, describes the outcome of moving one particle
aroundanother. In terms of tensor products it is givenby themap that interchanges
the factors in the tensor product of two sectors. In the following we define both for
the equivalence classes of which the representations π0 ◦ αχ,cρ are representatives.
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In order to define the tensor product between two sectorsweneed adefinition of
both the tensor product of automorphisms and the intertwiners between different
tensor products. As mentioned before, in order to define the intertwiners it is
necessary to transition to a slightly larger algebra Aa, for the intertwiners of the
automorphisms are not contained in A. However, we are not going too much into
the details here since it does not add much insight (the construction is essentially
the same as in [Naa11] with the obvious modifications).

Let (χ, c) and (ξ, d) be elements of Ĝ×G, and let ρ, ρ ′ be semi-infinite ribbons.
The tensor product is then defined by [FN15]

αχ,cρ ⊗ αξ,dρ′
..= αχ,cρ ◦ αξ,dρ′ .

Note that if ρ ′ = ρ we have that αχ,cρ ⊗ αξ,dρ = αχξ,cdρ . This can be seen by
evaluating the expression on the left hand side on local observables and then
using Proposition 4.1.1 and Lemma 2.7.2. For localised ∗-morphisms α and β ofA
the tensor product is defined in a similar way by

α⊗ β ..= αa ◦ β,

where αa is the extension of α to the auxiliary algebra Aa. Now let α,α ′, β, and
β ′ be localised ∗-morphisms with V andW intertwiners between α and α ′, and β
and β ′. Then it can be checked that

V ⊗W ..= Vαa(W)

is an intertwiner between α ⊗ β and α ′ ⊗ β ′. Given αχ,cρ and αξ,dρ′ as above this
implies that

αχ,cρ ⊗ αξ,dρ′
∼= αχξ,cdρ

by transportability. I.e. fusing two sectors with labels (χ, c) and (ξ, d) results in
the sector with label (χξ, cd).

The braiding is defined by an intertwiner between α⊗β and β⊗α. For this one
needs to introduce an ordering relation between cones that allows to speak about
the relative position between excitations [FN15]. More precisely, we want to be
able to say that a cone is to the left to another one. This can be achieved by fixing
a reference cone, say the cone Λa used for the auxiliary algebra Aa. One defines
a total ordering on the set of cones as follows. Take two cones Λ1, Λ2 and choose
x ∈ Z2 such that Λ1, Λ2 ⊂ (Λa + x)c. Then we say Λ1 < Λ2, if Λ1 can be rotated
counterclockwise around its apex until it has non-empty intersection with Λa + x

such that for any intermediate angle it is disjoint from Λ2 (see also [Naa11]).
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Now let ρ and ρ ′ be semi-infinite ribbons located in cones Λ1 and Λ2, respect-
ively, and assume that there is a cone Λ with Λ ⊃ Λ1 ∪ Λ2. Let α and β be
transportable ∗-morphisms localised inΛ1 andΛ2, respectively. Then one chooses
a cone Λ̂2 < Λ1 and an intertwiner V such that AdV ◦ β is localised in Λ̂2 and
V ∈ Aa. Setting

εα,β ..= (V ⊗ 1α)∗(1α ⊗ V) = V∗αa(V)

defines an intertwiner between α ⊗ β and β ⊗ α. It then follows that εα,β does
not depend on the chosen cones, but only on the relation Λ̂2 < Λ1. Furthermore
it satisfies the braid equations and it is natural (see [Hal07] or [Naa11, Lemma
4.8]) and hence it is a braiding in the categorical sense. For the automorphisms
αχ,cρ ⊗ αξ,dρ′ the braiding can then be calculated to be [FN15]

εαχ,cρ ,αξ,d
ρ′

= χ(d)ξ(c)1.

Similarly to the case of the toric code [Naa11] one can now show that the sectors
of the automorphisms αχ,cρ form a braided monoidal category and are equivalent
as such to the braided monoidal category of finite dimensional representations of
D(G) (see also [Hal07]). We will later see in Theorem 4.2.11, that these are in fact
all superselection sectors of the quantum double model for the group G.

4.2 Approximate Split Property and Jones-Kosaki-Longo index

When constructing superselection sectors of a theory an immediate question that
arises is whether all sectors have been constructed. Here this can be answered by
calculating an index associated to the inclusion of certain von-Neumann algebras.
This is very similar to the situation in algebraic quantum field theory where such
an index is related to the statistical dimension of the superselection sectors [Lon91]
(see [Hal07] for an overview). This index we are considering here is the one
introduced by Kosaki [Kos86] for arbitrary factors which coincides with the one in
[DHR74] and which is related to Jone’s index for type-II1 [Jon83; JS97].

Analogously to the toric code [Naa13a] we show that for abelian finite groups
G the cone index is given by |G|2 which determines the number of super-selection
sectors and implies that the category of super-selection sectors is equivalent to
the modular tensor category of finite dimensional representations of D(G). The
statements are proved in the same manner as in [Naa13a] while using the tech-
niques that were developed in the proof of Haag duality for the cone algebras in
the vacuum representation.
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Figure 4.1: Two cones with Λ1 � Λ2. Note that stars and plaquettes in Λc2 have
empty intersection with Λ1. Similarly, stars and plaquettes in Λ1 have empty
intersection with Λc2.

The basic idea is to show that for pairs of disjoint cones Λ1, Λ2 which are far
enough separated from each other the von-Neumann algebras R̂(Λ) and R(Λ) ∨

{Vg |g ∈ H} coincide, where H = G× Ĝ and G is an abelian group. Very similarly
to the proof of Haag duality we break down the problem to one on a sub-Hilbert
space of H.

We first start with introducing the necessary notions. Let Λ1, Λ2 ⊂ Z2 be two
cones. We say Λ1 � Λ2 if there is no star and no plaquette in Λ1 ∪ Λc2 that has
non-empty intersection with both cones. We denote by C2 be the collection of sets
Γ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2 ⊂ Z2 where Λ1 and Λ2 are disjoint cones such that there is a cone
Λ1 � Λ and Λ2 ⊂ Λc. An illustration of this can be found in Figure 4.1.

Definition 4.2.1:
Fix Γ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2 ∈ C2 and let ρ0 be a fixed ribbon with ∂0 ∈ Λ1 and ∂1 ∈ Λ2. Denote
the set of finite ribbons in Γ by p(Γ). We set

F(Γ) ..= {Fρ ∈ A(Γ) | ρ ∈ p(Γ)},

F(Γ) ..= {Fρ ∈ A(Γ) | ρ ∈ p(Γ) ∪ {ρ0}}.

Moreover we define

F(Γ) ..= {F1 · Fn | F1, . . . , Fn ∈ F(Γ)},

F(Γ) ..= {F1 · Fn | F1, . . . , Fn ∈ F(Γ)}.

Set A ..= R(Γ)∨ {Vg |g ∈ H}, B ..= A(Γc) and HΓ
..= AΩ‖·‖.
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First we show that the Hilbert space HΓ is densely generated from the ground
state by the ribbon operators in F(Γ).

Lemma 4.2.2:
Let Γ ∈ C2 and consider HΓ and F(Γ) as defined above. We then have

HΓ = span
(
F(Γ)Ω

)‖·‖.
Proof. The proof for this statement completely goes along the lines of that of
[Naa13a, Lemma 4.4] with suitable adjustments. We repeat the arguments here
while making the suitable modifications. First recall that the unitary operators Vg
with g ∈ H are constructed by considering a pair of semi-infinite ribbons ρ1 ⊂ Λ1
and ρ2 ⊂ Λ2.

As in the proof of [Naa13a, Lemma 4.4] we consider ribbons ξ1 and ξ2 with
∂0ξ1 = ∂0ρ1, ∂1ξ1 = ∂0ρ0, ∂0ξ2 = ∂1ρ0 and ∂1ξ2 = ∂0ρ2. Hence the ribbon
ξ1ρ0ξ2 connects the ribbons ρ1 and ρ2 through Γc. Now fiy any g ∈ H. Further-
more, by the construction of Vg we have VgΩ = Fgξ1ρ0ξ2Ω. Since Vg is the weak
limit of ribbon operators Fgn of finite lengths we can calculate the commutation
relations between Vg and any element F ∈ F(Γ), i.e. FgnF = α(g)FFn where α(g)
is some phase depending on g. If n is large enough α(g) does not depend on
n any more and therefore VgF = α(g)FVg by separate weak continuity. Hence
VgFΩ = α(g)FVgΩ = α(g)FFgξ1ρ0ξ2Ω ∈ F(Γ)Ω. By denseness of the linear span of
F(Γ) in A(Γ) the claim follows.

Lemma 4.2.3:
With the notation from above we have for all Γ ∈ C2 that

AHΓ ⊂ HΓ ,

B ′HΓ ⊂ HΓ ,

and elements from both algebras are uniquely determined by their restriction to HΓ .

Proof. Again, the idea of the proof is essentially the same as that of [Naa13a,
Lemma 4.5]. However, we need to employ the techniques developed in the proofs
of Lemmas 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

First, we treat the claims forA. The statementAHΓ ⊂ HΓ is obvious and follows
from the definition ofHΓ . For the second claim forA, considerA,A ′ ∈ A such that
Aη = A ′η for anyη ∈ HΓ . Wehave to show that this impliesAξ = A ′ξ for allξ ∈ H,
since this then implies that A = A ′. However, using the same argument as in the
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proof of Lemma3.2.1, wehave thatF(Γc)F(Γ)Ω is normdense inH. Thus, it suffices
to show that AF̂FΩ = A ′F̂FΩ for all F̂ ∈ F(Γc) and F ∈ F(Γ). So, take F̂ ∈ F(Γc) and
F ∈ F(Γ). Since A is generated by A(Γ) ′′ and the unitary operators Vg with g ∈ G,
the operator F̂ commuteswithA andA ′. Thus,AF̂FΩ = F̂AFΩ = F̂A ′FΩ = A ′F̂FΩ.
Using a density argument, this implies Aξ = A ′ξ for all ξ ∈ H and thus A = A ′.

To show that B ′HΓ ⊂ HΓ we first prove analogous statements to Lemma 3.3.1
and Lemma 3.3.1. More precisely, given F̂ ∈ F(Γc) we show that

(
∃s ∈ int(Γc) : [As, F̂] 6= 0∨ [Bs, F̂] 6= 0

)
=⇒

(
(∀F, C ∈ F(Γ))(∀X ∈ B ′) : (F̂FΩ,XCΩ) = 0

)
,

(4.2)

and

(
∀s ∈ int(Γc) : [As, F̂] = 0∧ [Bs, F̂] = 0

)
=⇒ F̂Ω ∈ HΓ . (4.3)

Having established that, it then follows, as in Lemma 3.3.3, that (F̂FΩ,XCΩ) 6=
0 =⇒ F̂FΩ ∈ HΓ for all F̂ ∈ F(Γc) and all F, C ∈ F(Γ). By Lemma 4.2.2 the linear
span of F(Γ)Ω is dense inHΓ . Furthermore, vectors of the form F̂FΩwith F̂ ∈ F(Γc)

and F ∈ F(Γ) span a dense subspace of H. Therefore we find

(∀ψ ∈ H⊥
Γ
)(∀η ∈ HΓ )(∀X ∈ B) : (ψ,Xη) = 0.

Now for the proof of equations (4.2) and (4.3). Since this will essentially be amodi-
fication of the ones of Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.2 we will recall their structure
while focusing on themodifications and refer for the details to the aforementioned
proofs.

We start with equation (4.2). Recall from the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 that for F ∈
F(Γ) and g ∈ H it follows that VgFΩ = α(g)FFgρ0 where α(g) is a phase depending
on g and ρ0 is the ribbon fixed at the beginning of this section which connects
Λ1 with Λ2. Also note, that for s ∈ int(Γc) we have that [As, Vg] = 0 = [Bs, Vg]

for all g ∈ H. Together with locality and Lemma 4.2.2 this implies that for any
η ∈ HΓ we have that Asη = η = Bsη for such sites. Consequently, we can just
restate the proof of Lemma 3.3.1 here. I.e. let F̂ = F̂1 · · · F̂n ∈ F(Γc), C, F ∈ F(Γ)

and X ∈ B ′. Consider the ribbon operators F̂1, . . . F̂n being labelled by irreducible
representations ofD(G), i.e. by tuples (χi, ki), i = 1, . . . , nwhere χi are characters
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of G and ki ∈ G. Assume first that there is a site s ∈ Γc such that [As, F̂] 6= 0. Then

(F̂FΩ,XCΩ) = (F̂FΩ,AsXCΩ) =
1

|G|

∑
k∈G

χ̂1(k) · · · χ̂n(k)(F̂FAksΩ,XCΩ)

=
1

|G|

∑
k∈G

χ̂1(k) · · · χ̂n(k)(F̂FΩ,XCΩ) = 0,

where χ̂i(k) is either zero or given by χi(k). Since As does not commute with F̂
at least one of the factors χ̂i(k) will be non-zero, and since Ĝ is a group, the sum
vanishes.

Similarly, if for some s ∈ int(Γc) we have [Bs, F̂] 6= 0 then there is a k ∈ G with
k 6= e such that

(F̂FΩ,XCΩ) = (F̂FBksΩ,XCΩ) = 0.

Now let us turn to equation (4.3). Again, let F̂ = F̂1 · · · F̂n ∈ F(Γc) and consider
the ribbon operators F̂1, . . . , F̂n being labelled by irreducible representations of
D(G). Without losing generality we can make some simplifying assumptions. We
assume that none of these operators is trivial or corresponds to a closed ribbon.
Furthermore we assume that no ribbon in the product can be joined together
to another ribbon (see Lemma 2.6.9) and that every ribbon occurs just once in
the product (see Lemma 2.6.11). As in Lemma 3.3.2 we prove the statement by
induction over the number of ribbon operators in F̂.

Assume now that for any s ∈ int(Γc) it follows that [As, F̂] = 0 = [Bs, F̂].
Take n = 1, i.e. F̂ = F̂1. Then F̂ is only non-trivial if its corresponds to a ribbon
ξ whose endpoints are at the boundary ∂Γ of Γ . By Corollaries 2.8.2 and 2.8.3
can deform and invert ribbons without changing the action of the corresponding
ribbon operator on the ground state. Therefore, if ξ connects Λ1 with Λ2, we can
find (possibly trivial) ribbons ρ1 ⊂ Λ1 and ρ2 ⊂ Λ2 such that F̂Ω = F̂ρ1 F̂ρ0 F̂ρ2Ω.
Otherwise, we get F̂Ω = F̂ρiΩ, i = 1, 2 for ribbons ρ1 ⊂ Λ1 and ρ2 ⊂ Λ2 (see also
Lemma 3.3.2). In both cases, we find F̂Ω ∈ HΓ .

Now assume that for n = k− 1 the statement is true. Let F̂ = F̂1 · · · F̂k ∈ F(Γc)

as above and assume that [As, F̂] = 0 = [Bs, F̂] for any s ∈ int(Γc). There are two
possibilities to consider now: Case (I), there is at least one ribbon occurring in the
product F̂ that has both ends at the boundary ∂Γc. Case (II), the product contains
only ribbons that have at least one end in the bulk int(Γc).
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By using the commutation relations between ribbon operators, case (I) can be
handled as in the case n = 1 to replace one ribbon operator with both ends on ∂Γc

with a ribbon operator from F(Γ). By locality this leaves a product of k− 1 ribbon
operators from F(Γc) in front ofΩ.

In case (II) we can assume that for each site s ∈ int(Γc) there are either zero or at
least two ribbons in F̂ that end at s. If there was a site in int(Γc)with just one ribbon
end, the ribbon operator corresponding to this ribbon must necessarily be trivial
by the assumed commutation relations with the star and plaquette operators at
this side. Now safely assuming that this is not the case, we can always clean up a
site s at which ribbons end according to Lemma 2.7.3 leaving us with one ribbon
ending at s and a trivial ribbon operator associated to this ribbon. Hence, when
acting onΩ there are only k− 1 ribbon operators in F̂ left.

This lemma also implies that the projection PΓ̂ : H → HΓ̂ is contained in B ′′.
Denote by AΓ

..= PΓAPΓ and BΓ
..= PΓB

′′PΓ the restrictions of A and B ′′ to HΓ .
Denote the self-adjoint cones of the restricted algebras by As andBs.

Lemma 4.2.4:
The space (As + iBs)Ω is dense in HΓ̂ .

Proof. We follow the ideas of the proof of [Naa13a, Lemma 4.6] and employ the
techniques of the proof of Lemma 3.4.2. More precisely, we show in the following
that for any F̂ ∈ F(Γ̂) there are operators A,A ′ ∈ As and B,B ′ ∈ Bs such that
FΩ = (A+ iB)Ω and iFΩ = (A ′ + iB ′)Ω. Since by Lemma 4.2.2 the linear span of
F(Γ)Ω is dense inHΓ̂ this then proves the statement.

The proof will again be an induction over the number of ribbon operators in F̂.
Analogously to the previous proof, wemay assume that there are no closed ribbons
appearing in F̂ and no trivial ribbon operators. Furthermore we can assume that
no ribbon in F̂ appears more than once, and that there are no pairs of ribbons that
join to a ribbon. If this were the case we could clean them up using the techniques
described in subsections 2.6 and 2.7. Note that whenever there is a ribbon operator
in F̂ that corresponds to ρ0 we can replace the operator by Vg for an appropriate
element g ∈ G. Given a site s ∈ Z2 we use the notation Ds for the operator Did,e

s ,
where the latter is defined as in equation (2.12).

Now let n = 1. There are several possibilities. First, F̂ = Fρ0 . Then F̂R ..=

VgDs + DsV
∗
g and F̂I ..= i

(
VgDs −DsV

∗
g

)
with s = ∂0ρ0 or s = ∂1ρ0 fulfill

F̂R, F̂I ∈ As and F̂RΩ = F̂Ω = −iF̂IΩ. Secondly, F̂ contains a ribbon operator that
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does not commute with Ds ∈ F(Γ). Then we can define FR, FI ∈ As the same
way as in the first case. Thirdly, F̂ does commute with any Ds ∈ F(Γ). This is
now completely analogous to the situation in the proof of Lemma 3.4.2 and there
exists A,A ′ ∈ As and B,B ′ ∈ Bs satisfying F̂Ω = (A + iB)Ω = −i(A ′ + iB ′)Ω.
Essentially this is proved by observing that the ribbon in F̂must create an excitation
near the boundary of Γ . This excitation can either be detected with a star operator,
in which case we can proceed as in the preceding case. Or, when the ribbon does
not commute with any star operator, the ribbon can be replaced with a ribbon in
Γc having the same starting and ending sites. The details for this can be found in
the proof of Lemma 3.4.2.

We can now turn to assuming that the statement was true for n = k− 1 ribbon
operators and let F̂ ∈ F(Γ) with F̂ = F̂1 · · · F̂k. First note, that by assumption F̂
does not contain closed ribbons and and no pairs of ribbons that join to a ribbon.
Furthermore, there are no trivial ribbonoperators andnomultiple ribbonoperators
associated to the same ribbon in F̂.. Again, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.2 there are
three cases to consider. Case (I) is that there is a ribbon ρ occurring in F̂ for which
D∂iρ ∈ F(Γ) for at least one i = 0 or i = 1. Case (II) is that all ribbons in F̂ end in
∂Γ . The third case, (III), is that there are ribbons ρ occurring in F̂ with at least one
ending site s /∈ ∂Λ but also for all ending sites s of all ribbons in F̂ it holds it holds
Ds /∈ Λ.

Case (I) is fully analogous to the situation in Lemma 3.4.2. Either ρ is the
only ribbon which ends at site s, in which case we can proceed by setting FR ..=

DsF̂
∗ + F̂Ds and FI ..= i

(
F̂Ds − F̂

∗Ds

)
, or there are multiple ribbons in F̂ ending

at s. In the latter case we can use Lemma 2.7.3 to clean up that site such that
there is only one ribbon left connected to this site. In case there is a ribbon ρ with
ρ0 ⊂ ρwe split it into three parts ρ = ρ1ρ0ρ2 and factor the ribbon operator Fρ into
Fρ1Fρ0Fρ2 according to Lemma 2.6.9. Using the commutation relations of ribbons,
we can bring Fρ0 in F̂Ω in front ofΩ and replace it there with Vg for some suitable
g ∈ H.

In case (II), where all ribbons in F̂ end at ∂Γ we can essentially replace each
ribbon with one in Γc that starts and ends at the same sites as its counterpart
in Γ . If necessary some ribbons need to be extended by triangle operators, see
Lemma 2.7.4. Let ρ1, . . . , ρk ⊂ Γ ∪ {ρ0} be the ribbons involved in F̂ and ρ̃1, . . . , ρ̃k
their counterparts in Γc. Then F̂R and F̂I can be defined as in equations (3.6)
and (3.7), respectively.
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In case (III), each ending site s of any ribbon in F̂ is either contained in ∂Λ or
very close to Λ. By very close, we mean that the star at s is contained in Γ whereas
the plaquette is not. For details, see Definition 3.1.4 and the discussion afterwards.
In case there is a ribbon in F̂ with one ending site s /∈ ∂Λ and with [As, F] 6= 0, we
can set FR and FI as in equation (3.8). Note that in this case As ∈ F(Γ). In case that
all ribbons with at least one ending site s /∈ ∂Λ satisfy [As, F] = 0 for all such sites
s, we can extend the ribbons with direct triangles by Lemma 2.7.4 in such a way
that their action on the ground stateΩ does not change and the ending sites of the
extended ribbons are contained in ∂Λ. Replacing all ribbon operators in F̂ by such
ribbons we obtain an operator F̂ ′ ∈ F(Γ) with F̂ ′Ω = F̂Ω, and all ribbons in F̂ ′ end
in ∂Λ. Hence we find ourselves in the second case.

Very similarly to the proof of Haag duality for cone algebras in Theorem 3.4.3
and in the proof of [Naa13a, Lemma 4.1] we can now apply a result by Rieffel and
van Daele [RD75] (or [Tak79, Lemma IV.5.7]), which states that Lemma 4.2.4 is
equivalent to AΓ = B ′

Γ
as von-Neumann algebras on HΓ .

Theorem 4.2.5:
Let Γ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2 ∈ C2 and let R(Γ) = π0(A(Γ)) ′′ and R̂(Γ) = π0(A(Γc) ′) ′. Choose
charge transporters {Vg |g ∈ H} between Λ1 and Λ2. Then

R̂(Γ) = R(Γ)∨ {Vg |g ∈ H}.

Proof. Let Γ ∈ C2 and R(Γ), R̂(Γ) as in the assertion. Set A ..= R(Γ) ∨ {Vg |g ∈ H}
and B ..= π0(A(Γc)), and let HΓ ..= AΩ‖·‖ with projection PΓ : H → HΓ . Then
by Lemma 4.2.3 both algebras, A and B ′, leave HΓ invariant, and by Lemma 4.2.4
and [RD75, Theorem 2] their restrictions AΓ = PΓAPΓ and BΓ = PΓB

′′PΓ satisfy
AΓ = B ′

Γ
. Note, that by [Tak79, Proposition II.3.10] PΓB ′PΓ = (PΓBPΓ )

′. Hence,
by Lemma 4.2.3, it follows that A = B ′ which completes the proof.

Next we want to prove that for any pair of cones Γ ∈ C2 the von-Neumann al-
gebra R̂(Γ) is isomorphic to the crossed product R(Γ)oαHwhere α is a represent-
ation of H as automorphisms on R(Γ) given by αg(A). = VgAV∗g, g ∈ H,A ∈ R(Γ).
In order to do so we need some prerequisites. These essentially stem from an
explicit proof of the approximate split property in [Naa12b] and we state a gener-
alised version here for the case of abelian groups G. We adapt the following from
[Naa12b] and use the tools from Chapter 2.

First we introduce some notations. Let Λ1 and Λ be cones with Λ1 � Λ. Let
Λ0 ..= (Λ1 ∪ Λc)c = Λc1 ∩ Λ. We define the interior of Λ0 by int(Λ0) ..= Λ0 \ ∂Λ1
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(recall that ∂Λ1 ⊂ Λc1 and similarly for ∂Λ, see also Definition 3.1.1.) We pick a
fixed ribbon ρ0 ⊂ Λ0 with ∂0ρ0 ∈ ∂Λ1 and ∂1ρ0 ∈ ∂Λ, and by the discussion after
Definition 3.1.4 we may choose ρ0 such that there are ribbons σ ⊂ Λ1 and σ ′ ⊂ Λc

such that σρ0σ ′ is again a ribbon. In addition to this we choose a site s0 ∈ int(Λ0)

and a ribbon ρs0 ⊂ Λ0 such that ∂0ρs0 = s0 and ∂1ρs0 ∈ ∂Λ1. Again, we require
that ρs0 is chosen such that there exists a ribbon σ ⊂ Λ1 such that ρs0σ is a ribbon.
For each site s ∈ int(Λ0) fix a ribbon ρs with ∂0ρs = s and ∂1ρs = s0. Define
Θ ..= {ρs | s ∈ int(Λ0) ∪ {s0}}.

As before we let HΛ1 and HΛc be the Hilbert spaces obtained by taking the
closure of the linear span of products of ribbons in Λ1 and Λc, respectively, acting
on the ground state. Furthermore set F0 ..= {Fρ1 · · · Fρn | ρ1, . . . , ρn ∈ Θ ∪ {ρ0}}.
We denote byH0 the Hilbert space given by the closure of the linear span of F0Ω.
With the notation F(Λ1) and F(Λc) as above we find the following.

Lemma 4.2.6:
The space spanF(Λ1)F0F(Λc)Ω norm is dense in H.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2.1 products of ribbon operators with ribbons in Z2 span a
dense subspace of H. Hence, what we will show is that for each ribbon operator
Fρ ∈ Awith ribbon ρ there are operators F1 ∈ F(Λ1), F0 ∈ F0 and F2 ∈ F(Λc) such
that FρΩ = F1F0F2Ω. The claim then immediately follows, since in a product of
ribbon operators, we can always commute operators with each other at the cost of
complex phases.

So, let Fρ be as above. Essentially what we are going to do is to separate the
parts in ρ that lie in Λ0 and express the resulting factors of the ribbon operators
via operators in F0. This is possible, since, when acting on Ω we can deform and
invert ρ without affecting the vector FρΩ (see e.g. Lemmas 2.6.13 and 2.6.14). The
first four cases are analogous to those in the proof of [Naa12b, Lemma 4.3]. It is
obvious that, if ∂iρ are both contained either in Λ1 or in Λc, there is an operator
F ∈ F(Λ1) or F ∈ F(Λc) such that FΩ = FρΩ. In the following we assume that ρ is
not a closed loop, for if this was the case, FρΩ = Ω. Set s ′ ..= ∂0ρ and s ..= ∂1ρ.

Assume that s ′ ∈ Λ1 and s ∈ int(Λ0). Let ρs ∈ Θ be the corresponding ribbon
to s and consider ρs0 as chosen before. Let σ ∈ Λ1 such that ∂0σ = ∂1ρs0 and
∂1σ = s ′. Then, by Lemmas 2.6.13, 2.6.14 and 2.7.2, there are a ribbon operator
F1 = Fσ ∈ F(Λ1), a product of ribbon operators F0 = FρsFρs0 ∈ F0 and a complex
phase a ∈ C such that FρΩ = aF1F0Ω.
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Now, assume that s ′ ∈ Λc and s ∈ intΛ0. Let ρs ∈ Θ and let σ ⊂ Λc be a
ribbon with ∂0σ ′ = ∂1ρ0 and ∂1σ ′ = s ′. Furthermore, let σ ⊂ Λ1 be a ribbon with
∂0σ = ∂1ρs0 and ∂1σ = ∂0ρ0. Then there are ribbon operators Fρ0 , Fρs0 , Fρs ∈ F0,
Fσ′ ∈ F(Λc) and Fσ ∈ F(Λ), and a complex phase a ∈ C such that FρΩ =

cFσFρ0Fρs0 FρsFσ
′Ω.

Consider now the case in which s ′ ∈ Λ1 and s ∈ Λc. Then we can pick a
deformation ρ̃ of ρ such that ρ̃ = σρ0σ

′ with σ ∈ Λ1 and σ ′ ∈ Λc. By Lemma 2.7.2
it follows that FΩ has the desired form.

If s, s ′ ∈ int(Λ0) we pick ρs, ρs′ ∈ Θ and find ribbon operators Fρs , Fρs′ ∈ F0

with FρΩ = Fρs · Fρs′Ω.
Now for the last three more difficult cases. We only treat one of them, since

the others can be treated in an analogous way using the arguments from above.
Consider first s ′ ∈ ∂Λ1 and s ∈ int(Λ0). By the remark after Lemma 3.1.5 the
ribbon ρ is at most one triangle apart from Λ1, that is, either there is at most one
bond in Λ0 between ρ and Λ1. This leaves us with two sub-cases to consider.

First, assume that there is no such bond. Hence we can pick a ribbon σ ⊂ Λ1
such that ∂0σ = s ′ and ∂1σ = ∂0ρ0. Then, with ρs ∈ Θ, we can find ribbon
operators Fσ ∈ F(Λ1), Fρ0 , Fρs ∈ F0 such that FρΩ = FσFρ0FρsΩ.

For the second sub-case consider that there is a triangle τ ∈ Λ0 such that τρ is a
ribbon and ∂0τ ∈ ∂Λ1. W.l.o.g. we can assume that Fρ = Fχ,cρ with (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G.
By Lemma 2.7.2 we have that Fχ,cρ = Fχ,eρ Fid,cρ and these factors commute. Assume
that τ is direct. Then by Lemmas 2.7.4 and 2.6.7 it holds that Fid,cρ = Fid,cτρ and we
can apply the procedure from the preceding paragraph to Fid,cτρ . We still have to
treat the factor Fχ,eρ . In order to do so, let τ ′ be the first triangle in ρ, i.e. ∂0τ ′ = s ′.
If necessary, we first deform ρ in Λ0 such that removing τ ′ from ρ results in a
ribbon ρ̃ with ∂0ρ̃ ∈ int(Λ0). If τ ′ is dual we find by Lemmas 2.7.4 and 2.6.7 that
Fχ,eρ̃ Ω = Fχ,eρ Ω and we can treat Fχ,eρ̃ as above. If, however, τ ′ is direct, we can
append a dual triangle τ ′′ to ρ̃ such that τ ′′ρ̃ is a ribbon and Fχ,eρ̃ = Fχ,eτ′′ρ̃. Then
there are three possibilities. Either ∂0τ ′′ ∈ int(Λ0), ∂0τ ′′ ∈ ∂Λ1 with no bond
distance to Λ1, or ∂0τ ′′ ∈ ∂Λ1 with one bond distance to Λ1. The first possibilities
can be treated as before, and the last one belongs to the case where the first triangle
τ in ρ is dual, which can be treated analogously.

The remaining difficult cases are given when s ′ ∈ int(Λ0) and s ∈ ∂(Λc), and
when s ′ ∈ ∂Λ1 and s ∈ ∂(Λc). However, these can be treated in an analogous
manner as the preceding case together with arguments from the first part of this
proof.
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Proposition 4.2.7:
Let Λ1 � Λ be cones and HΛ1 ,H0 and HΛc as before. Then there exists a unitary
U : H→ HΛ1 ⊗HΛc ⊗H0 which is determined by

UF1F0F2Ω = F1Ω⊗ F2Ω⊗ F0Ω, (4.4)

with F1 ∈ F(Λ1), F0 ∈ F0 and F2 ∈ F(Λc).

Proof. The proof of the previous lemma shows that for any product F of rib-
bon operators in A there exist operators F1 ∈ F(Λ1), F0 ∈ F0 and F2 ∈ F(Λc)

such that FΩ = F1F0F2Ω. Hence, equation (4.4) defines a linear map from a
dense subspace of H to HΛ1 ⊗HΛc ⊗H0 with dense image. Let F1, F ′1 ∈ F(Λ1),
F0, F

′
0 ∈ F0 and F2, F ′2 ∈ F(Λc). We just need to show that U is an isometry, i.e.

(UF1F0F2Ω,UF
′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω) = (F1F0F2Ω, F

′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω). Note that

(UF1F0F2Ω,UF
′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω) = (F1Ω, F

′
1Ω)(F2Ω, F

′
2Ω)(F0Ω, F

′
0Ω).

Assume now that F0 6= F ′0. Then there exists a site s ∈ Z2 such that the star
or the plaquette operator at s does not commute with F0 or F ′0. Here, “or” is not
exclusive. Then it is easy to see that (UF1F0F2Ω,UF ′1F ′0F ′2Ω) = 0. So it remains to
show that (F1F0F2Ω, F ′1F ′0F ′2Ω) = 0. There are two possibilities now. The first one,
case (I), is given by s ∈ int(Λ0) and the second, case (II), consists of the case where
the star and plaquette operators at all sites in int(Λ0) commute with F0 and F ′0.

Consider first case (I), where there is a site s ∈ int(Λ0) such that the star or
plaquette operator does not commute with F0 or F ′0. By locality the star and
plaquette operators commute with F1, F2, F ′1, F ′2 and it immediately follows that
(F1F0F2Ω, F

′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω) = 0.

Let us turn to case (II), that is, the plaquette and star operators at all sites in
int(Λ0) commute with both operators, F0 and F ′0. This implies that both operators
cannot contain non-trivial ribbon operators except for those associated to ρ0, since
by construction ribbon operators in F0 and F ′0 must either be associated to ρ0 or
to ribbons that end at the site s0 ∈ int(Λ0). Furthermore, ρ0 was chosen such
that ρ0 ⊂ Λ0 and therefore F0 and F ′0 commute with F1, F2, F ′1 and F ′2. Since local
operators can only create an even number of excitations above the ground state
(see Lemma 3.2.1), and F0, F ′0 each create different single excitations at both ∂Λ1
and ∂Λc it follows that there is no operator F in F(Λ1) or F(Λc) such that FF0Ω = Ω

or FF ′0Ω = Ω. Hence (F1F0F2Ω, F ′1F ′0F ′2Ω) = 0.
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Now consider the case where F0 = F ′0, hence (F0Ω, F
′
0Ω) = 1. By unit-

arity of ribbon operators and by locality we have that (F1F0F2Ω, F
′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω) =

(F1F2Ω, F
′
1F
∗
0F
′
0F
′
2Ω) = (F1F2Ω, F

′
1F
′
2Ω) = ((F ′1)

∗F1Ω, F
∗
2F
′
2Ω). Hence, the only

interesting case here is if there is a site in Z2 such that the star or plaquette oper-
ator does not commute with at least one of the operators (F ′1)∗F1 or F∗2F ′2. If there
was no such site, then these operators would commute with all star and plaquette
operators. Hence these operators would only contain trivial ribbon operators
or ribbon operators associated to closed ribbons and thus (FiΩ, F

′
iΩ) = 1 and

(F1F0F2Ω, F
′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω) = 1. Now let s ∈ Z2 be such that the star or plaquette oper-

ator, or both, do not commute with (F ′1)
∗F1 or F∗2F ′2, or both. Then ((F ′1)

∗F1Ω,Ω) =

(F1Ω, F
′
1Ω) = 0 and/or (F∗2Ω, F2Ω) = 0. And also ((F ′1)

∗F1Ω, F
∗
2F
′
2Ω) = 0 by

locality and therefore (F1F0F2Ω, F ′1F ′0F ′2Ω) = 0.
From all this, it follows that (UF1F0F2Ω,UF ′1F ′0F ′2Ω) = (F1F0F2Ω, F

′
1F
′
0F
′
2Ω) for

all F1, F ′1 ∈ F(Λ1), F2, F ′2 ∈ F(Λc) and F0, F ′0 ∈ F0. By Lemma 4.2.6 it then follows
that U is in fact a unitary from H toHΛ1 ⊗HΛc ⊗H0.

For completeness we state the result that the ground state ω satisfies the ap-
proximate split property for cones. The proof can be taken verbatim from the one
for [Naa12b, Theorem 4.5].

Theorem 4.2.8:
The translationally invariant ground state ω of Kitaev’s quantum double model for finite
abelian groups satisfies the approximate split property. I.e. let Λ1 � Λ be cones and
R(Λ1) andR(Λ) the associated von-Neumann algebras in the ground state representation.
Then there exists a type-I factor N such that

R(Λ1) ⊂ N ⊂ R(Λ).

Note that this can be proven without the above construction (see [Naa12a,
Theorem 11.3] and [FN15])2. However, the construction provides an explicit real-
isation of the intermediate type-I factor. Note also, that the approximate split
property implies that R(Λ1) ∨ R(Λc) is unitarily equivalent to R(Λ1) ⊗ R(Λc).
The unitary in Proposition 4.2.7 provides an explicit implementation of this fact.
Another advantage of this direct construction is that it allows us to prove that the
von Neumann algebra R̂(Γ) = R(Γc) ′ is isomorphic to the crossed product of R(Γ)
with the group H = G× Ĝ, where Γ = (Λ1 ∪Λ2) ∈ C2 is a pair of cones. This was
proven to be true for the toric code where G = Z2 [Naa13a], and now we are able
to show that this is also true for arbitrary finite abelian groups.

2These references use a combination of results of references [Tak58] and [DL83].
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Given a pair of cones Γ = (Λ1 ∪ Λ2) ∈ C2, and the von Neumann algebras
R̂(Γ) = R(Γc) ′ and R(Γ). Let {Vg |g ∈ H} be a set of charge transporters between
Λ1 andΛ2, and let α be the group of automorphisms on R(Γ) defined by αg(A) ..=

VgAV
∗
g, g ∈ H,A ∈ R(Γ). Let K ..= H ⊗ `2(H), where `2(H) is the Hilbert space

of square summable complex-valued functions of the group H. Then, by the
discussion after Definition 1.2.13which leads to equation (1.7), the crossed product
R(Γ) oα H is isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra spanned by {A ⊗ 1, Vg ⊗
λg |A ∈ R(Γ), h, g ∈ H}, where λ is the left regular representation of G on `2(H).

In our case it is a priori not clear, whether the automorphisms αg with g ∈ H
and g 6= e are free.

Theorem 4.2.9:
Given a pair of cones Γ = (Λ1 ∪Λ2) ∈ C2, the map given by

Φ(X) =
∑
g∈H

AgVg,

with X =
∑
g∈H(Ag ⊗ 1)(Vg ⊗ λg) ∈ R(Γ)oα H defines a ∗-isomorphism

Φ : R(Γ)oα H→ R̂(Γ)

such that Φ(R(Γ)) = R(Γ).

Proof. The proof is mostly along the same lines as the corresponding one for the
toric code in [Naa13a]. We recall it here with the necessary modifications.

Clearly,Φ is a ∗-homomorphism. Furthermore R(Γ) can be identified with the
diagonal part of R(Γ)oα H, and therefore Φ(R(Γ)) ⊆ R(Γ).

We start by showing that Φ : R(Γ) oα H → R̂(Γ) is surjective. We do this by
first showing that Φ is normal, i.e. for normal states ϕ on R̂(Γ ) the states φ ◦Φ on
R̂(Γ) oα H are normal as well. If Φ is normal, then its image is a von Neumann
algebra in R̂(Γ) containing both R(Γ) and the unitaries {Vg |g ∈ H}. Since by
Theorem 4.2.5 R̂(Γ) is already the smallest vonNeumann algebra containing these,
this implies that Φ is surjective.

Let ϕ ∈ R̂(Γ)∗ be a state. Then there exists a sequence (ψn)n∈N of states in
K such that

∑∞
n=1 ‖ψn‖2 < ∞ and ϕ(X) =

∑∞
n=1(ψ,Xψ) for all X ∈ R̂(Γ) (see

e.g. [Tak79, Proposition II.3.20]). Let (δg)g∈H be the canonical basis in `2(H) with
δg(k) = δg,k. Define vectors ξn ..=

∑
g∈Hψn ⊗ δg ∈ K and ζn ..= ψn ⊗ δe ∈ K

with n ∈ N and e the identity element in H. Then φ(X) ..=
∑
n(ξn, Xζn) defines a
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normal functional on R(Γ)oα H and for all X it follows that

φ(X) =
∑
n

(ξn, Xζn) =
∑
n∈N

∑
g,h,k∈H

(ψn ⊗ δk, (Ag ⊗ 1)(Vg ⊗ λg)ψn ⊗ δe)

=
∑
n∈N

∑
g∈H

(ψn, AgVgψn).

Hence φ = ϕ ◦Φ is a normal state.
Now for injectivity of Φ, i.e. X = 0 whenever Φ(X) = 0. By definition of

Γ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2 we can choose a cone Λ with Λ1 � Λ and Λ2 ⊂ Λc. Let HΛ1 and
HΛc beHilbert spaces as defined inDefinition 3.2.2, and letH0 be theHilbert space
defined before Lemma 4.2.6. The definition of H0 required the specification of a
ribbon ρ0 ⊂ Λ0 = (Λc1 ∩Λ) \∂Λ1 with ∂0ρ0 ∈ ∂Λ1 and ∂1ρ0 ∈ ∂Λc. Furthermore,
there exists a ribbon ρwith ∂0ρ ∈ Λ1 and ∂1ρ ∈ Λ2 such that for all g ∈ Hwe have
VgΩ = FgρΩ. We can choose ρ0 such that ρ0 ⊂ ρ. Let U : H → HΛ1 ⊗HΛc ⊗H0

as in Proposition 4.2.7. Hence, UR(Λ1)U∗ ⊂ B(HΛ1) and UR(Λ2)U∗ ⊂ B(Λ2).
For every g ∈ H we define a set of orthonormal states by Ωg ..= Fgρ0Ω. Let

PΩg , g ∈ H be the one-dimensional projections associated with these vectors, and
set Pg ..= UPΩgU

∗ = 1⊗ 1⊗ PΩg . Note that Pg ∈ (UR(Γ)U∗) ′ for all g ∈ H. Given
X ∈ R(Γ)oα H and k ∈ H, then

PkUΦ(X)U∗ = PkU
∑
g∈H

AgVgU
∗

=
∑
g∈H

UAgU
∗PkUVgU

∗.

Next, show that PkUVgU∗ζ ⊗ Ω = δk,gUVgU
∗ζ ⊗ Ω for any g, h ∈ H and any

ζ ∈ HΛ1⊗HΛc . From this it follows, that ifΦ(X)ζ⊗Ω = 0 for any ζ ∈ HΛ1⊗HΛc

then AgU∗ζ = 0 for all g ∈ H, where X =
∑
g∈HAgVg. Hence, by Lemma 4.2.3,

also Ag = 0 for all g ∈ H.
By the definition of HΛ1 and HΛc we only need to show this for products of

ribbon operators, i.e. for operators F ∈ F(Γ). Let F ∈ F(Γ), and ξ = FΩ. Note that
Uξ = ζ⊗Ω with ζ ∈ H(Λ1)⊗H(Λc). Then UVgU∗Uξ = UVgFΩ = α(g)UFFgρΩ,
with α(g) ∈ C and |α(g)| = 1, where we used the commutation relations between
ribbon operators. In addition, we used that the unitary operators Vg are weak
limits of sequences of ribbon operators, and that the multiplication is separate
weakly continuous (as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2).
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Since ρ0 ⊂ ρ there are ribbons ρ1 and ρ2 such that ρ = ρ1ρ0ρ2. Hence

UVgU
∗Uξ = α(g)UFFgρ1F

g
ρ0
Fgρ2Ω

= α(g)UFU∗
(
Fgρ1Ω⊗ F

g
ρ2
Ω⊗ Fρ0Ω

)
.

Using the definition of Pk we find PkUVgU∗ζ ⊗ Ω = δk,gUVgU
∗ζ ⊗ Ω. Since

vectors of the form FΩwith F ∈ F(Γ) span a dense subspace ofHΓ this holds for all
ζ ∈ HΛ1 ⊗HΛc . Hence, let X ∈ R(Γ)oα H with X =

∑
g,h(Ag ⊗ 1)(Vg ⊗ Eh,gh),

and assume that Φ(X) = 0.
Then for every k ∈ H and every ζ ∈ HΛ1 ⊗HΛc it follows that

0 = PkUΦ(X)U∗ζ⊗Ω = UAkVkU
∗ζ⊗Ω,

hence, by Lemma 4.2.2, Ak = 0 and thus X = 0.

An immediate consequence of this theorem is that the unitary operators Vg
with g ∈ G and g 6= e are not elements of R(Γ). Furthermore, we can apply the
discussion of Section 1.2.4 to our situation.

Corollary 4.2.10:
R(Γ) ⊆ R̂(Γ) is an irreducible inclusion of factors with index |G|. The action α of G on
R̂(Γ) is not inner.

Proof. As a UHF algebra A is simple (see e.g. [BR96]), thus π is faithful and, by
purity of ω (see [FN15, Theorem 3.5]), irreducible. Therefore, by locality R(Γ) ∨

R(Γc) = B(H) for regions Λ. It follows that R(Γ) ′ ∩ R̂(Γ) = C (see also [Naa13a,
Lemma 3.2]). Since R(Γ) ⊆ R̂(Γ) this implies that R(Γ) is a factor. Similarly,
we have R̂(Γ) ′ ∨ R̂(Γ) ⊇ (R̂(Γ) ∪ R(Γ) ′) ′ = B(H), and therefore R̂(Γ) is a factor
as well. Consequently, by Proposition 1.2.17, the automorphisms αg for g ∈ H
and g 6= e are free, and therefore not inner. By Proposition 1.2.19 {Vg}g∈H is a
Pimsner-Popa basis and the unique conditional expectation E : R̂(Γ)→ R(Γ) given
by E(

∑
g∈HAgVg) = A0, with some indexing (Ag)g∈H of elements in R̂(Γ), has

index |G|.

This result allows us to conclude that the number of superselection sectors in
the quantum double models for finite abelian groups is given by |G|2, as expected.
For the toric code this is proved in [Naa13a, Theorem 4.9]. In our situation the
proof carries over verbatim so that we need not to prove it here.
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Theorem 4.2.11:
In Kitaev’s quantum double model for finite abelian groups G on the infinite 2D lattice,
the cone index [R̂(Γ) : R(Γ)] is equal to |G|2. This implies that there are exactly |G|2

distinct superselection sectors. Furthermore the sectors are not degenerate and each sector
has statistical dimension one.

4.3 Further Structure of the Inclusion

The previous sections we singled out some properties of cone algebras in the
representation of the translational invariant ground state of Kitaev’s quantum
double model for a finite group G on an infinite plane. Of particular interest in
this section is the result that the commutants of von Neumann algebras associated
with pairs of cones can be identifiedwith the crossed product of the vonNeumann
algebras of the same cones and the group H = G× Ĝ. In the following we further
analyse this structure.

Recall thatR(Γ) = π(A(Γ)) ′′ and R̂(Γ) = π(A(Γc)) ′, where (π,Ω,H) is the cyclic
representation of the translational invariant ground stateω, and Γ = Λ1∪Λ2 ∈ C2

is a pair of disjoint, and sufficiently separated cones. Let α be the automorphic
action ofH = G× Ĝ on R(Γ) given by the charge transporters by αg(A) ..= VgAV

∗
g,

A ∈ R(Γ), g ∈ G, and the group G is considered finite and abelian. The structure
obtained in the previous sectionwas summarised in Corollary 4.2.10, andwe recall
it here for convenience.

Proposition 4.3.1:
The algebras R(Γ) ⊆ R̂(Γ) is an irreducible inclusion of factors. Furthermore, R̂(Γ) is
isomorphic to R(Γ)oαH and the action of α is free. The map E : R̂(Γ)→ R(Γ) defined by

E(X) = Ae, X =
∑
g∈H

AgVg ∈ R̂(Γ),

is the unique normal conditional expectation and has index Ind(E) = 1
|G|2

.

We nowwant to point out a downward basic construction onto the α-invariant
subalgebra of R(Γ). Since this is a structure that mainly depends on the properties
of R̂(Γ) as a crossed product, we first discuss the more general case of arbitrary
crossed products and then apply it to R̂(Γ).

We start with considering a dynamical system (M, K, α) on some Hilbert space
H as in Definition 1.2.12 and with K now some arbitrary abelian finite group. We
assume thatM is a factor and that the actionα is free onM. In addition, we require
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that there are unitary operators {Vg |g ∈ K} onH implementing α. ThenMoαK is
a factor as well, by Proposition 1.2.17. By the discussion after Definition 1.2.13 the
crossed productMoα K is isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra onH× `2(G)
generated by

{A⊗ 1 |A ∈M} ∪ {Vg ⊗ λg |g ∈ K},

where λ : G→ `2(K) is the left regular representation of K. The canonical embed-
ding π : M→Moα K is given by

π(A) ..= A⊗ 1, A ∈M,

and for all g ∈ K the operators

Λ(g) = Vg ⊗ λg,

define a faithful unitary representation of G on H ⊗ `2(K) (see also equation 1.7).
The normal conditional expectation E : Moα G→ π(M) is given by

E(X) ..= Ae,

where X = 1
|K|

∑
g∈KAgΛ(g), and (Ag), g ∈ G is some labelling of elements in

π(M). We denote the fixed point algebra under the action α by

M0
..= {A ∈M |∀g ∈ K : αg(A) = A} (4.5)

which is again a von Neumann algebra. This algebra is accompanied by a normal
conditional expectation E0 : M→M0 given by

E0(A) ..=
1

|K|

∑
g∈K

VgAV
∗
g

It is simple to see thatE0(M) = M0, and thatE0 satisfies the criteria of a conditional
expectation. Next, we define for each χ ∈ K̂ an orthogonal projection

Qχ ..=
∑
g∈K

χ(g)Λ(g), (4.6)

and it can be checked thatΛ(g)Qχ = χ(g)Qχ,Λ(g) =
∑
χ∈K̂ χ(g)Qχ, andQχQξ =

δχ,ξPχ for any g ∈ K and any χ, ξ ∈ K̂.
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Lemma 4.3.2:
The projections Pχ, χ ∈ K̂ as defined in equation (4.6) satisfy the following properties. For
all χ ∈ K̂ we have

• ∀A ∈ π(M) : E0(A)Pχ = QχAQχ,

• ∀A ∈ π(M) : E0(A) =
∑
χ∈K̂QχAQχ,

• E(Qχ) = 1
|K|
1,

• ∀X ∈Moα K : E(X)Qχ = 1
|K|
XQχ.

• M0 = (M ′ ∪ {Pχ})
′.

Proof. The first assertion follows from straightforward calculation, and the second
is implied by the first, considering PχPξ = δχ,ξPχ for any χ, ξ ∈ K̂. The third
is obvious from the definitions of E and the projections, and the fourth is again
a simple calculation. It is clear that M0 ⊆ (M ′ ∪ {Pχ})

′. Conversely, let X ∈
(M ′ ∪ {Pχ})

′. Note that M ′ ⊆ M ′
0 and thus, for all Y ∈ M ′

0 we have [X, Y] = 0,
hence X ∈M0.

For all g ∈ G andA ∈Mwe haveΛ(g)A⊗1)Λ(g)∗ = αg(A)⊗1, so this implies
that

π(M0) = {X ∈ π(M0) |∀g ∈ K : Λ(g)X = XΛ(g)}.

By faitfhulness of both π and Λ, the normal conditional expectation Ẽ0 ..= π ◦ E0 ◦
π−1 satisfies the same properties as listed in Lemma 4.3.2 with respect to Qχ and
π(M0).

Proposition 4.3.3:
Let (M, K, α) be a dynamical system, M a factor, and α unitarily implemented on H. Let
Qχ, χ ∈ K̂ be the projections as in equation 4.6. Then for any χ ∈ K̂

〈π(M0), Qχ〉 ∼= Moα K.

Furthermore, π(M0), and hence M0 is a factor. The index of E0 is Ind(E0) = 1
|K|

.

Proof. The existence of a ∗-isomorphism between 〈π(M0), Qχ〉 andMoαK follows
from Lemma 4.3.2 and [Kos98, Proposition 3.12]. This also implies that Ind(E0) =
1
|K|

. The same proposition also implies that π(M0) is a factor, and so is M0 by
faithfulness of the representation π.
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This proposition singles out the algebra π(M0) and the conditional expectation
E0 as a downward basic construction of the inclusion π(M) ⊆ M oα K. For the
next steps we interject a small technical lemma.

Lemma 4.3.4:
Let N1,N2 and N3 be von Neumann algebras over some common Hilbert space H. Then

N1 ∩ (N2 ∨N3) = (N1 ∩N2)∨ (N1 ∩N3).

Proof. We have that

N1 ∩ (N2 ∪N3) = (N1 ∩N2) ∪ (N1 ∩N3).

With (N1 ∨N2) = (N1 ∪N2)
′′ = (N ′1 ∩N ′2)

′, the bicommutants of each side are
then

N1 ∩ (N2 ∪N3)
′′ = (N ′1 ∨ (N2 ∪N3)

′) ′

= (N1 ∩ (N2 ∨N3)),

and

((N1 ∩N2) ∪ (N1 ∩N3))
′′ = (N1 ∩N2)

′′ ∨ (N1 ∩N3)
′′

= (N1 ∩N2)∨ (N1 ∩N3).

Lemma 4.3.5:
Let (M, K, α) be as in the previous proposition. Then the inclusionM0 ⊆M is irreducible,
i.e.

M ′
0 ∩M = C1.

Proof. Note that M0 = M ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′ by construction. Using that M is a factor
and that the operators Vg with g ∈ K and g 6= e are not contained in M, we find

M ′
0 ∩M = (M ′ ∪ {Vg |g ∈ K}) ′′ ∩M

= M ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′′

= C1.
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The structure of the embedding π(M0) ⊂ π(M) is illustrated as follows.

Lemma 4.3.6:
The map π(M0) 3 X 7→ XQχ ∈ Qχ(M oα K)Qχ is a ∗-isomorphism for any choice of
χ ∈ K̂.

Proof. Fix any χ ∈ K̂. For convenience let lχ denote the map π(M0) 3 X 7→
XQχ ∈ QχM oα KQχ. This map is non-zero by lχ(1) = Qχ. Furthermore it is a
∗-homomorphism since lχ(XY) = XYQχ = XQχYQχ = lχ(X)lχ(Y). Since (M0) is
a factor and lχ is non-trivial, lχ is injective, by [JS97, Corollary A.3.2].

To prove surjectivity consider X ∈ M oα K. Then X =
∑
g∈GAgΛ(g) with

(Ag)g∈G some labelling of elements of π(M), and, using Lemma 4.3.2, we have

QχXQχ = Qχ
∑
g∈K

AgΛ(g)Qχ =
∑
g∈K

χ(g)QχAgQχ

=
∑
g∈K

χ(g)Ẽ0(Ag)Qχ

which is of the form YQχ with Y ∈ π(M0).

By [KR97, Proposition 5.5.6]Qχ(MoαK)Qχ viewed as a vonNeumann algebra
onQχH⊗`2(K) is a factor. The lemma implies that,when restricted to the subspaces
[PχH ⊗ `2(K)], the von Neumann algebra Moα K becomes a copy of M0.

We can also give a separate proof for that M0 is a factor if M is a factor.

Proposition 4.3.7:
Given a dynamical system (M, K, α) on someHilbert spaceHwithα free and implemented
onH by unitaries {Vg |g ∈ K}. Then

M0 ∩M ′
0 = M ∩M ′ ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′

Especially, if M is a factor, then M0 is a factor.

Proof. First of all, note that M0 = M ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′. By the previous lemma we
have for the center of M0:

M0 ∩M ′
0 = (M ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′) ∩ (M ′ ∨ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′′)

= (M ∩M ′ ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′)∨ (M ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′ ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′′)

Since the action α is free, we haveM ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′ ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′′ = C1, and thus

M0 ∩M ′
0 = M ∩M ′ ∩ {Vg |g ∈ K} ′,

which is the claim.
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Nowwe turn back to the setting of the previous section. Let Γ ∈ C2 and {Vg |g ∈
H} be the charge transporters of the quantum double model with H = G× Ĝ and
G a finite abelian group. Consider the algebras R(Γ) and R̂(Γ) as in the previous
section, and define

R0
..= {A ∈ R(Γ) |∀g ∈ H : VgAV

∗
g = 0}

and

E0(A) ..=
1

|G2|

∑
g∈H

VgAV
∗
g (4.7)

for all A ∈ R(Γ). Recall the definition

Pχ =
1

|G2|

∑
g∈H

χ(g)Vg

for χ ∈ Ĥ, and for convenience we write P0 ..= Pid.

Lemma 4.3.8:
With the notation from above we have R0 = R(Γ) ∩ {P0}

′.

Proof. First, we have that R0 ⊂ R(Γ) ∩ {P0}
′, as, given A ∈ R(Γ), αg(A) = A for all

g ∈ H if and only if VgA = AVg for all g ∈ H.
To show R0 ⊃ R(Γ) ∩ {P0}

′ we need the structure of the R(Γ). We only need
to consider products of ribbon operators, since such products span a dense subset
of R(Γ). Let F ∈ R(Γ) be a product of ribbon operators with ribbons localised in
Γ . Then for each g ∈ H we have that VgF = γ(g)FVg where γ(g) ∈ C is a phase
(see [FN15]). Assume now that F commutes with P0, i.e.

∑
g∈H[F, Vg] = 0. But this

is only possible if F commutes with all summands and hence F ∈ R0. To see this
note that

∑
g∈H FVg =

∑
g∈H γ(g)FVg. Since ribbon operators in F are unitary this

implies
∑
g∈H Vg =

∑
g∈H γ(g)Vg and hence α(g) = 1 for all g ∈ H. By induction

we find that if F is a sum of products of ribbon operators then [P0, F] = 0 implies
[Vg, F] = 0 for each g ∈ H.
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The previous discussion then implies the following.

Proposition 4.3.9:
With Γ ∈ C2 and R(Γ), R̂(Γ), R0, and E0 as before, we have that

• E0 : R(Γ)→ R0 is a normal conditional expectation with index Ind(E0),

• R0 is a factor, and R0 ⊆ R(Γ) is irreducible,

• for all χ ∈ Ĥ we have R̂(Γ) ∼= 〈R(Γ), Pχ〉,

• for any χ ∈ Ĥ the map R0 3 A 7→ APχ ∈ PχR̂(Γ)Pχ is a ∗-isomorphism.

Summarising this, R0 ⊆ R(Γ) ⊆ R̂(Γ)with the normal conditional expectations E and E0
constitute a basic construction.

Proof. All points directly follow from the preceding discussion except for the basic
construction. But this follows from [Kos98, Theorem 3.12].

The normal conditional expectation E : R̂(Γ) → R(Γ) is a normal, linear, com-
pletely positive [NTU60] and unit preserving map.

Definition 4.3.10:
A linear map E : M → N between von Neumann algebras is called a channel, if E is
normal, unit preserving and completely positive.

Thus the conditional expectation E is a channel3 with input system R(Γ) and
output R̂(Γ). Channels fromavonNeumannalgebraM into the boundedoperators
B(K) of some Hilbert spaceK can be represented as a composition of an isometric
embedding of M into a larger Hilbert space L and a normal representation of M
on L. This is the content of a theorem by Stinespring ([Pau13, Theorem 4.1], see
also [Tak79, Theorem IV.3.6] for von Neumann algebras).

Theorem 4.3.11:
Let A be a unital C∗-algebra and let E : A → B(K) be a completely positive and unit
preserving map. Then there exists a Hilbert space L, a representation π : A→ B(L) and
an isometry U : K→ L such that for all A ∈ A

E(A) = U∗π(A)U. (4.8)

3For a physical motivation for the definition of channels, see [NC09; Wil11; Key02]. The definition
for von Neumann algebras can be found, for instance, in [Kri+06].
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If π(A)UK is dense in L, then the triple (π,U,L) is unique up to unitaries, i.e. if
(π ′, U ′,L ′) is another such triple satisfying equation (4.8), then there exists a unitary
V : L→ L ′ such that VU = U ′V and Uπ(A) = π ′(A)U ′ for all A ∈ A.

This representation of channels (or more general, completely positive maps)
can be understood as a generalisation of the GNS representation.

Definition 4.3.12:
Let E : A → B(K) be a completely positive and unit preserving map. A triple (π,U,L)
obtained from Theorem 4.3.11 is called Stinespring dilation. The triple (π,U,L) is called
minimal Stinespring dilation, if π(A)UK is norm dense in L.

Let E : M → B(K) be a channel, and let E∗ : B(K)∗ → M∗ be the unique
completely positive map given by E∗(ω)(A) = ω(E(A)) for all A ∈ M and all
ω ∈ B(K)∗. Ifω is a normal state onB(K) describing the preparation of a physical
system, then E∗(ω) is the state of the system after undergoing the evolution given
by the channel. If ω was initially pure, this is not necessarily true anymore for
E∗(ω). From a more information theoretical point of view, the quantum channel
E describes how information is transmitted from the input system B(H) to the
output system M. The Stinespring dilation theorem can now be interpreted as
that this evolution can be understood as an isometric interaction of the system
with an environment, i.e. the evolution is given by the coupling of the system to
the environment L via the isometry U. Due to the coupling to the environment
information can be lost to the environment. The channel describing this is called
the complementary channel.

Definition 4.3.13:
Let E : M → B(K) be a quantum channel, and let (π,U,L) be a Stinespring dilation of
E. The channel Ec(π,U,L) : π(M) ′ → B(K) given by

Ec(π,U,L)(A)
..= UAU∗,

for all A ∈ π(M) ′ is called complementary channel of Ew.r.t. (π,U,L).

For conditional expectations E : M → N, with N ⊆ M acting on H, the
Stinespring dilation was characterised in [NTU60].

Now we come back to the situation on Kitaev’s quantum double model for a
finite abelian group G. In our case, the ∗-isomorphism Φ : R(Γ) oα H → R̂(Γ)

constructed in Theorem 4.2.9 provides us with the minimal Stinespring dilation..
Recall, that the Hilbert space H on which R(Γ) and R̂(Γ) act is the Hilbert space
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obtainedby theGNSconstruction from theunique translationally invariant ground
spaceω. Let U : H→ H ⊗ `2(H) be given by

Uξ = ξ⊗ δe,

where e is the unit ofG, and ξ ∈ H. Then one can check thatU is an isometry, and
the adjoint is given by

U∗(ξ⊗ δg) = δg,eξ,

with ξ ∈ H.

Proposition 4.3.14:
Let Γ ∈ C2, and let E : R̂(Γ) → R(Γ) and U : H → H ⊗ `2(H) as before. Let
Φ : R(Γ) oα H → R̂(Γ) be the ∗-isomorphism constructed in Theorem 4.2.9. Then the
tuple (V,H ′, Φ−1) is a minimal Stinespring dilation for E, i.e.

• ∀X ∈ R̂ : E(X) = U∗Φ−1(X)U,

• the space Φ−1(R̂)UH is dense in H ′.

Proof. First of all note, that E is a channel [NTU60]. Next, we recall the definition
of Φ. Given X ∈ R̂ we can write it as X =

∑
g∈GAgVg with Ag ∈ R and the

unitaries Vg from the unitary representation V : G → B(H). The corresponding
outer action of G on R is denoted by α, i.e. for A ∈ R and g ∈ G it is given by
αg(A) = VgAV

∗
g.

The crossed product R(Γ) oα H on H ⊗ `2(H) is spanned by elements of the
form X =

∑
g∈H(Ag ⊗ 1)(Vg ⊗ λg) where (Ag)g∈H is some indexing of elements

of R(Γ) and λ is the left regular representation of H on `2(H). The ∗-isomorphism
Φ is then given as

Φ(
∑
g∈H

(Ag ⊗ 1)(Vg ⊗ λg)) =
∑
g∈H

AgVg,

and its inverse is given by

Φ−1(
∑
g∈H

AgVg) =
∑
g∈H

(Ag ⊗ 1)(Vg ⊗ λg).

With Y =
∑
g∈HAgVg we then have

Φ−1(Y)Uξ =
∑
g∈H

(AgVgξ)⊗ δg (4.9)
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and thus

U∗Φ−1(Y)Uξ = Aeξ.

This holds for all ξ ∈ H and since elements of the form
∑
g∈HAgVg form a dense

subalgebra of R̂(Γ) we arrive at

E(Y) = U∗Φ−1(Y)U

for all Y ∈ R̂(Γ). The denseness of Φ−1(R̂)VH in H ′ directly follows from equa-
tion (4.9).

This structure allows to draw a connection to error correction4 and private
subspaces. The following definition is due to reference [Cra+15].

Definition 4.3.15:
Let K be a Hilbert space, M a von Neumann algebra, E : M→ B(K) a quantum channel
and P ∈ B(K) an orthogonal projection. A von Neumann algebra N ⊂ B(PK) is called
private for Ew.r.t. P, if

AdP ◦ E(M) ⊆ N ′.

The von Neumann algebra N is said to be correctable for E w.r.t. P, if there exists a
quantum channel R : N→M such that

AdP ◦ E ◦ R = idN.

We say that N is private (correctable) for E, if P = 1.

Proposition 4.3.14 allows to apply [Cra+15, Theorem 4.7] to the present situ-
ation.

Proposition 4.3.16:
Given E : R̂(Γ) → R(Γ) as before, and let (V,H ′, Φ−1) be the minimal Stinespring
dilation from Theorem 4.3.14. Then the von Neumann algebra R(Γ) ′ is private for E.
Moreover, R(Γ) ′ is correctable for the complementary channel Ec w.r.t. this dilation, and
the correction map R : R(Γ) ′ → B(H ′) is given by R(X) = X⊗ 1, X ∈ R(Γ) ′.

Proof. By definition, the von Neumann subalgebra R(Γ) ′ ⊂ B(H) is private for
the channel E if E(R̂) ⊂ R(Γ) ′′. Since E(R̂) = R(Γ) this is fulfilled. By [Cra+15,

4for further reading on error correction and its generalisation to von Neumann algebras, see [KL95;
BNS98; KLP05; BKK07b; BKK07a; Chu+11]
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Theorem 4.7] R(Γ) ′ is then also correctable for the complementary channel Ec of
E w.r.t. (V,H ′, Φ−1). That is, there exists a channel R : R(Γ) ′ → B(H ′) such that
Ec ◦ R = idR(Γ)′ . It is now easy to see that the channel R(Γ) : R(Γ) ′ → B(H ′)

defined by R(X) = X⊗ 1 fulfills exactly this criterion.

4.4 Total Quantum Dimension and Secret Sharing

In what follows we discuss the structure of the inclusion R(Γ) ⊆ R̂(Γ) from an
operational point of view. In particular it is possible to show that the Jones-
Kosaki-Longo index Ind(E) is associated to a structure that is very similar to the
structure found for the total quantum dimension in the analysis of the quantum
double models for finite system sizes. These results are published in [FNO17] and
the purpose of this section is to give a brief review of the important statements.

The conditional expectation E : R(Γ) : R̂(Γ) is unique, satisfies E(X∗X) >
1

|G|2
X∗X for all X ∈ R̂(Γ), and its index is Ind(E) = |G|2. From Theorem 4.2.11

(for more details, see the discussion after Definition 3.5 in [Naa13a]) it follows that
the index of E is equal to the square of the total quantum dimension D2 of D(G),
i.e.

Ind(E) =
∑
a

d(ρa)
2,

where the sum goes over the charge sectors, and d(ρa) is the statistical dimension
of representatives of the sectors.

The structure of the inclusionR(Γ) ⊂ R̂(Γ) is related to the occurrence of a secret
sharing scheme [FNO17]. These schemes share information between several parties
in a way that the information is hidden from an adversary. Equivalently, secret
sharing schemes describe how to share a secret between several shareholders such
that each shareholder alone is not capable of recovering the secret from their share,
but it needs a minimal number of shareholders to collaborate in order to decode
the secret [CGL99; Got00].

In quantum systems such schemes are described by a partition of the system
into subsystems, part, a subset of system’s Hilbert space, the code space, and a
conditions on the parties and on the vectors of the code space [Got00]. Each party
has only access to observables on their part of the system. Furthermore, parts are
distinguished into authorised parts, which can access the secret using operations
on their part of the system, and unauthorised parts, which cannot decode the
informationwith local operations on their part of the system. Decoding operations
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is understood as being able to distinguish the code states. Depending on whether
the information encoded in the code space is quantum or classical, the code space
is a subspace of the system’s Hilbert space, or a set of orthogonal states. This also
means, that if we enlarge an unauthorised part by adding an authorise one, the
resulting new part is authorised.

In our case, the authorised parts are given by the cones Λ1 and Λ2, where
Γ = Λ1 ∪ Λ2 ∈ C2. There is only one unauthorised part which is Γc. The local
operations of each of theses systems are R(Λ1), R(Λ2), and R(Γc). The code states
are given by classes of vectors R(Γ)VgΩ, whereΩ is the cyclic state implementing
the ground state ω0, and Vgg∈H is a fixed set of charge transporters from Λ1 to
Λ2. Note, that for each g, h ∈ H and A,B ∈ R(Γ) we have

(AVgΩ,BVhΩ) = δh,g(AVgΩ,BVgΩ),

by the construction of the charge transporters and the commutation relations of
ribbon operators. This implies that the vectors AVgΩ and BVhΩ are not super-
posable with respect to observables in R(Λ1) and R(Λ2): If φ is a phase, and
ψ ..= 1√

2
(AVgΩ+ eiφBVhΩ), then

2(ψ,Cψ) = (AVgΩ,CAVgΩ) + (BVhΩ,CBVhΩ)

for all C ∈ R(Λ1), and the same holds true for all C ∈ R(Λ2). In addition, for each
A,B ∈ R(Γ), there are projections in R(Λ1) and R(Λ2) which can distinguish the
vectors AVgΩ and BVhΩ for each g, h ∈ H: To construct the charge transporters
one needs to specify fixed sites si ∈ Λi, i = 1, 2. IfA,B = 1 it suffices to choose the
charge projections in Definition 2.5.1 at s1 and s2. If A,B are products of ribbon
operators, then can choose loops around the regions inΛ1 andΛ2 in whichA and
B act non-trivially and takes the projections onto the charge in these regions (for
such operators, c.f. [BM08]). Finally, by localitywe have for any operatorE ∈ R(Γc),
any g, h ∈ H and A,B ∈ R(Γ):

(AVgΩ,EBVhΩ) = δh,g(AVgΩ,EBVgΩ).

This means that the code states are correctable with respect to errors imposed by
operators in R(Γc) [Got00]. Hence, encoding information by applying the charge
transporters to vectors in R(Γ)Ω results in vectors from the code space. These
states cannot be distinguished by an adversary having only access to observables
in R(Γc). Hence, if restricted to the algebra R(Γc) these states coincide.
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The above discussion allows to conclude that the cones Λ1 and Λ2 can be
viewed as authorised parts of a secret sharing scheme for classical information,
and Γc as unauthorised. The code states are in fact the classes of vectors R(Γ)VgΩ
with g ∈ H. The classical information is encoded on states fromR(Γ)Ω byusing the
charge transporters {Vg |g ∈ H}. The fact that R̂(Γ) ∼= R(Γ)oα H, or Ind(E) = |G|2

implies that this choice of code states is maximal in the sense, that there are
no additional code states we can add without violating the conditions on the
secret sharing scheme [FNO17]. In addition, we have that R(Γc) ⊂ R(Γ) ′ and
this inclusion is strict, since R(Γc) = R̂(Γ). For instance, the projections onto the
total charges in Λ1 and Λ2, respectively, are contained in R(Γ) ′, but not in R(Γc).
An adversary having access only to the observables in the algebra R(Γc) therefore
cannot determine the total charge in either cone Λ1 and Λ2. However, it is not so
clear to connect the privacy of R(Γ) ′ with respect to the channel E directly to this
picture. However, in both situations we find, as discussed below, that the index
characterised the amount of information that can be hidden from an adversary.
For private subspaces in secret sharing schemes in finite dimensions this is much
clearer [KKS08].

There is yet another facet to this. The logarithm of the index of the inclusion
R(Γ) ⊂ R̂(Γ) can be related to a relative entropy [PP86; Hia90]. This relative
entropy can be interpreted as a the amount of information that can be hidden in
the secret sharing scheme [FNO17]. We briefly review the according discussion
in reference [FNO17] to which we refer for the details. Given a normal state φ on
R̂(Γ), then the relative entropy between R̂(Γ) and R(Γ) w.r.t. φ is given as

Hφ(R̂(Γ)|R(Γ)) = supφi

∑
i

[S(piφi, φ) − S(piφi � R(Γ), φ � R(Γ))],

where the supremum is taken over all finite families (φi)i∈I of normal states on
R̂(Γ) such that φ =

∑
i piφi, where (pi)i∈I is a probability distribution over the

finite index set I. The relative entropy S(piφi, φ)usedhere is a generalisation of the
relative entropy of finite dimensional systems (c.f. [OP93])5. It can be shown that
Hφ(R̂(Γ)|R(Γ)) is non-negative and can be interpreted as the additional amount
of information an encode in the state φ, if we use operations of R̂(Γ) instead of
R(Γ) [FNO17]. The relative entropy between R̂(Γ) andR(Γ)w.r.t. to the conditional

5The order of the arguments in S(piφi,φ) is reversed comparted to the definition in [OP93].
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Figure 4.2: Relation betweendifferent concepts related to the total quantumdimen-
sion in Kitaev’s quantum double model for finite abelian groups. The dotted lines
are the relations that are established in [FNO17]. The total quantumdimension can
be obtained from combinations entanglement entropies of certain regions [KP06;
LW05]. It also can be obtained from the Jones-Kosaki-Longo index. Both, the topo-
logical entanglement entropy and the logarithm of the index can be interpreted in
terms of a secret sharing scheme as the amount of information that can be hidden
from an adversary.

expectation E is defined as

HE(R̂(Γ),R(Γ)) ..= sup
φ

Hφ(R̂(Γ),R(Γ)),

and the supremum is taken over all faithful normal states φ on R̂(Γ) such which
fulfill E ◦ φ = φ. It then follows that

HE(R̂(Γ),R(Γ)) = log (Ind(E)) ,

which also proves that there are states φ on R̂(Γ) such that Hφ(R̂(Γ)|R(Γ)) > 0.
The relative entropy HE(R̂(Γ),R(Γ)), and therefore the total quantum dimension
D, give us an upper bound on the amount of information we can possibly encode
in a state on R̂(Γ) if we use the additional operators in this algebra which are
not contained in the algebra R(Γ). Together with the discussion of the secret
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sharing scheme, the total quantum dimension (more precisely, its logarithm) can
be interpreted as the maximum amount of information that can be hidden using
the charge transporters.

Let us summarise this discussion. The index of the inclusion R(Γ) ⊂ R̂(Γ) is
equal to the square of total quantumdimensionDof themodular tensor category of
finite dimensional representations ofD(G). At the same time, it can be interpreted
as the dimension of the code space of a secret sharing scheme for classical inform-
ation. Furthermore, the relative entropy of the inclusion R(Γ) ⊂ R̂(Γ)with respect
to the channel E is equal to the logarithm of the index, i.e.HE(R̂(Γ),R(Γ)) = logD2,
hence giving an upper bound on the information that can be hidden in the secret
sharing scheme. This is strikingly similar to the properties one finds in the ana-
lysis of the quantum doublemodels in finite system sizes. There the total quantum
dimension of Repf(D(G)) can be obtained from the the topological entanglement
entropy Stop. The topological entanglement entropy of the quantumdoublemodel
is a zero order correction in the area law of the ground state. It can be interpreted
as the reduction of the von Neumann entropy of the ground state restricted to
a finite region due to the presence of anyonic excitations [KP06; LW06]. For the
ground state of Kitaev’s quantum double models the topological entanglement
entropy is proportional to D [KP06; LW06]. Moreover, it was shown, that Stop can
be interpreted as the rate of a secret sharing scheme [KFM16], though the scheme
is different from ours. The relation between these different concepts discussed
above is depicted in Figure 4.2.
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5 Summary and Outlook

Due to their stability against local perturbations and their potential to imple-
ment unitary gates for quantum computation, topologically ordered systems have
gained broad interest as possible candidates for quantum memories and fault
tolerant quantum computation. Among the different models that are usually in-
vestigated to better understand topological order, the quantum double models
proposed by Kitaev are the most prominent examples whose structure is relatively
simple and well understood, and which combine many of the properties topolo-
gical ordered systems ought to have [Kit03]. It is this structure which makes this
class of models also appealing as toy models in the study of topologically ordered
systems in the thermodynamic limit.

The name “quantum double models” stems from the fact that the local excita-
tions above the ground state are characterised by the irreducible representations of
Drinfel’d’s quantum double D(G) of a finite group G that enters the construction
of the model [Kit03]. Thus, the local excitations are anyons and their statistics is
very different from fermions and bosons. If the group underlying the construc-
tion is finite and abelian, an assumption we make in large parts of this thesis, the
irreducible representations are then labelled by elements of the groupH = G× Ĝ,
where Ĝ is the group of irreducible characters of G. The fusion and braiding rules
are given by the multiplication rules of the group H [FN15]. Depending on the
topology of the surface in which Kitaev’s quantum double model is embedded,
the ground state space is degenerate and the number of ground states depends
only on the surface’s genus. On the plain square lattice, i.e. in the thermodynamic
limit, there only exists one translationally invariant ground state, and this state
is pure [FN15; Naa12a]. There are other ground states of the dynamics which
are associated with single excitations, but are neither translationally invariant nor
necessarily pure [CNN16].
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Since the structure of local excitations in these models is well understood in
terms of the ribbon operators, this allows for a straightforward construction of
states in the thermodynamic limit that contain single excitations: Local excitations
always occur in conjugate pairs at the end of ribbons, and a single excitation can
be obtained by fixing one end and moving the other end to infinity. This results
in states containing cone-like localised excitations, and one can show that the
representations of the quasilocal algebraA associated to these states do not depend
on the ribbon or the position of the excitations up to unitary equivalence. In fact,
these representations are representatives of equivalence classes of representations
of A that are selected by a DHR-like superselection criterion.

The equivalence classes that are distinguished by the selection criterion are
called superselection sectors and describe the elementary charges of the model. A
representation obeys the superselection criterion, if it is equivalent to the repres-
entation of the translationally invariant ground state outside of cones. It then turns
out that the explicitly constructed representations that contain single excitations
are representatives of distinct superselection sectors, if the label of the excitations
are different. However, the representations constructed in this way are a priori
representatives of only some classes. In order to fully classify the sectors one
needs an additional technical property called Haag duality for cone algebras in the
ground state representation. It allows to show that the properties of an explicitly
constructed representation carry over to its whole equivalence class. In addition,
Haag duality can be used to define braiding and fusion on the superselection
sectors, which then can be used to show that the sectors containing the explicitly
constructed representations form a braided monoidal category. The latter can
then be shown to be isomorphic to the modular tensor category of irreducible
representations of D(G).

By locality, operators localised inside a cone commute with the operators loc-
alised in the complement of the cone. Haag duality is the converse statement:
operators that commute with all operators localised in the complement of a cone
are in fact themselves localised inside the cone. A large part of this thesis is devoted
to show that Haag duality holds for cone algebras in the GNS representation of the
translationally invariant ground state of the quantum double model in the case of
finite abelian groups. This is achieved by understanding the structure of the local
excitations created inside and outside of a coneΛ. In particular, the proof relies on
the characterisation of a certain Hilbert subspaceHΛ of the Hilbert spaceH. Here
H is the Hilbert space obtained from the GNS construction of the translationally
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invariant ground state ω0. This subspace HΛ contains excitations created only
inside the cone Λ; excitations localised outside Λ are contained in its orthogonal
complement. This allows to restrict both the algebra π0(A(Λ)) of operators loc-
alised inside the cone and the algebra π0(A(Λc)) ′ of operators commuting with
those in the complement of Λ, to HΛ. Here the prime denotes the commutant of
the algebra in B(H) and π0 is the GNS representation of ω0. A result by Rieffel
and van Daele [RD75] allows then to conclude Haag duality for the cone algebras,
i.e. the equality π(A(Λ)) ′′ = π(A(Λc)) ′.

That Haag duality is not necessarily fulfilled for any subset of the square lattice
is illustrated by the algebra of observables associated to the union Γ = Λ1 ∪Λ2 of
two disjoint cones Λ1, Λ2. There Haag duality fails: the commutant of the algebra
of observables localised in Γc is strictly larger than the algebra of observables
localised in Γ . A recent result [Naa13a] shows that the Jones-Kosaki-Longo index
of the corresponding inclusion of von Neumann algebras allows to give an upper
bound on the number of superselection sectors which the theory supports. The
second part of this thesis is devoted to the analysis of the algebra π0(A(Γc)) ′. This
algebra is generated by π0(A(Γ)) ′′ and the charge transporters fromΛ1 toΛ2. The
charge transporters form a unitary representation of the group H = G × Ĝ, and
as in the toric code [Naa13a], the algebra π0(A(Γc)) ′ is shown to be isomorphic to
the crossed product of π0(A(Γ)) ′′ with the group H. The proof relies on the tools
and the understanding of the local excitations developed in the proof of Haag
duality. These tools can also be used to conclude that the algebra π0(A(Γ)) ′′ is
isomorphic to the tensor product π0(A(Λ1))

′′ ⊗ π0(A(Λ2)) if the cones Λ1 and
Λ2 are sufficiently separated from each other. This property is called approximate
split property and is proved by explicitly constructing a unitary which implements
the equivalence. As mentioned earlier, the von Neumann algebra π0(A(Γc)) ′ is
isomorphic to the crossed product of π0(A(Γ)) ′′ with the group H. This implies
that the Jones-Kosaki-Longo index of the inclusion π0(A(Γ)) ′′ ⊂ π0(A(Γc)) ′ is
equal to |G|2, which in turn is the square of total quantum dimension D of D(G).
As this gives an upper bound to the number of superselection sectors [Naa13a],
this proves that all superselection sectors are completely characterised by the finite
dimensional representations of D(G) (see also [KLM01] for a similar result in the
setting of conformal field theory).

The inclusion π0(A(Γ)) ′′ ⊂ π0(A(Γc)) ′ carries more structure: The condi-
tional expectation implementing the restriction of the larger algebra π0(A(Γc)) ′

to π0(A(Γ)) ′′ is in fact a quantum channel. The commutant π0(A(Γ)) ′ of the ob-
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servables localised in Γ is then a private subalgebrawith respect to E. This seems to
be related to the existence of a secret sharing scheme for classical information asso-
ciated with the inclusion π0(A(Γ)) ′′ ⊂ π0(A(Γc)) ′. IfΩ is the vector implementing
the translationally invariant ground state, the charge transporters contained in the
larger algebra can be used to prepare states from the ground state vectorΩ that are
indistinguishable for operators localised in the complement of Γc, i.e. contained in
the algebra π0(A(Γc)) ′′. On the other hand, these states can be distinguished by
operators localised in the conesΛ1 andΛ2. The number of states, or rather classes
of states, that can be prepared in this way is given by the index, hence the total
quantum dimension D. This is complemented by the observation that the logar-
ithm of the Jones-Kosaki-Longo index equal to a relative entropy of the inclusion
with respect to E [Hia90; PP86]. This relative entropy can be interpreted as the
additional information one can encode in a state using operators from π0(A(Γc)) ′

compared to only using operators from the smaller algebra π0(A(Γ)) ′′ [FNO17].
The structure found for the index is very similar to the structure found when

analysing the quantum double models in finite system sizes. There the logarithm
of the total quantumdimension can be obtained from the topological entanglement
entropy, where it characterises a correction of the von Neumann entropy of the
ground state restricted to a finite region, due to the presence of anyons in the
system [KP06; LW06]. In addition, the topological entanglement entropy, and
hence the logarithm ofD, can be interpreted as the sharing rate of a secret sharing
scheme for certain regions [KFM16]. This suggests that the underlying concept
of the total quantum dimension for the thermodynamic limit is the same as for
finite system sizes, and sheds some new light on the structure of the total quantum
dimension.

5.1 Outlook

As remarked in Section 4.4 the Jones-Kosaki-Longo index in Kitaev’s quantum
double model for finite abelian groups is accompanied by a structure that is very
similar to that found in the analysis of this model in finite system sizes. Judging
from the situation in finite system sizes, where it is known that the area law, and
hence the topological entanglement entropy, is stable under the quasi-adiabatic
continuation [Mar+14], one would expect that the index is stable against per-
turbations of the Hamiltonian with local interactions. As long as the gap above
the ground state energy in the spectrum of the Hamiltonian is not closed, such
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perturbations do not lead to a phase transition. Furthermore, one would ex-
pect that the superselection sectors are invariant. A useful tool in this analysis
could be the generalisation of the quasi-adiabatic continuation to the thermody-
namic limit [Bac+11]. More precisely, in reference [Bac+11] it was shown that
ground states of such perturbed Hamiltonian are automorphically equivalent to
the ground states of the originalHamiltonian by a so-called spectral flow. This flow
satisfies a Lieb-Robinson bound and therefore maps strictly localised observables
to observables that are only quasi-local. As a consequence, single excitations of the
resulting deformed Kitaev model can no longer be expected to be cone-like local-
ised. This also suggests that selection criterion in Definition 4.1.5 in this strictly
local form is then not valid anymore, and should be replaced by a more suitable
one.

It seems possible, but laborious, to proof Haag duality for cone algebras in the
ground state representation in the non-abelian case as well. This requires a more
detailed understanding of the commutation relations of ribbon operators with
focus on relating the appearing sums and coefficients to the fusion coefficients
and R-matrix elements of RepfD(G). Furthermore, it should be possible to use
some of the techniques developped for the corresponding proof in the abelian case.
We have seen for the quantum doubles model for finite abelian groups that the
category of localised endomorphisms is equivalent to the modular tensor category
of finite dimensional representations ofD(G). It is expected that this is also the case
if the underlying group is non-abelian. However, it is not so clear how to describe
the superselection sectors and what the corresponding objects are that play, for
instance, the role of the inclusion π0(A(Γ)) ′′ ⊂ π0(A(Γc)) ′ in the abelian case. One
problem that arises here is, that the irreducible representations of D(G) are no
longer necessarily one-dimensional, and thus describe non-abelian anyons. Hence,
the anyonsnowhave innerdegrees of freedomwhich transformnon-trivially under
the fusion and braiding. This is indicated by the form of the ribbon operatorswhen
labelled by irreducible representations ofD(G) as well as their fusion and braiding
rules (c.f. Proposition 2.6.4 and Lemmata 2.6.11 and 2.6.14). A promising approach
is to use amplimorphism of the quasilocal algebra A into the tensor product of A
with finite dimensional matrix algebras. This is discussed in reference [Naa15] in
more detail, where such amplimorphisms where constructed. Similar approaches
for one-dimensional spin chains can be found in the references [SV93; NS97].

Inclusions N ⊂ N of von Neumann algebras with conditional expectation
E : M → N of finite index provide a large class of examples of von Neumann
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algebras that are correctable in the sense of reference [Cra+15]: the von Neumann
algebraN ′ is private for E, and thereforeN ′ is correctable for any complementary
channel Ec of E. In the case of crossed products there is more structure. If N is
a factor, and M = N oα G for some finite group G acting freely on N, then the
subgroups of G are in one-to-one correspondence with intermediate subfactors
of N oα G, and for each such subfactor L there exists a conditional expectation
EH : N oα G → L [Cho78]. The commutant L ′ is then private for the associated
conditional expectation EH. One question here is, whether there exists a projection
P such thatN ′ is private for EH with respect to P. The observation that the relative
entropy of the inclusion R(Γ) ⊂ R̂(Γ)with respect to E characterises the amount of
information that is erased from the private subalgebra under the complementary
channel, suggests that a similar interpretation exists for general inclusion N ⊂M

if there exists a conditional expectation E : M → N of finite index. Furthermore,
it should be possible to translate this discussion to channels from von Neumann
algebras into bounded operators acting on some Hilbert space, since, by [Pau13,
Theorem 3.18], channels give rise to conditional expectations onto the algebra of
fixed points of the channel.
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